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From: Wade, Vickey


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 06:11 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission


RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is 
no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but 
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors 
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, 
"What the heck is going on, here?" 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than 
he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense. 
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and 
a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last 
name. Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be 
checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof 
their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks 
upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about 
affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some 
additional reporting requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy 
and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama 
Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Vickey Wade


Lakewood, CO  80226


 







Puma PAC Member








From: mj.mulligan@VALLEY.NET (mj.mulligan)


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:09 PM


USE THIS TEMPLATE EMAIL FOR YOUR LETTER.


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit ìfor causeî of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, ìWhat the heck is going on, here?î 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is 
unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of ìforeign donorsî. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that 
have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously 
with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donorís American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


MJ MULLIGAN
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Puma PAC Member
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From: Smith, Cheryl


To: 'agencypro2008@fec.gov'; 'prowl@pumapac.org'


Subject: Obama victory fund
Date: 01/05/2009 06:11 PM


January 5, 2009


 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


 
Dear FEC,


 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the 
Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement 
of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the 
need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to 
account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated? 


 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on 
his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to 
questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to 
disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure 
out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 
Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of 
the process: 


 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at 
the campaigns expense. 
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting 
must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable 
reports rejected and late fees applied. 


 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor 
transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on 
city, state and zip code information and a single donor could 
have several name variations. Some of the records were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling 
to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have 
procedures for such checks upon submission and reject 
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting penalties should be applied. 


 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are 
over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have 
foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION 
DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there.. The form apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no 
notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These 
donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 


 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/
receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair 
practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds. 


 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


 
Sincerely,
Cheryl Smith Greene County Ohio 
Puma PAC Member







 








From: Judy Grillo


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:10 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I 
am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of 
grassroots voters. 


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade 
the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be 
able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no audit 
mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate 
donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN 
received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to 
disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as 
the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and 
updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with 
unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions 
were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor 
could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like 
Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous 
donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up 
receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC 
should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with 
errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be 
applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed 
in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than 
$6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or 
government serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
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The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair 
practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Judy Grillo
Easton, Maryland 
Puma PAC Member








From: NORMA Broude


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Audit for cause Obama campaign
Date: 01/05/2009 06:13 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama 
for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, 
People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-
roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But 
what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding 
campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign 
spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN 
received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama 
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to 
figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
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The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. 
The submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. 
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, 
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors 
had a single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their 
own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks 
upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified 
tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit 
of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
N. Broude, Washington DC 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 
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From: LLedwell@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance & Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:11 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million 
on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed 
donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for 
more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected 
and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled 
with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the 
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candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for 
such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama 
donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the 
donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable 
donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Loralyn Cropper
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.



http://www.aol.com/?ncid=emlcntaolcom00000026






From: Rich Lieber


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Do your job please!
Date: 01/05/2009 06:14 PM
Importance: High


Dear Federal Elections Commission: 
 
As a United States Veteran who spent over 28 years defending the freedoms we 
enjoy in this country, I respectfully request that you direct your attention to the 
unbelievable violations of public campaign law conducted by the Obama 
campaign.


It is my understanding that PUMA P.A.C. has filed an official letter, duly 
notarized, requesting that the FEC audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds 
for cause.  This letter was published on the internet and millions of Americans 
have seen it and are relying on the FEC to follow through with this request, as 
well as with similar requests from other individuals and groups.  The American 
public expects the FEC to investigate thoroughly and DO ITS JOB to ensure that 
Obama’s campaign complied with fair and legal campaign practices during the 
election.   
 
It is unbelievably offensive and outrageous that so many obvious violations of 
campaign donor laws were abused and ignored by the Obama campaign, all 
under the supposedly watchful eye of the FEC.  These violations apparently 
include, among other things: 


(1) hiding the identity of at least a third of its donors;  
 
(2) allowing donors to exceed campaign donation limitations;  
 
(3) giving over $800,000 to ACORN, which abused the election process by 
overtly and arrogantly encouraging and perpetrating voter fraud around the 
country, including abusing the voter registration process; 
 
(4) filing expenses of $255 million more than the Obama campaign disclosed as 
having collected in donation receipts; 
 
(5) providing no unique manner to identify or monitor donors’ total donations or 
validate the legitimacy of donors, including:


(a) listing obviously fraudulent donor names such as “Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj  and  Khv, 
Khv  and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and  Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu”, 
 
(b) using a single letter for the last names of numerous donors, 
 
(c) listing some donors as “Anonymous”, and 
 
(d) having multiple donations, often in the thousands for one supposed individual 
(such as someone with the purported name of “Good Will” out of Austin, TX with 
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1,541 donations), all with similar Occupations/Employer of “Loving/You”, and
 
(6) listing $4 million in donations from 4,166 donors with foreign addresses from 
over 100 different foreign countries, although it was obvious that none of the 
addresses corresponded with anyone in the military or government service 
overseas.
 
As you are well aware, US campaign finance law expressly forbids donations from 
foreign donors, yet the Obama campaign apparently made no attempt to verify 
the American citizenship of each and every donor.  
 
While it appears that the FEC has done nothing to date to investigate this matter 
or take the Obama campaign to task for violations that are obvious to even the 
most casual observer, the FEC has been duly requested by US citizens to 
investigate this matter thoroughly and the American citizens are relying on the 
FEC to ensure that our campaigns are conducted in a fair and legal manner. 
 Since it does not appear that this was the case with the Obama Presidential 
Campaign, it is imperative that no precedent is allowed to be set by any illegal 
methods that were used in 2008 and overlooked by the FEC.  Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign and notify the press so that the American public 
can know that the FEC is on top of this matter and immediately correcting any 
problems that occurred as a result of prior neglect with regard to this topic.   
 
Thank you on behalf of all American citizens for your prompt and careful 
attention to this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
Richard A. Lieber  
Colorado Springs, Colorado, USA








From: Becky Feltmeyer


Reply To: fishpucky101@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:12 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Becky Feltmeyer, Wisconsin 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 







The way to do is to be......Lao Tzu
 








From: ttorrellas@verizon.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Please investigate Obama's contributions
Date: 01/05/2009 06:11 PM


To Whom it may concern, 
I got your contact information from: 
www.pumapac.org 
I agree that it is only right that your agency fully investigates Pres. Elect 
Obama's campaign contributions. 
No one in this great country is above the law; not even him. If there was 
irregularities it is the public's right to know. 
I urge you to complete your task. 
That is what your role is. 
Toni Torrellas 
A concerned Citizen 
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From: Mbet52@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 06:11 PM


Dear FEC:
 
I am writing to urge you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Registration #C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (CO0451393).  I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters.  http://
pumapac.org.
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC.  Public funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances.  But what happens when there is no audit mandated?
 
Barack Obama spent a record of $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only 
$485 million of his windfall.  Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding 
campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors.  Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the American Public 
tries to figure out, "What is going on here?"
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors".  There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama 
donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  
There are not notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship.  These donors should have 
some additional reporting requirements.
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America and Obama Victory Fund.  We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices.Please audit the Obama 
Presidential Campaign Funds  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
 
Sincerely,
 
Mary Daniels
Puma PAC Member
La Habra, California
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: Terry Dozois


Reply To: terrydozois@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 11:58 AM


January 5, 2009 


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC, 


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens 
when there is no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign 
but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of 
those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation 
limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused 
voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information 
about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the 
American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


•         The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited 
at the campaigns expense. 
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•         The Commissions ability to review campaign finance 
reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough 
checks for compliance at the time of submission, with 
unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information 
and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V 
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for 
their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there. 
The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification.. There 
are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These 
donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the 
Obama Campaign Finances. 


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) 
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 


Sincerely, 


Terry &Albert Dozois Arkansas 







Puma PAC Member 
http://pumapac.org 


  


 








From: clinton4usa@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # 
C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393)


Date: 01/05/2009 06:11 PM


January 5, 2009
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
 
Dear FEC,
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?
The following are now necessary to protect=2 0the integrity of the 
process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 
be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance 
at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and 
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late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 
address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. 
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government 
serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are n o notes about affirming the donor’s American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
 
Sincerely,
Katherine Seyes 
NY, NY 
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org 
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From: bugclub101


To: <Undisclosed-Recipient:; >


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 11:58 AM


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million 
on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed 
donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 
●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and 


updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with 
unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled 
with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the 
candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for 
such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
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late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in 
the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling 
more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors 
should have some additional reporting requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable 
donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


HP Jewett
 Massachusetts
 
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org 








From: WALLYEHREN@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: is this the change we can believe in
Date: 01/05/2009 12:04 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means 
Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens 
when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign 
but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those 
donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits 
and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast 
Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter 
registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information 
about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the American 
Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more 
than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time 
of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
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submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information 
and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V 
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for 
their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. 
The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There 
are no notes about affirming the donor‛s American Citizenship. These donors 
should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the 
Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) 
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Rita Ehrenpreis
Florida 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: VJ Liberatori


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Audit the Obama Campaign Funds
Date: 01/05/2009 05:54 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama 
for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance with fair practices. As an American citizen, I want to 
know
who donated how much detailing foreign donors as well as domestic. Also, 
an accounting
of how these vast sums of money were spent must be provided. All
of this information must be made public to the American people in a timely 
and 
responsible manner. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Victoria Liberatori
New Mexico 
 
 
My cell: 917-710-4870
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From: Barbara Wysocki


To: undisclosed-recipients:;


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 11:55 AM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:
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●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 
be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance 
at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and 
late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as Anonymous. 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up 
receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then 
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late 
reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 
address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. 
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government 
serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,







Barbara M. Wysocki-Faux
Ambler, PA
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org
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From: MK Winters


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 05:54 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?" 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
K Winters
Minnesota 
Puma PAC Member 
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From: Terry Dozois


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 11:55 AM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens 
when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign 
but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of 
those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation 
limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused 
voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information 
about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the 
American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


•         The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited 
at the campaigns expense. 


•         The Commissions ability to review campaign finance 
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reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough 
checks for compliance at the time of submission, with 
unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information 
and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V 
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for 
their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there. 
The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are 
no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. These donors 
should have some additional reporting requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the 
Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) 
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Terry Dozois Arkansas 
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org
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From: ana amiri


Reply To: anaamiri@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 05:54 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ana Amiri, State of Florida
Puma PAC Member 
 
 








From: Joanne Wilder


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 11:55 AM


I am very unhappy how the Obama team took in millions in money and not from the USA.  I believe 
thhis contributions should be gone thru with a fine tooth comb because it isn't pretty at all.   
America was dumped we don't need the FEC to also be dumped in believing this came from 
Americans outside the USA.   This money came from foreigners and that is against the LAW. 
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From: tory law


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: torylaw@yahoo.com


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 06:02 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens 
when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign 
but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of 
those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation 
limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused 
voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information 
about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the 
American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time 
of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information 
and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V 
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for 
their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are 
not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes 
about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have 
some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the 
Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) 
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Victoria Haas, California







\Puma PAC Member 
 
 
 
    


s  
 
 








From: Chichi Ohaebosim


Reply To: cbosim@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Campaign funds investigation
Date: 01/05/2009 11:56 AM


January 5, 2009 


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Dear FEC,
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 
be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance 
at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and 
late fees applied. 
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The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 
address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. 
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government 
serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
 
Sincerely,
Chichi Ohaebosim, TX 
A concerned citizen
 
 








From: Dar Weyenberg


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 06:33 PM


 
 
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?" 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dar Weyenberg 
New Mexico 
Puma PAC Member 








From: Linda Grala


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:24 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the 
Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of 
Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need 
to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. 
Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account 
for their finances. But what happens when there is no audit 
mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his 
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. 
His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter 
registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and 
education as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the 
heck is going on, here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 
Million more than he showed donation receipts for?  
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The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the 
process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at 
the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting 
must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports 
rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor 
transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have 
several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given 
for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to 
proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have 
procedures for such checks upon submission and reject 
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late 
reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 
4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have 
foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION 
DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has 
no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes 
about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. These donors 
should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/
receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 







(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. 
Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Linda Grala from Pennsylvania
(Puma PAC Member)








From: JALOUSIE@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Audit Obama Now!
Date: 01/05/2009 06:36 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
Something is NOT right with this picture! 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million 
on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed 
donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for 
more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected 
and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled 
with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others were listed as 
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Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the 
candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for 
such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama 
donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the 
donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable 
donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
L. Leask 
Alabama 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
 
 
 
************** 
Stay up-to-date on the latest news - from fashion trends to celebrity break-ups and 
everything in between. (http://www.aol.com/?ncid=emlcntaolcom00000024) 








From: adanovi


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject:
Date: 01/05/2009 12:24 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
My name is Angela Danovi.  I am a United States Citizen and registered and active voter in Knox 
County, Tennessee. am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I 
am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of 
grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million 
on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed 
donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for 
more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected 
and late fees applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled 
with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others were listed as 
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Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the 
candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for 
such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama 
donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the 
donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable 
donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Angela Danovi
PUMA PAC member
US Citizen and Registered Voter
Knoxville, TN
 


 








From: Andrea Robins


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: audit “for cause”
Date: 01/05/2009 06:44 PM


January 5, 2009
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC,
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the 
Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). 
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the 
need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly 
funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is 
no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on 
his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many 
of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits 
and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter 
registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own 
citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries 
to figure out, 
“What the heck is going on, here?” 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 
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Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of 
the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at 
the campaigns 
expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting 
must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor 
transactions. The submissions 
were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single 
donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V 
and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their 
last name. Others 
were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then 
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject 
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting 
penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are 
over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. 
The form apparently 







has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no 
notes about 
affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors 
should have some 
additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/
receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the 
Obama Campaign 
Finances.
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance with 
fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
 
Sincerely, 
 
Andrea Robins   Florida 
 
Puma PAC Member
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From: Marisa


Reply To: devilette98@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:25 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration #C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have 
procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late 
reporting penalties should be applied. 


 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that 
have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously 
with the military or government serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification.


There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements. 


 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair> practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,
M Domizio
LA, CA
Puma PAC Member
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From: Pam Scola


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for America Campaign and the Obama 
Victory Fund


Date: 01/05/2009 07:02 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million 
on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed 
donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 
●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and 


updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with 
unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled 
with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
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variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC 
should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over 
specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in 
the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling 
more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors 
should have some additional reporting requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable 
donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Pam Scola
California
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org 








From: Barb


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:25 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Registration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?" 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
B. Paglia 
Sharpsville, PA 
Puma PAC Member 








From: dil


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Audit Campaign Funds
Date: 01/05/2009 06:27 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:
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●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 
be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance 
at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and 
late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as Anonymous. 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up 
receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then 
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late 
reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 
address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. 
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government 
serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,







D. Lamp, Columbus, Ohio  43221 
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org 
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From: cindy holmstrom


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 06:27 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the 
Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # 
C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am 
a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need 
to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. 
Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to 
account for their finances. But what happens when there is 
no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on 
his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions 
about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding 
and abused voter registration processes. Obama further 
refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public 
tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for 
$255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of 
the process:  
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The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited 
at the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting 
must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable 
reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor 
transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on 
city, state and zip code information and a single donor could 
have several name variations. Some of the records were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed 
as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked 
by a routine computer program, upon receipt. If the 
candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then 
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified 
tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be 
applied. 


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are 
over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that 
have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 
MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there. The 
form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's 
American Citizenship. These donors should have some 
additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/
receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting, 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for 
America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). 
We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair 







practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Cindy Holmstrom, Minnesota  
Puma PAC Member 








From: Darlene Engelhoven


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: compliance and enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:22 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Darlene Engelhoven 
Arkansas 
Puma PAC Member 








From: SM CHRISTY


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 06:27 PM


To whom it may concern,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Registration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is 
no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but 
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors 
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, 
"What the heck is going on, here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than 
he had in donation receipts?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and 
a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others 
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were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling 
more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with 
the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's 
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit excesses, large expense/receipt discrepancies and 
questionable donor record reporting, warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


 


Sincerely,


SM Christy
Atlanta GA
Puma PAC Member
www.pumapac.org
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From: bmbinteriors@yahoo.com


Reply To: bmbinteriors@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Audit Obama
Date: 01/05/2009 12:20 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is 
unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that 
have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously 
with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerly,
B Bassett
Ft. Lauderdale FL
Puma Pac
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
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From: Barbara Boykin


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393)


Date: 01/05/2009 12:20 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Registration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
It is even more urgent, considering the number of people surrounding the 
PETUS that are allegedly being investigated for Pay-to-Play schemes, to 
determine that he is not involved in this sort of scheme as well with this 
unprecedented amount of money unaccounted for. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 







Sincerely, 
 
Barbara Boykin
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org
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From: David Dosker


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: FW: Important! Please act TODAY
Date: 01/05/2009 06:15 PM
Importance: High


 
 


 
 
Dear Federal Elections Commission: 
 
It is my understanding that PUMA P.A.C. has filed an official letter, duly 
notarized, requesting that the FEC audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds for cause.  This letter was published on the internet and millions of 
Americans have seen it and are relying on the FEC to follow through with 
this request, as well as with similar requests from other individuals and 
groups.  The American public expects the FEC to investigate thoroughly and 
DO ITS JOB to ensure that Obama’s campaign complied with fair and legal 
campaign practices during the election.   
 
It is unbelievably offensive and outrageous that so many obvious violations 
of campaign donor laws were abused and ignored by the Obama campaign, 
all under the supposedly watchful eye of the FEC.  These violations 
apparently include, among other things:  
 


(1) hiding the identity of at least a third of its donors;  
 
(2) allowing donors to exceed campaign donation limitations;  
 
(3) giving over $800,000 to ACORN, which abused the election 
process by overtly and arrogantly encouraging and 
perpetrating voter fraud around the country, including abusing 
the voter registration process; 
 
(4) filing expenses of $255 million more than the Obama 
campaign disclosed as having collected in donation receipts; 
 
(5) providing no unique manner to identify or monitor donors’ 
total donations or validate the legitimacy of donors, including: 
 


(a) listing obviously fraudulent donor names such 
as “Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj  and  Khv, Khv  and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and  Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu”, 
 
(b) using a single letter for the last names of 
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numerous donors, 
 
(c) listing some donors as “Anonymous”, and 
 
(d) having multiple donations, often in the 
thousands for one supposed individual (such as 
someone with the purported name of “Good Will” 
out of Austin, TX with 1,541 donations), all with 
similar Occupations/Employer of “Loving/You”, 
and 


 
(6) listing $4 million in donations from 4,166 donors with 
foreign addresses from over 100 different foreign countries, 
although it was obvious that none of the addresses 
corresponded with anyone in the military or government 
service overseas. 


 
As you are well aware, US campaign finance law expressly forbids donations 
from foreign donors, yet the Obama campaign apparently made no attempt 
to verify the American citizenship of each and every donor.  
 
While it appears that the FEC has done nothing to date to investigate this 
matter or take the Obama campaign to task for violations that are obvious 
to even the most casual observer, the FEC has been duly requested by US 
citizens to investigate this matter thoroughly and the American citizens are 
relying on the FEC to ensure that our campaigns are conducted in a fair and 
legal manner.  Since it does not appear that this was the case with the 
Obama Presidential Campaign, it is imperative that no precedent is allowed 
to be set by any illegal methods that were used in 2008 and overlooked by 
the FEC.  Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign and notify the 
press so that the American public can know that the FEC is on top of this 
matter and immediately correcting any problems that occurred as a result 
of prior neglect with regard to this topic.   
 
Thank you on behalf of all American citizens for your prompt and careful 
attention to this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
David C. Dosker 
Texas, USA 
 


Send e-mail faster without improving your typing skills. Get your Hotmail® account. 



http://windowslive.com/online/hotmail?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_hotmail_acq_speed_122008






From: Elizabeth Ward


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Open an Audit for Cause-Barack Obama has $255 Million donations 
unaccounted for.....


Date: 01/05/2009 12:13 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?" 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
EWard/California 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 








From: Kaaren Smith


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject:
Date: 01/05/2009 06:16 PM


 


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 


RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 


America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 


Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 


Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. 


Sincerely,


Kaaren Gaitenby Smith
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From: M. Correa


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Election Audit
Date: 01/05/2009 12:16 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out whether he truly believes in 
transparency.
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:
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The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as Anonymous. 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up 
receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then 
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late 
reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.







Sincerely,


Macarena Correa 
Illinois 








From: sallymort@verizon.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 06:19 PM


TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
 
Dear FEC,
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade 
the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be 
able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no audit 
mandated?
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate 
donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further 
refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health and 
education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for?
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and 
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updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with 
unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others 
were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up 
receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC 
should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with 
errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in 
the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than 
$6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or 
government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances.
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
 
Sincerely,
 
S. Morton
Pennsylvania
Puma PAC Member 








From: Lady Hawkke


Reply To: lady_hawkke@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: COMMENTS ON COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT
Date: 01/05/2009 12:17 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gloria Harrod 
Palm Coast, FL 32164 
Puma PAC Member 
 








From: Joan Fusco


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Obama Campaign Audit: Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 06:27 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission


RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grassroots voters. 


http://pumapac.org 


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is 
no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign 
but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of 
those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits 
and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast 
Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own 
citizenship, employment, health and education as the American Public tries to 
figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?" 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than 
he showed donation receipts for?! 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
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The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and 
a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last 
name. Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be 
checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof 
their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks 
upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about 
affirming the donor's American Citizenship. These donors should have some 
additional reporting requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy 
and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama 
Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


J. Fusco 
Somerville, MA 
Puma PAC Member








From: lornamd@comcast.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov ,


Subject: Presidential campaign auditing
Date: 01/05/2009 12:19 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). 
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is 
no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding 
campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, 
“What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions 
were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and 
Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then 
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject 
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting 
penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about 
affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with 
fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Lorna Wilkerson,MD
Medford, Ma


Puma Pac Member
Registered Democrat
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From: Sonia Lazaruis


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject:
Date: 01/05/2009 03:20 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
As an American Citizen I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for 
cause" of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # 
C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of 
Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement 
of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Sonia Lazaruis
Ocala, Florida
 
Puma PAC Member 








From: Mjac777@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 03:25 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million 
on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed 
donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for 
more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected 
and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled 
with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others were listed as 
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Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the 
candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for 
such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama 
donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the 
donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable 
donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Kathy Jachter
Washington State 
 
 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.



http://www.aol.com/?ncid=emlcntaolcom00000026






From: c b


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 12:42 AM


PLEASE do your job and verify Mr.Obamas eligibility and his donors to his campaign. Something 
stinks.
Thank You.
CG Bean
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From: Phyllis Bryant


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 03:28 PM


 


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate 
donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further 
refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health and 
education as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
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submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others 
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the 
FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting 
with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be 
applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors listed 
in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more 
than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's 
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely,


Phyllis Bryant


Indiana


 
 
  
Puma PAC Member 
 
 








From: Beth Bridgman


Reply To: bethbuae@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign Contributions
Date: 01/05/2009 01:09 AM


Dear FEC,


Please ensure the integrity of our election process and verify the vast discrepancies in the Obama Campaign's donor 
list against our laws.


Given the volume of online donations, it is very easy for one rich donor to buy a list of names and submit thousands of 
small donations.  The lack of filters employed by Team Obama is truly amazing and if allowed to go without scrutiny 
will bring any sense of a legal election to a complete halt.


The audacity that this campaign has shown for violating each and every measure we have in place to ensure the 
integrity, the integrity MUST come from within our government.  That is YOU--the FEC.


There is no amount of threats that can justify your turning a blind eye to such a flagrant disregard for the integrity 
of this vital process.  Do the right thing and keep our checks and balances in place.  Check their records and when 
they don't balance reveal the discrepancies to the light of day.  


You either believe in American values or you will fall victim to a con artist of the most audacious sort.  


An African American neighbor of mine told me several months before Election Day that everyone he knew was sending 
whatever donation they could to Obama's campaign.  This US citizen is naturalized from Tanzania with many friends from 
Kenya.  This is not idle chatter.  He is a Harvard Law School graduate.  Horses should wear blinders, but the FEC 
should use a fog light to cut through the fog of the Obama Team procedures.


God Bless America,
Beth Bridgman
Los Angeles, CA
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From: Carolyn Saulter


Reply To: kakwolini@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: What the heck is going on here?
Date: 01/05/2009 03:16 PM


 
January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic
reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is
no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes.
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out,
“What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than
he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns
expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission,
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and
a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last
name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine,
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting
penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information,
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not
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obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about
affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some
additional reporting requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign
Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance
with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Carolyn Saulter
Puma PAC Member


................................................................
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org


 








From: dahawt@cox.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comment on Compliance and Enforcement, deadline Jan. 5, 2009: Barack Obama Campaign Audit Request
Date: 01/05/2009 03:17 PM


_________________________________________________________________ 


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit �for cause� of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 


employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, �What the heck is going on, here?� 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is 
unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of �foreign donors�. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have 
foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are 


no notes about affirming the donor�s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Patricia A. Whalen, Louisiana
Puma PAC Member


................................................................
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org
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From: lah603@aim.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: campaign funds
Date: 01/05/2009 03:18 PM


Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America  
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393).  
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic 
reform  
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and  
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know  
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when 
there is  
no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has  
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those 
donors are  
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being  
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media 
while  
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes.  
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure 
out,  
“What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he  
showed donation receipts for?  
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The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should=2 0be audited at the 
campaigns  
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded  
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of 
submission,  
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions  
were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single  
donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were 
flagrant  
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd,  
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others  
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine,  
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, 
then  
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject  
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting  
penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors  
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information,  
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are 
not  
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently  
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about  
affirming the donor’s American Citizensh ip. These donors should have 
some  







additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and  
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama 
Campaign  
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama  
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with  
fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Leslie Handler, Illinois 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 


Get a free MP3 every day with the Spinner.com Toolbar. Get it Now. 
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From: robyn purnell


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 03:19 PM


Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding 
and abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to 
disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health and 
education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is 
going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
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information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Robyn Purne
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
 








From: adele bloom


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: re: Where Obama Funds came from
Date: 01/05/2009 02:50 PM


I am writing to protest about where the complete Obama funds came from???
I am a member if PUMA Pac and why should all of his donors not be made public at a time like this?? It is important to 
know if any of the Arab countries or Muslim and Islamic Terrorists not have been donors to his campaign. As an American 
whose Grandfather fought in the Civil War I demand to know the truth.
Thank You,
Adele Bloom and family
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From: Barbara Mayfield


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 03:04 PM


 
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but 
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors 
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, 
"What the heck is going on, here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than 
he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
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with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last 
name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the 
FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting 
with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be 
applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors listed 
in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more 
than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with 
the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's 
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Barbara Mayfield    
Keller, Tx 
Puma PAC Member 








From: B. Mullin


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 03:08 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is 
unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that 
have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously 
with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


B. Mullin, Indiana
Puma PAC Member
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From: L F Lieber


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Please audit Obama campaign
Date: 01/05/2009 03:15 PM


Dear Federal Elections Commission: 
 
It is my understanding that PUMA P.A.C. has filed an official letter, duly 
notarized, requesting that the FEC audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds for cause.  This letter was published on the internet and millions of 
Americans have seen it and are relying on the FEC to follow through with 
this request, as well as with similar requests from other individuals and 
groups.  The American public expects the FEC to investigate thoroughly and 
DO ITS JOB to ensure that Obama’s campaign complied with fair and legal 
campaign practices during the election.   
 
It is unbelievably offensive and outrageous that so many obvious violations 
of campaign donor laws were abused and ignored by the Obama campaign, 
all under the supposedly watchful eye of the FEC.  These violations 
apparently include, among other things:  
 


(1) hiding the identity of at least a third of its donors;  
 
(2) allowing donors to exceed campaign donation limitations;  
 
(3) giving over $800,000 to ACORN, which abused the election 
process by overtly and arrogantly encouraging and 
perpetrating voter fraud around the country, including abusing 
the voter registration process; 
 
(4) filing expenses of $255 million more than the Obama 
campaign disclosed as having collected in donation receipts; 
 
(5) providing no unique manner to identify or monitor donors’ 
total donations or validate the legitimacy of donors, including: 
 


(a) listing obviously fraudulent donor names such 
as “Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj  and  Khv, Khv  and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and  Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu”, 
 
(b) using a single letter for the last names of 
numerous donors, 
 
(c) listing some donors as “Anonymous”, and 
 
(d) having multiple donations, often in the 
thousands for one supposed individual (such as 
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someone with the purported name of “Good Will” 
out of Austin, TX with 1,541 donations), all with 
similar Occupations/Employer of “Loving/You”, 
and 


 
(6) listing $4 million in donations from 4,166 donors with 
foreign addresses from over 100 different foreign countries, 
although it was obvious that none of the addresses 
corresponded with anyone in the military or government 
service overseas. 


 
As you are well aware, US campaign finance law expressly forbids donations 
from foreign donors, yet the Obama campaign apparently made no attempt 
to verify the American citizenship of each and every donor.  
 
While it appears that the FEC has done nothing to date to investigate this 
matter or take the Obama campaign to task for violations that are obvious 
to even the most casual observer, the FEC has been duly requested by US 
citizens to investigate this matter thoroughly and the American citizens are 
relying on the FEC to ensure that our campaigns are conducted in a fair and 
legal manner.  Since it does not appear that this was the case with the 
Obama Presidential Campaign, it is imperative that no precedent is allowed 
to be set by any illegal methods that were used in 2008 and overlooked by 
the FEC.  Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign and notify the 
press so that the American public can know that the FEC is on top of this 
matter and immediately correcting any problems that occurred as a result 
of prior neglect with regard to this topic.   
 
Thank you on behalf of all American citizens for your prompt and careful 
attention to this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
Loretta Lieber  
Texas, USA 








From: laura smith


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 05:54 PM


 
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens 
when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign 
but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of 
those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation 
limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused 
voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information 
about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the 
American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time 
of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information 
and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V 
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for 
their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are 
not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes 
about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have 
some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the 
Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) 
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
Laura D Smith 
 







Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org
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From: HiHat31@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Audit
Date: 01/05/2009 05:54 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Registration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million 
on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed 
donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for 
more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected 
and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled 
with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others were listed as 
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Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the 
candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for 
such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama 
donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the 
donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable 
donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
S. Tarapczynski, NY  
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: bo


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama donations
Date: 01/05/2009 09:00 AM


I demand tranparency in the donations of Barack Obama, all the donations.


The campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions, but there is no unique identifier to monitor the donors’ 
total donations and little validation that they are legitimate donors. 


Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu.  
Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name.  Others were listed as Anonymous. 


And then there is the issue of foreign donors, which are expressly forbidden by U.S. campaign finance law.  There are 
4,166 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information and are not obviously with the 
military or government services overseas.   The Obama campaign’s donation form apparently has no entry for foreign 
country specification.  There was no attempt made by the Obama Campaign to verify the American citizenship of each and 
every donor.


These and so much more need to be resolved now and to prevent future atrocities.


Protect the integrity of the American system of voting and campaign guidelines, as is your job.


Sincerley,


Betty Owens
Carmichael, California
916 978-9050
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From: Jim Lieber


Reply To: jim.lieber@grandecom.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign Contribution Audit
Date: 01/05/2009 05:54 PM


Dear Federal Elections Commission: 
 
It is my understanding that PUMA P.A.C. has filed an official letter, 
duly notarized, requesting that the FEC audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign Funds for cause.  This letter was published on the internet 
and millions of Americans have seen it and are relying on the FEC to 
follow through with this request, as well as with similar requests from 
other individuals and groups.  The American public expects the FEC to 
investigate thoroughly and DO ITS JOB to ensure that Obama’s 
campaign complied with fair and legal campaign practices during the 
election.   
 
It is unbelievably offensive and outrageous that so many obvious 
violations of campaign donor laws were abused and ignored by the 
Obama campaign, all under the supposedly watchful eye of the FEC. 
 These violations apparently include, among other things:  
 


(1) hiding the identity of at least a third of its donors;  
 
(2) allowing donors to exceed campaign donation limitations;  
 
(3) giving over $800,000 to ACORN, which abused the election 
process by overtly and arrogantly encouraging and 
perpetrating voter fraud around the country, including abusing 
the voter registration process; 
 
(4) filing expenses of $255 million more than the Obama 
campaign disclosed as having collected in donation receipts; 
 
(5) providing no unique manner to identify or monitor donors’ 
total donations or validate the legitimacy of donors, including: 
 


(a) listing obviously fraudulent donor names such 
as “Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj  and  Khv, Khv  and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and  Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu”, 
 
(b) using a single letter for the last names of 
numerous donors, 
 
(c) listing some donors as “Anonymous”, and 
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(d) having multiple donations, often in the 
thousands for one supposed individual (such as 
someone with the purported name of “Good Will” 
out of Austin, TX with 1,541 donations), all with 
similar Occupations/Employer of “Loving/You”, 
and 


 
(6) listing $4 million in donations from 4,166 donors with 
foreign addresses from over 100 different foreign countries, 
although it was obvious that none of the addresses 
corresponded with anyone in the military or government 
service overseas. 


 
As you are well aware, US campaign finance law expressly forbids donations 
from foreign donors, yet the Obama campaign apparently made no attempt 
to verify the American citizenship of each and every donor.  
 
While it appears that the FEC has done nothing to date to investigate this 
matter or take the Obama campaign to task for violations that are obvious 
to even the most casual observer, the FEC has been duly requested by US 
citizens to investigate this matter thoroughly and the American citizens are 
relying on the FEC to ensure that our campaigns are conducted in a fair and 
legal manner.  Since it does not appear that this was the case with the 
Obama Presidential Campaign, it is imperative that no precedent is allowed 
to be set by any illegal methods that were used in 2008 and overlooked by 
the FEC.  Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign and notify the 
press so that the American public can know that the FEC is on top of this 
matter and immediately correcting any problems that occurred as a result 
of prior neglect with regard to this topic.   
 
Thank you on behalf of all American citizens for your prompt and careful 
attention to this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
S James Lieber 
Texas, USA 








From: Savannah504@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 11:39 AM


Dear Sirs:
 
Please, for the sake of AMERICA and her CITIZENS, please check out FULLY the campaign 
donations that came in for BARACK HUSSAIN OBAMA!!!!  
 
There are some strange names, which I, myself, as anyone would, would check out these names!  
There is NO WAY OBAMA raised the $600+ million dollars he said he did from individual citizens!  
ABSOLUTELY NO WAY!!!!!
 
This man, Barack Obama is not even a natual born citizen of the USA and this is the biggest 
FRAUD committed upon the AMERICAN people, but you, nor our Government seems to give a 
damn.  IF this comes out during his tenure as President, do you realize that NOTHING he signs, 
legislates, etc., will be legal and you may see a revolution between the states of AMERICA.  There 
is so much dirty dealings behind the scene it is pathetic and yet, no one seems to care!!!  THIS 
MAN WAS BORN IN KENYA!  His own PATERNAL GRANDMOTHER WITNESSED HIS BIRTH!  
But she has been gagged until after January 20th unless she gets permission from the government 
to talk about his birth.  HUMMMM??  Strange??  You bet it is!!!!  Cover up???  Of course!  It could 
not be anything else!
 
Another thing, if this money had been "RAISED" by McCAIN, oh boy!  YOU people would have 
jumped all over this man calling him a crook!!!  Obama gets money from IRAN, SYRIA, PAKISTAN 
and no one at the FEC seems to give a hoot!  WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU PEOPLE??  DO ANY 
OF YOU HAVE A CONSCIENCE???  I doubt it.
 
Please check into ALL RECORDS from obama. AND whoever handled all these "so-called" 
contributions!  These donors have errors on city, state and zip code information and a single 
donation could have several names....including "draft dodger"; Samman Hussain;  v.e.;  and more.  
And you think all these name are legal??  I guess ELVIS is alive too!  DUH!
 
Don't make the American public take matters into their own hands.  WE DEMAND ACCOUNTING 
FOR ALL DONATIONS AND DON'T FORGET TO CHECK OUT WHEN OBAMA WAS A 
SENATOR AND THE PHONE CALLS HE MADE TO AFRICA AND OTHER MUSLIM COUNTRIES 
TO GET MONEY!!!!!
 
Thank you for caring enough to do this for the safety and the protection of ALL AMERICAN 
CITIZENS!  IF you don't do anything.....well, you have to deal with your own CONSCIENCE and 
that is a terrible thing, especially when you try to sleep.....knowing you didn't do everything in your 
power to make sure laws were followed.   
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Sincerely,
 
A VERY CONCERNED ANGRY AMERICAN,
 
Mrs. Terry Buckels
MISSISSIPPI   
A TAX PAYER AND THERE IS NO CONSTITUTIONAL LAW THAT SAYS WE HAVE TO PAY 
TAXES!!!  UGH!  ANOTHER LIE!
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: Donna Wax


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Fw: Today's PROWL -- Last day for public comment!
Date: 01/05/2009 05:54 PM


 
_________________________________________________________________  
 
 
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is 
no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but 
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors 
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, 
"What the heck is going on, here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than 
he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and 
a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were 
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flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last 
name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, 
then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting 
penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming 
the donor's American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional 
reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy 
and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama 
Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Donna L Wax
Stevensville, Montana 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 
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From: Sue Freeman


To: undisclosed-recipients:;


Subject: audit
Date: 01/05/2009 11:43 AM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 


RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 


America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 


Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 


Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://


pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 


and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 


candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 


happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign 


but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of 


those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation 


limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 


Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused 
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voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information 


about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the 


American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 


more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 


campaigns expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 


be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at 


the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late 


fees applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 


submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 


information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 


of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 


Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 


single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 


Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 


routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 


submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 


submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 







And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 


donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 


address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION 


DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or 


government serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign 


country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s 


American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 


requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 


discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 


the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 


(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on 


the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama 


Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Sue Freeman


Scottsdale Az 







Puma PAC Member
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From: Trish


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: FEC: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 05:47 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates
know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when
there is no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those
donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and
being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media
while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own
citizenship, employment, health and education as the American Public tries
to figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?" 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more
than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns
expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of
submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information
and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their
last name. Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that
can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is
unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have
procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors
over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be
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applied. 


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information,
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no
notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. These donors should
have some additional reporting requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy
and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama
Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign
Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,
Trish Dunphy
Canada
Puma PAC Member


................................................................
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org








From: Blake Robertson


To: 'AGENCYPRO2008@fec.gov'


Subject: FW: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 06:18 AM


Dear FEC, 
  
  I write to protest to the strongest possible extent your decision to 
refuse to audit the campaign funds which were received by the Obama 
campaign.  There has already been very much more than sufficient 
reason, available in the public domaine, for you to conclude that there 
were large areas which are in need of investigation and audit.  In 
particular, I am very concerned that persons who are not U.S. citizens 
contributed substantial amounts, and also that large amounts of money 
came in from donors who were not identified, and may represent 
fraudulent donations using fictitious names.  
  
  Your failure to conduct even the most cursory investigation is already 
having a disastrous effect on the confidence our citizens can have in a 
legitimate electoral system.  When a candidate has financial resources 
that are nine fold greater than that of his rival, the election can easily be 
seen as having been purchased.  When the sources of the gigantic 
advantage are allowed to remain hidden, you would probably excuse 
voters from concluding that the federal oversight of elections has also 
been corrupted.  I am having trouble avoiding that conclusion myself.  
  
  I urge you to conduct a complete, persuasive, and transparent audit 
and review of funds raised for this year’s presidential campaign. 
 Anything less would be completely inadequate.  
  
  Sincerely, 
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From: karen jones


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Audit Obama for America Campaign
Date: 01/05/2009 05:51 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:
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●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 
be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance 
at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and 
late fees applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 
address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. 
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government 
serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.







Sincerely,


Karen Jones 
Portland, Oregon 
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org 
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From: Jayne Murphy


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 08:05 AM


It's appalling that there is no investigation of Obama's fund raining practices. At least, not to my 
knowledge. if there is, please let me know. And tell me WHAT exactly is being done.
If this were a Republican, the press and media would be ALL OVER THIS. What are you guys 
doing. WE pay you - do your job. There is no way this is not corrupt. PLEASE
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From: Jeri Levitt


Reply To: discojeri@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Audit Request
Date: 01/05/2009 05:54 PM


 
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
J. Levitt 
Massachusetts 
 







 








From: setzler0720@vzw.blackberry.net


Reply To: setzler0720@vzw.blackberry.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 08:09 AM


I am concerned as an American citizen about the political donations that Barack Obama received during his run for 
President! I believe it is important that you hold Obama's campaign accountable to these transactions that are deemed 
to be suspicious! If all other candidates need to be accountable so does Obama! Its important this is figured out by 
the deadline!
Concerned American Citizen
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
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From: Joan J


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 08:38 AM


As an American citizen I am requesting a full accounting of Barack Obama's campaign 
donations.  There are just too many questionable donors and lack of information in 
reporting.  Please be fair and thorough in your audit of his books.
 
Respectfully,
Joan Jackson
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From: Mike


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Check Out Obama
Date: 01/05/2009 03:35 PM


The Federal Elections Committee should 
do their job and check out Barrack 
Obama!  
 
'Nuff said??? 
 


We deserve to know the truth about the 
leader of this nation! 
America has enough problems with 
politicians becoming criminals without 
allowing known criminals into office. 
 


Thank you, 
 


Michael L. Bell, a Concerned Naturalized 
Citizen  
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From: Stein Family


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 01:14 AM


Dear DEC,
 
I am very concerned about the strong appearance of fraud in the Obama campaign.
 
Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall.  Many of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors.  His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media 
while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. 
 
Barack Obama filed expenses for $255 million more than he showed 
donation receipts for? 
 
The campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions, but there is 
no unique identifier to monitor the donors’ total donations and little 
validation that they are legitimate donors.  The Obama submissions were 
riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information, and a single 
donor could have several name variations.  Some of the records were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu.  Numerous donors had a single letter given for 
their last name.  Others were listed as Anonymous.  
 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a simple computer 
routine.  If the candidate is unwilling to check their own submissions, 
then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission 
and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels.  And late 
reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of foreign donors�, which are expressly 
forbidden by U.S. campaign finance law.  There are 4,166 donors listed 
in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information and 
are not obviously with the military or government services overseas.   
The Obama campaign’s donation form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification.  There was no attempt made by the Obama 
Campaign to verify the American citizenship of each and every donor.
 
Ed Stein
Wichita Falls, TX
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From: Michael Crane


Reply To: insider_1937@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 03:37 PM


January 5, 2009 


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
 
Dear FEC,
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 
be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance 
at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and 
late fees applied. 
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The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 
address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. 
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government 
serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
Sincerely,
Michael Crane, Michigan
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org
 








From: Red Hen


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama 2008 campaign financing
Date: 01/05/2009 03:15 AM


Dear FEC,


I herewith strongly protest your decision not to audit the $600 million-plus in campaign funds received 
by the Obama campaign. 


There is more than sufficient cause to conclude that the Obama campaign greatly needs investigation 
and audit---especially his receipt of innumerable donations from foreign jurisdictions by persons 
lacking U.S. citizenship---in other words, illegal. Additionally, large amounts came from unidentified 
donors supposedly because of their "small amounts," not to mention the thousands of donations from 
persons identifying themselves as Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse and so on. That is, fraudsters. 


The failure of the Federal Election Commission to investigate this landmark outrage has already had a 
disastrous effect on U.S. confidence in the electoral system.  


Any candidate with financial resources nine fold greater than those of his rival is easily identified as 
having been "bought and paid for." The question is, by whom, and for what purpose, and to what 
detriment to the U.S. citizenry? When the sources of the gigantic advantage overlooked and remain 
hidden, voters can be excused for  concluding that federal election oversight is corrupt and nefarious, 
perhaps as much so as those who bought and paid for our "president-elect." 


Kindly conduct a full, in-depth review and a completely transparent audit of all $600 million-plus in 
funds raised by the president-elect, Barack Obama. Anything less makes a mockery of our 
Constitution and the U.S. Democracy. 


Sincerely,   
Alyssa A. Lappen 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201 
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From: C E


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: HOLD OBAMA ACCOUNTABLE LIKE EVERYONE ELSE!!!
Date: 01/05/2009 03:45 PM


  
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate 
donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further 
refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health and 
education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
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trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others 
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the 
FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting 
with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be 
applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed 
in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more 
than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s 
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
  
C. Escarcega 
Las Vegas, NV 
 
Puma PAC Member 
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From: cjanimate@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 04:18 AM


To the Federal Election Commission 
 
As we know, there has been no audit of Barack Obama's campaign funds, while Senator 
McCain has had to attribute for every penny. I understand that this is due to the different 
regulation of public or private campaign financing, but I fail to see the logic in thes 
regulations, nor concern for national security. 
 
There are so many questions and disconcerting facts in regard to President-elect Barack 
Obama funding that I believe an audit is necessarily an issue of national security and must 
be done. $485 million dollars of Obama's campaign donations have not been accounted 
for! Who are these donors? Did they exceed the legal donation limits? Are they foreignors? 
Are corporations involved? Governments?
 
We have seen corruption in the voting process and there is evidence that Obama's 
campaign paid ACORN (the lead thwarting the voter registration process) to work for his 
campaign. We also know the Obama campaign was paying people with prepaid credit 
cards – the y protested when not paid on time. Using pre-paid credit cards is one of the 
easiest methods of money laundering. Also, millions of Obama's campaign dollars were not 
accounted for (no receipts).  
 
WHERE DID THOSE MILLIONS COME FROM? Citizens have a right to know. We have a 
right to be protected from foreign and corrupt interests that may have been involved in 
funding President-elect Obama's campaign.
 
In the age of internet not everything can be "kept secret". I quote: 
 
"The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions.  The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as Anonymous. 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up 
receipt.   If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then 
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late 
reporting penalties should be applied.
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And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information and are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements."
 
I urge the FEC to do stand up for the rights of American citizens and our shared national 
security. Clearly, Obama's campaign funds MUST BE AUDITED. There are so many 
discrepencies regarding  Obama's seemingly limitless supply of millions –  national security 
and  simply fair practice demand transparency.  
 
It is nonsensical and dangerous to ignore the mysteries surrounding Obama's campaign 
finances. 
 
Please audit all of the Obama presidential campaign funds (Obama for America, 
Obama Victory Fund).  
We the People are depending on you. Our nation depends on you. It's the 
right thing to do.
 
Sincerely,
 
Cathy Joritz
 
501 Jefferson Street
Edinboro, PA
16412 
 
 
 


Get a free MP3 every day with the Spinner.com Toolbar. Get it Now. 
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From: Ryan and Sharon Lenox


Reply To: Ryan and Sharon Lenox


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 03:51 PM


We need an audit of the campaign(s) funds records of Barack Obama.
 
According to a non-governmental group, who has done extensive research and submitted their 
findings to you already, there is much compelling information concerning the violations of our 
campaign finance laws.  Many fraudulent procedures have been perpetuated against the American 
people, and we want our federal agency who is in charge of oversight of these things to address 
this issue in a timely manner, and give us relief from the violations of our laws.
 
Thank-you
Mr & Mrs. Ryan Lenox
Duluth, GA 30096
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From: John D Bails


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 04:21 AM


www.obamashrugged.com  is a site you should visit.  This is the biggest 
scam election I've ever seen and I'm 34.   
 
here are a few more links... 
 
www.obamacrimes.com  
 
Obama is a pathetic representative and I will never consider him to be 
my president.  His entire life is a lie.  
 
http://citizenwells.wordpress.com/2008/05/18/blagojevich-obama-rezko-
illinois-governor-governor-in-middle-of-case-chicago-tribune-may-17-
2008-rezko-trial-political-corruption/ 
 
http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/obamaimpeachment/ 
 
http://www.cashill.com/natl_general/did_bill_ayers_write_1.htm 
 
http://snarkybytes.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/06/hawaii-birth-
certificate-1963.jpg 
 
http://dailymusings.spaces.live.com/blog/cns!EBAB74DA8F94C559!5351.
entry 
 
http://wizbangblog.com/content/2008/12/09/breaking-news-grand-jury-
supeonas-issued-for-rezkoobama-land-deal.php 
 
http://news.aol.com/political-machine/2008/12/05/hot-seat-obamas-
birth-certificate/35#comments 
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From: Merlene Fritts


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Compliance and enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 10:20 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
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campaigns expense. 
●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 


be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance 
at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and 
late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 
address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. 
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government 
serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,







 


Merlene Fritts


 


 








From: susanhjl@comcast.net


To: undisclosed-recipients:;


Subject: Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:10 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
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campaigns expense. 
●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 


be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance 
at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and 
late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 
address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. 
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government 
serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,







Susan Lorinsky,  CT 
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org 








From: W. H. Bill Wiggins


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Re: Federal Election Commission Seeks Comment on its Activities and Procedures
Date: 12/27/2008 05:04 PM


Stephen


Gura, Deputy Associate General


Counsel, or Mark Shonkwiler, Assistant


General Counsel, and must be submitted


in either e-mail, facsimile, or paper copy


form. Commenters are strongly


encouraged to submit comments by


e-mail to ensure timely receipt and


consideration. E-mail comments must


As I sere it, no one is enforcing the existing voting laws. The local 
commissioners make rulings based on instructions received and these rulings 
are 
challenged by whoever is or has lost. Creating a possibility of doubling or 
tripling the costs; a possibility of overturns by someone separate and away
from this particular ;and their interests would be strictly along party lines.
As I see it there are two possibilities; 1)Pass laws putting the responsibility into 
local hands with no possibility of challenge or change in local rulings;
or take it out of the states hands with the same laws of enforcement.;but the 
law should protect those given the responsibility and their decissions. 
 
On Wed, Dec 17, 2008 at 6:12 PM, Federal Election Commission <info@fec.
gov> wrote: 
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The Federal Election Commission will hold a broad ranging public 
hearing on January 14, 2009, to obtain public comment on how 
the Commission might improve transparency, fairness and 
efficiency in the way it applies and enforces the campaign finance 
laws over which it has jurisdiction and the regulations it has 
adopted.  The scope of the public hearing will encompass an 
evaluation of the Commission's compliance and enforcement 
process, including audits, matters under review, reports analysis, 
administrative fines and alternative dispute resolution, as well as 
other policies, practices and procedures, such as policy statements, 
advisory opinions and the Commission's education and information 
programs.
 
The Commission invites you to provide written comment and to 
participate during the public hearing.  A copy of the announcement 
published in the Federal Register on December 8, 2008 is 
attached.   The Commission is not seeking suggestions on 
improvements or amendments to the substantive provisions of the 
laws over which it has jurisdiction; it seeks comment only on the 
manner in which the Commission may improve on its enforcement 
and administration of them, which may include, however, 
suggestions for revisions to or adoption of regulations or 
procedures to meet those objectives. 
 
A similar hearing, narrower in scope, was held in 2003 by the 
Commission.  That hearing was very instructive, and several of the 
recommendations made arising out of that process have been 
implemented.  In view of the many changes that have taken place 
since the adoption of the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, 
the changes made in the Honest Leadership and Open Government 
Act of 2007, as well as recent campaign events and experiences, 
the Commission plans to review again, with greater breadth than 







before, its processes.
 
The Commission welcomes and invites your participation.  Written 
comments must be received on or before January 5, 2009, and 
may be submitted by e-mail to agencypro2008@fec.gov.  Persons 
seeking to testify at the hearing must file written comments by the 
due date and must include in their written comments a request to 
testify. Detailed instructions for submitting comments are provided 
in the attached Federal Register announcement and on the 
Commission's website.
 
 


 
 
 
--  
With Love and Prayers Bill 
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From: marille herrmann


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: compliance and enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 10:31 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause”
of the Obama
 for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445)
and the Obama
 Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC,
People United Means
 Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots
voters.
 http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light
the need to
 update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the
FEC. Publicly funded
 candidates know they must be able to account for
their finances. But
 what happens when there is no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741
million on his
 campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485
million of his windfall. Many
 of those donors are subject to questions about
exceeding campaign
 donation limits and being legitimate donors. His
campaign spent $309 million
 on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received
funding and abused
 voter registration processes. Obama further refuses
to disclose
 information about his own citizenship, employment,
health and education as
 the American Public tries to figure out, “What the
heck is going on,
 here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for
$255 Million
 more than he showed donation receipts for? 
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The following are now necessary to protect the
integrity of the
 process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be
audited at the
 campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance
reporting must be
 upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for
compliance at the time
 of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and
late fees
 applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor
transactions. The
 submissions were riddled with errors on city, state
and zip code
 information and a single donor could have several
name variations. Some of the
 records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and
Khv, Khv and
 Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous
donors had a single letter
 given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be
checked by a computer
 routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to
proof their own
 submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for
such checks upon
 submission and reject reporting with errors over
specified tolerance
 levels. And late reporting penalties should be
applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There
are over
 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that
have foreign address
 information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. 
Most of these
 donations are not obviously with the military or
government serviced there..
 The form apparently has no entry for foreign country
specification.
 There are no notes about affirming the donor’s
American Citizenship.
 These donors should have some additional reporting
requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large
expense/receipt
 discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting
warrant an audit of the







 Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for
America (C00431445)
 and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending
on the FEC to
 assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit
the Obama Presidential
 Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


M  Herrmann< MD
Puma PAC Member


      








From: Chris Vitolins


To: Chris Vitolins


Subject: Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:10 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates
know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when
there is no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those
donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and
being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media
while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own
citizenship, employment, health and education as the American Public tries
to figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?" 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more
than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns
expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of
submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information
and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their
last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels.
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
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And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information,
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no
notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. These donors should
have some additional reporting requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy
and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama
Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign
Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


C. Vitolins, New York
Puma PAC Member


................................................................
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org








From: Don Cole


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Federal Election Commission Seeks Comment on its Activities and Procedures
Date: 12/27/2008 08:05 PM


Comments on Federal Election Commission
To: Donald F. McGahn II,
Chairman, Federal Election Commission.
 
Dear Mr. McGahn,
 
Thank you for offering the opportunity for input on the practices and rules of the 
Federal Election Commission.  As you consider a possible revision of rules, I 
request that you look at the apparent loophole in the on-line donations rules.  It 
appears that the FEC does not require candidate web sites to make a simple cross 
reference check on submitted credit cards to verify that the name and address of 
the donor matches the name and address on the credit card.  This is a common 
and simple practice used by just about anyone that accepts credit cards over the 
internet.  It helps avoid credit card fraud.
 
In the case of political candidates requesting on-line donations, it would also be a 
simple step to help prevent violations of Federal Campaign laws.  If there is not a 
clear requirement in the rules to verify that the donor and credit card matches, 
then one could potentially make up names and easily exceed the limit for 
contributions.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of these comments as you consider revising the 
rules.
 
Don Cole, President/CEO
RTT Associates, Inc.
P.O. Box 5771
Cordele, GA 31010
dcole@rttassociates.com
Corporate Office: (229) 271-9266
Atlanta - (404) 935-6266
Toll Free - (877) 271-9266
Fax - (866) 442 1847
www.rttassociates.com
 
"Our Mission is Your Success"
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From: THOMAS MORAN


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 11:36 PM


Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama 
for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, 
People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-
roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But 
what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding 
campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign 
spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN 
received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama 
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to 
figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. 
The submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. 
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, 
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Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors 
had a single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their 
own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks 
upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified 
tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit 
of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Thomas Moran  Colorado Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 
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From: karenann1730-puma@yahoo.com


Reply To: karenann1730-puma@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumpac.org


Subject: Comments of Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:11 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Karen Gabbert
Illinois 
 








From: marqc@optonline.net


To: Gov. Sarah Palin; press@theisraelproject.org; contact@afamail.net; 
agencypro2008@fec.gov; wwcccrwmddcrpg@access.cnn.com; contact@afa.net; 
Tim Albrecht, AFF Political Action; Federal Election Commission; 
ureport@foxnews.com; Hannity@foxnews.com; The Israel Project; 
Senator@schumer.senate.gov; info@ourcountrydeservesbetter.com; 
sarahm@theisraelproject.org


cc: Pepe Recitas; Santos, Erlinda; GOPUSA Eagle; 
1999949335.77022.553@congressnewsletter.net; Special@foxnews.com; 
Friends@foxnews.com; Newswatch@foxnews.com; Beltway@foxnews.com; 
info@rnc.org; acuactiondesk@conservative.org; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov; 
Comments@whitehouse.gov; Pat2037@yahoo.com; FaelitPansoy@yahoo.com; 
Oreilly@foxnews.com; BreakingNews@MAIL.CNN.COM; letters@nypost.com; 
TessCerna@yahoo.com; FelipeRE@aol.com; bellequisel-sibug1@sbcglobal.net; 
AmericanVoices@mail.house.gov; letters@nytimes.com; letters@washpost.com; 
audiencerelations@abctv.com; cavuto@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.com; 
FNS@foxnews.com; letters@nypost.com; webmaster@democrats.org; 
60m@cbsnews.com; eve515@optonline.net; ocrprivacy@os.dhhs.gov; 
campaignpromises@cityhall.nyc.gov; NLBROWN; Swin8888@aol.com; sf.
nancy@mail.house.gov


Subject: HUSSEIN-Obama’S 50% TAX INCREASE ON GASOLINE AND DIESEL!
Date: 01/02/2009 02:59 AM


HERE COMES THE REWARD OF YOUR VOTE TO “ILLEGAL 
CANDIDATE” (NO AUTHENTIC BIRTH CERTIFICATE) 
HUSSEIN-obama: MORE TAXES ON EVERYTHING, 50% TAX INCREASE ON 
GASOLINE AND DIESEL AS THE BEGINNING. 


 
AFTER SOAKING himself, his family AND CRONIES IN THE SUNNY 
HAWAII, USING THE AIRCRAFT OF THE U.S. 
AIRFORCE AND SPENDING THE TAXPAYERS DOLLARS ON EVERYTHING 
AND USING GOVERNMENT PROPERTIES AND FACILITIES, HUSSEIN-
obama RUSHES BACK TO WASHINGTON D.C. TO DISCUSS WITH THE 
MOST ARROGANT leaders OF CONGRESS; harry reid AND 
nancy pelosi ABOUT THE 50% TAX ON GASOLINE AND DIESEL TO 
FINANCE their UNNECESSARY HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR.  
THE ONLY GROUP THAT WILL BE BENEFITED WITH THIS 
IGNORAMOUS AND NOT-ECONOMICALLY SOUND MOVE WILL BE THE 
ILLEGAL ALIENS, WHO WILL ACCEPT JOB OF THIS NATURE AT THE 
EXPENSE OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WHO ARE ALREADY DROWNING 
AND KICKED ON THE HEAD AGAIN FURTHER AFTER SUFFERING THE ILL-
EFFECTS OF THE MEDIA-HUSSEIN-obama CREATED ECONOMIC 
MELTDOWN.  BEWARE AMERICA, THESE ARE WE ARE GETTING OF YOUR 
MISTAKE OF VOTING FOR THIS “ILLEGAL CANDIDATE” TO START WITH 
EVEN BEFORE HUSSEIN-obama, “THE ILLEGAL president-ELECT” SITS ON 
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THAT POWERFUL CHAIR IN THE OVAL OFFICE. 


 
GOD BLESS AMERICA AND IT’S PEOPLE.
 
 
THE SILENT MAJORITY AMERICA








From: Louann Neville


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Audit Needed of Obama for America Campaign
Date: 01/05/2009 11:58 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate 
donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further 
refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health and 
education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
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Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others 
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the 
FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting 
with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be 
applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed 
in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more 
than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s 
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
  


Louann Neville 


508 Conaway Court 


Waxhaw, NC 28173 
 


Send e-mail faster without improving your typing skills. Get your Hotmail® account. 
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From: prowl texaslatina


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: please help!
Date: 01/05/2009 01:13 PM


 
 
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, 
a democratic 
reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when 
there is 
no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but 
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those 
donors 
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and 
being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media 
while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure 
out, 
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"What the heck is going on, here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than 
he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns 
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of 
submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and 
a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their 
last 
name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, 
then 
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject 
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting 
penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 







apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about 
affirming the donor's American Citizenship. These donors should have 
some 
additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama 
Campaign 
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance 
with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely,
ggonzales
odessa,tx.
Puma PAC Member








From: Rob Jorgensen


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: RE: Federal Election Commission Seeks Comment on its Activities and 
Procedures


Date: 01/02/2009 10:49 AM
Attachments: FEC Hearing.doc 


 
Dear Agency Pro 
GOD BLESS AMERICA..Attached is my letter requesting to speak at the FEC hearing 
on January 14 in DC. Please email me back at rcjorgensen@msn.com if you can not 
open the attachment. Thanks RCJ 
 


 
From: info@fec.gov 
To: rcjorgensen@msn.com 
Subject: Federal Election Commission Seeks Comment on its Activities and 
Procedures 
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 2008 18:05:57 -0500 
 


  


 
 


The Federal Election Commission will hold a broad ranging public hearing on 
January 14, 2009, to obtain public comment on how the Commission might improve 
transparency, fairness and efficiency in the way it applies and enforces the 
campaign finance laws over which it has jurisdiction and the regulations it has 
adopted.  The scope of the public hearing will encompass an evaluation of the 
Commission’s compliance and enforcement process, including audits, matters under 
review, reports analysis, administrative fines and alternative dispute resolution, as 
well as other policies, practices and procedures, such as policy statements, advisory 
opinions and the Commission’s education and information programs.
 
The Commission invites you to provide written comment and to participate during 
the public hearing.  A copy of the announcement published in the Federal Register 
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January 2, 2009








Stephen Gura, Deputy Associate General Counsel


Federal Election Commission


999 E Street, NW


Washington, DC 20463


e-mail: agencypro2008@fec.gov








RE: January 14, 2009 Hearing








Gentlemen, 





I hereby request to testify at the FEC Hearing on January 14, 2009. 


Comments:


Mass media access was withheld from third party candidates by the Bush Administration in 2004 and 2008!  As a result, the Candidate with the most money has bought the 2008 election! This breeds corruption, as it trickles down throughout our Government from the top! This is a serious breech of National Security, demoralizing all governmental departments. History has taught us that corruption is what lead to the failure of the Soviet Union. If we don’t adhere to our founding documents, elect honest and good Presidents, capitalism itself could fail too. It’s alarming when PBS stations won’t cover political events! That’s clear evidence of a violation of Article One of the Bill of Rights. Americans don’t want to be controlled by media monopolies. Look how many of our Soldiers would have been saved, if we had a stronger, politically insulated FEC, Bush would have lost the 2004 election! It doesn’t help the image of America, as the leader of the Free World for Bush to run against his cousin in 2004'! People are not stupid, and see the corruption, if we don’t set the tone for fair and clean elections, other Democracies will not follow our lead and we will be in a world full of corruption and declining moral leadership. 





2008 Events Media refused to cover-violation of article One of the Bill of Rights.  


Valentines Day Debate, Jarvisburg, NC 


Independent Presidential Debate, University of Ohio @ Zimmer Hall


Independent Presidential Debate, Mount Rushmore 


Liberty Plaza Event on the Fourth of July, Washington D.C. 


Independent National Convention, Old NewBern Golf Course, Jarvisburg, NC





Should you have questions, please contact me by E-mail at  





Robert C. Jorgensen, Jr. 2008 Presidential Candidate





CC: file, Gary Thuerer,Esq.








R.C. JORGENSEN COMPANY, INC. 


214 James Newbern Way Jarvisburg, NC 27947-9733


PH (252) 722-4630 * 














DAV*OBX





+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++


Thank  you for your Service in Defense of our Nation!


=============================================





Invitation for Vets to use camping sites for free to access the Outer Banks of North Carolina!





10 Acres of woods available to Vets for Camping. 


Spend up to a week camping for free in Jarvisburg, NC 


Rent or Bring your camper or RV and enjoy the Outer Banks without the expense of the Outer Banks. 








Questions Contact     





November 4, 2008 


Write in Candidate .....Write on ballot “In Rob we Trust”


WWW.rcjorgensen2008.com














Directions: From Norfolk, VA take 168 south towards Nags Head. Pass Thru Grandy on 168 look for the Cotton gin on 168, go exactly 2 mile South on 168 to Hebron United Methodist Church (left side of US 168) take a left into the Hebron Parking Lot follow gravel road (James Way on map James Newbern Way on sign) back to the Campsites!  Phone (252) 491-2860  








2008 Armed Forces Recreation Park. Privately owned Park, US Citizen All Rights Reserved






on December 8, 2008 is attached.   The Commission is not seeking suggestions on 
improvements or amendments to the substantive provisions of the laws over which 
it has jurisdiction; it seeks comment only on the manner in which the Commission 
may improve on its enforcement and administration of them, which may include, 
however, suggestions for revisions to or adoption of regulations or procedures to 
meet those objectives. 
 
A similar hearing, narrower in scope, was held in 2003 by the Commission.  That 
hearing was very instructive, and several of the recommendations made arising out 
of that process have been implemented.  In view of the many changes that have 
taken place since the adoption of the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, the 
changes made in the Honest Leadership and Open Government Act of 2007, as well 
as recent campaign events and experiences, the Commission plans to review again, 
with greater breadth than before, its processes.
 
The Commission welcomes and invites your participation.  Written comments must 
be received on or before January 5, 2009, and may be submitted by e-mail to 
agencypro2008@fec.gov.  Persons seeking to testify at the hearing must file written 
comments by the due date and must include in their written comments a request to 
testify. Detailed instructions for submitting comments are provided in the attached 
Federal Register announcement and on the Commission’s website.
 
 
 


It’s the same Hotmail®. If by “same” you mean up to 70% faster. Get your 
account now. 



mailto:agencypro2008@fec.gov

http://www.fec.gov/law/policy/enforcement/publichearing011409.shtml
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From: Griffin


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject:
Date: 01/05/2009 09:55 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama 
for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, 
People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-
roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But 
what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding 
campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign 
spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN 
received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama 
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to 
figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:
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●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at 
the campaigns expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting 
must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports 
rejected and late fees applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. 
The submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. 
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv 
and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had 
a single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their 
own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such 
checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified 
tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 
address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION 
DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the military 
or government serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the 
donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some 
additional reporting requirements.


The numerous campaign limit excesses, large expense/receipt 
discrepancies and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit 
of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Do your job.


Sincerely,







L. McCue 
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org








From: You know me


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:01 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Registration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I 
am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement 
of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the 
regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to 
account for their finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to 
questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His 
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received 
funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the American 
Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and 
updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with 
unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were 
riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have 
several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, 
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter 
given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. 
If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have 
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procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified 
tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the 
Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 
MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or 
government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These 
donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair 
practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
D. Evans
Puma PAC Member 
 








From: Theresa J Trejo


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Please Audit Obama Pres.Campaign Funds
Date: 01/05/2009 10:06 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama  
for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama  
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United  
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters.  
http://pumapac.org


The recent presidential election has brought to light the need to  
update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly  
funded candidates know they must be able to account for their  
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his  
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his  
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about  
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His  
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like  
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama  
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to  
figure out what exactly is going on.


How does Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million  
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the  
campaigns expense.


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be  
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the  
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees  
applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The  
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code  
information and a single donor could have several name variations.  
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv,  
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had  
a single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer  
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own  
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submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon  
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance  
levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000  
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address  
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these  
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced  
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country  
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s  
American citizenship. These donors should have some additional  
reporting requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt  
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit  
of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American people need an audit of the Obama for America  
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on  
the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the  
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


TheresaJ Trejo
California
Puma PAC Member


................................................................
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org








From: jeanb82hd@comcast.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comment on Compliance and Enforcement: Open an audit "for cause" of 
Obama campaign funding


Date: 01/05/2009 01:01 PM


TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to urge you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393).  
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million. Many of his 
donation are subject to questions due to exceeding campaign donation 
limits and whether they are from legitimate donors under U.S. elections 
law. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
And Obama filed expenses for $255 million more than he showed donation 
receipts for.  
 
To protect the integrity of the democratic process, I urge you to:  
 
1)  Conduct a full audit of the campaign finances of Barack Obama, with 
all expenses associated with the audit charged to the Obama campaign. 
 
2)  Upgrade and update the FEC's ability to review campaign finance 
reporting to require more thorough checks for compliance at the time of 
submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced some 2.5 million donor transactions. 
These submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information, with multiple donors providing several name variations.  
Many donor records were flagrantly false, for example:  Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and 
Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous 
donors provided only a single letter as their last name. Many donors were 
listed as Anonymous. 
 
Most of these are errors that can be checked routinely by computer 
upon receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own donor 
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submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
Then there is the issue of “foreign donors”:  More than 4,000 donors listed 
in the Obama campaign records have foreign address information, totaling 
more than $6 million. Most of these donors are not obviously with the 
military or overseas government services. The donation form apparently 
has no place for specifying foreign country origin, and there are no 
notes affirming these donors’ American citizenship. These donors should 
have additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous donors that exceed campaign limits, the large expense/
receipt discrepancy, and many questionable donor records warr ant an 
audit of the Obama campaign finances. The American people depend on 
the FEC to assure compliance with fair campaign practices by ALL 
campaigns. I urge you to conduct a full audit of the Obama for America 
campaign (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393).   
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic 
reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jean Wyant
POB 383
Crozet VA 22932
Puma PAC Member 
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From: marqc@optonline.net


To: Gov. Sarah Palin; press@theisraelproject.org; contact@afamail.net; 
agencypro2008@fec.gov; wwcccrwmddcrpg@access.cnn.com; contact@afa.net; 
Tim Albrecht, AFF Political Action; Federal Election Commission; 
ureport@foxnews.com; Hannity@foxnews.com; The Israel Project; 
Senator@schumer.senate.gov; info@ourcountrydeservesbetter.com; 
sarahm@theisraelproject.org


cc: Pepe Recitas; Santos, Erlinda; GOPUSA Eagle; 
1999949335.77022.553@congressnewsletter.net; Special@foxnews.com; 
Friends@foxnews.com; Newswatch@foxnews.com; Beltway@foxnews.com; 
info@rnc.org; acuactiondesk@conservative.org; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov; 
Comments@whitehouse.gov; Pat2037@yahoo.com; FaelitPansoy@yahoo.com; 
Oreilly@foxnews.com; BreakingNews@MAIL.CNN.COM; letters@nypost.com; 
TessCerna@yahoo.com; FelipeRE@aol.com; bellequisel-sibug1@sbcglobal.net; 
AmericanVoices@mail.house.gov; letters@nytimes.com; letters@washpost.com; 
audiencerelations@abctv.com; cavuto@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.com; 
FNS@foxnews.com; letters@nypost.com; webmaster@democrats.org; 
60m@cbsnews.com; eve515@optonline.net; ocrprivacy@os.dhhs.gov; 
campaignpromises@cityhall.nyc.gov; NLBROWN; Swin8888@aol.com; sf.
nancy@mail.house.gov


Subject: NO ECONOMIC MELTDOWN FOR HUSSEIN-obama!  LOOK AT THAT BARE-
BREASTED ARROGANT AND ABUSIVE HUSSEIN-obama!


Date: 12/23/2008 11:50 PM


LOOK AT A BARE-BREASTED 
HUSSEIN-obama SOAKING UNDER THE SUN IN THE BEACHES OF his SO-
CALLED “STATE OF BIRTH HAWAII AND WASTING THE GOVERNMENT 
AIRCRAFT OF THE AIRFORCE WHILE THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ARE 
CLINGING FOR THEIR LIVES TO SURVIVE UNDER THE ICY WEATHER 
AND MOST AND FOREMOST OF THEM ALL SURVIVING UNDER THE 
ECONOMIC MELTDOWN!  AFTER SOAKING THE SUNNY BEACHES OF 
HAWAII, HUSSEIN-obama USES ALL THE GOVERNMENT CARPOOL AND 
OTHER PROPERTIES, AT his DISPOSAL TO GO FOR PLEASURE AROUND 
THE STATE OF HAWAII BEFORE he RETREATS TO his NEW AND LUXURY 
“ILL-GOTTEN MANSION”, THINKING he IS ALREADY A president.  NO 
DELICADEZA!  OUR DEAR STATESMAN AND HERO, PRESIDENT GEORGE 
W. BUSH IS STILL IN POWER “ARROGANT AND ABUSIVE HUSSEIN”.  
HUSSEIN-obama CANNOT WAIT his QUESTIONABLE ASSUMPTION OF 
office ON JANUARY 20TH, 2009.  UNTIL you, HUSSEIN-obama PRESENT 
YOUR “AUTHENTIC U.S. BIRTH CERTIFICATE” you WILL BE CONSIDERED 
“AN ILLEGAL president-elect”  TOGETHER WITH your ILLEGAL vice 
president-elect” biden.  WE, THE AMERICAN PEOPLE DEMAND THAT you 
SHOULD DO IT:  PRESENT TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE your “AUTHENTIC 
U.S. BIRTH CERTIFICATE”.  JUST DO IT…….. OR ELSE ANOTHER MOST 
AND VERY LIBERAL congresswoman PELOSI WILL BE DECLARED 
PRESIDENT! 
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GOD BLESS AMERICA AND IT’S PEOPLE…….
 
 
THE SILENT MAJORITY AMERICA








From: Victoria Orth


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 10:12 PM


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama  
for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama  
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United  
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters.  
http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to  
update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly  
funded candidates know they must be able to account for their  
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his  
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his  
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about  
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His  
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like  
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama  
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to  
figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?" 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million  
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the  
campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be  
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the  
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees  
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applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The  
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code  
information and a single donor could have several name variations.  
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv,  
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors 
had  
a single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer  
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own  
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon  
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance  
levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000  
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address  
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these  
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced  
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country  
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's  
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional  
reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt  
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit  
of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America  
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on  
the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the  
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
V Orth
Bethlehem, PA
Puma PAC Member 
 
 







................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 
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From: j m


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:04 PM


January 5, 2009
 
TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC,
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” 
of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # 
C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am 
a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. 
http://pumapac.org
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light 
the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know they must be able to account for their finances. 
But what happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 
million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for 
only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors 
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His 
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter 
registration processes. Obama further refuses to 
disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public 
tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 
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How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for 
$255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the 
integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited 
at the campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance 
reporting must be upgraded and updated for more 
thorough checks for compliance at the time of 
submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late 
fees applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor 
transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors 
on city, state and zip code information and a single 
donor could have several name variations. Some of the 
records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and 
Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. 
Numerous donors had a single letter given for their 
last name. Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of 
these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to 
proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have 
procedures for such checks upon submission and reject 
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There 
are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records 
that have foreign address information, totaling more 
than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are 
not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign 
country specification. There are no notes about 
affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These 







donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/
receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record 
reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances.
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for 
America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). 
We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with 
fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
 
Sincerely,
 
Jennie R. Messina
N. Lauderdale, Florida
Puma PAC Member
 








From: michelpowell@aim.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Re: Federal Election Commission Seeks Comment on its Activities and 
Procedures


Date: 12/25/2008 06:42 PM


the fec should have elected michel powell1 the only one for the job of 
president 2008 and beyond! period iam a candidate and your lord of the 
day! no other will be able to take my seat! 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Federal Election Commission <info@fec.gov> 
To: MICHELPOWELL@AIM.COM 
Sent: Wed, 17 Dec 2008 4:56 pm 
Subject: Federal Election Commission Seeks Comment on its Activities and 
Procedures 
 


 


 
The Federal Election Commission will hold a broad ranging public hearing 
on January 14, 2009, to obtain public comment on how the Commission 
might improve transparency, fairness and efficiency in the way it applies 
and enforces the campaign finance laws over which it has jurisdiction and 
the regulations it has adopted.  The scope of the public hearing will 
encompass an evaluation of the Commission’s compliance and 
enforcement process, including audits, matters under20review, reports 
analysis, administrative fines and alternative dispute resolution, as well as 
other policies, practices and procedures, such as policy statements, 
advisory opinions and the Commission’s education and information 
programs.
 
The Commission invites you to provide written comment and to participate 
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during the public hearing.  A copy of the announcement published in the 
Federal Register on December 8, 2008 is attached.   The Commission is 
not seeking suggestions on improvements or amendments to the 
substantive provisions of the laws over which it has jurisdiction; it seeks 
comment only on the manner in which the Commission may improve on 
its enforcement and administration of them, which may include, however, 
suggestions for revisions to or adoption of regulations or procedures to 
meet those objectives. 
 
A similar hearing, narrower in scope, was held in 2003 by the 
Commission.  That hearing was very instructive, and several of the 
recommendations made arising out of that process have been 
implemented.  In view of the many changes that have taken place since 
the adoption of the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, the changes 
made in the Honest Leadership and Open Government Act of 2007, as well 
as recent campaign events and experiences, the Commission plans to 
review again, with greater breadth than before, its processes.
 
The Commission welcomes and invites your participation.  Written 
comments must be received on or before January 5, 2009, and may be 
submitted by e-mail to agencypro2008@fec.gov.  Persons seeking to 
testify at the hearing must file written comments by the due date and 
must include in their written comments a request to testify. Detailed 
instructions for submitting comments are provided in the attached Federal 
Register announcement and on the Commission’s website.
 
 
 


Listen to 350+ music, sports, & news radio stations – including songs for the holidays – FREE while 
you browse. Start Listening Now! 
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From: Mary Verderber


To: gencypro2008@fec.gov; Puma PAC; agencypro@fec.gov; agencypro2008@fec.
gov


Subject: audit obama campaign
Date: 01/05/2009 10:19 PM


gencypro2008@fec.gov , prowl@pumapac.org 
 
_________________________________________________________________  
  
 
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate 
donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further 
refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health and 
education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
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with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others 
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the 
FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting 
with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be 
applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed 
in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more 
than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s 
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 Mary Verderber NY 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 








From: emme Puma Democrat


To: undisclosed-recipients:;


Subject: AUDIT REQUESTED: Audit “for Cause” of the Obama for America Campaign 
(FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393)


Date: 01/05/2009 01:07 PM
Importance: High


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to strongly URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the 
Obama for America Campaign (FEC Registration # C00431445) and the 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People 
United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
  
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate 
donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further 
refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health and 
education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for?  
  
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
  


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
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●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting 
must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports 
rejected and late fees applied.  


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others 
were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late 
reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there. The form apparently has 
no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the 
donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
  
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances. 
  
The American People deserve an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
  
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Emme Boylan, Pennsylvania 
Puma PAC Member 
 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 
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From: donkenall@peoplepc.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Election concerns
Date: 12/26/2008 02:25 PM


Dec. 26, 2008
 


Donald K. Allen, MS, DVM
4501 Market St.


Youngstown, OH 44512
 
 
 
 
 
Stephen Gura, Deputy Associate General Counsel
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20463
 
 
Dear Mr. Gura,
 
1.         As an independent candidate for President during this year’s election, it became painfully 
obvious to me (and to the other independents candidates I personally know) early in the campaign, 
that the national news media intended to totally ignore us.  We received not one line of text or ten 
seconds of television or radio coverage.  When we were able to access satellite radio talk show 
hosts, however, the response from the public was powerful.  Americans are tired of the dominating 
two-party system that controls our government and are looking beyond Democrats and 
Republicans.  If they remain unaware of our existence though, they believe there are only two valid 
choices.
 
            Americans believe they elected our new President, but the fact is that national media 
elected him through classic Pavlovian conditioning.  When you hear the name “Obama” 800 times 
a day, and the name “McCain” 500 times a day for nine months or more, the public will tend to vote 
in a ration of 8 to 5.  It’s a fact.  
 
            I also realized during this campaign, that there are American voters who truly believe that 
they have only two choices when voting for President.  I had real difficulty getting a Manpower® 
employee I hired for petition work to understand that I was running for President as an 
independent.  She truly could not grasp the fact that there were people other than the Republican 
and Democratic candidates that she could vote for.  Perhaps this is due to teaching children in 
government classes that we have a two-party system, or that the two parties are all they ever hear 
about via our media.  Whatever the reason, I believe she is the tip of an iceberg.  
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            No matter how qualified, valid, viable, credible, and competent we are as independent 
candidates, we never had a chance due to the media blackout of our very existence.  This is 
wrong.  Time magazine is a classic example.  If we had 1/1000 of the coverage they gave Obama, 
we might have been competitive.  It’s a fact that Joseph Kennedy bought the cover of Time to run a 
picture of his son, John F. Kennedy during his campaign.  It’s apparent that someone was buying 
Time again for this campaign.  The media moguls determine what will be run in their publications, 
and if they tell the gatekeepers to keep us out, we will simply not exist.
 
            I know there are many people who claim to run for office, but are obviously not serious 
about their efforts.  Those that meet the FEC’s requirements for official candidate status, however, 
should be listed as such, along with campaign websites, in national media either on a daily or 
weekly basis when the campaign is running.  This would, at the very least, allow American voters 
an opportunity to explore the candidates’ platforms and backgrounds.
 
 
2.         Throughout this campaign the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now 
(ACORN) blatantly disregarded the political activity restrictions placed on not-for-profit 
organizations to maintain their tax-exempt status.  Several news stories pointed this out, but no 
government organization indicated any action to correct this violation.  Being heavily funded by the 
federal government, this open support of a candidate is supposedly forbidden, yet it went on 
throughout the campaign.  Many people I spoke with during my campaign expressed fear of losing 
their tax exempt status if they supported me because they are in not-for-profit 501(c)(3) private 
organizations.  They thought that the FEC and IRS would swoop down and revoke their tax status 
because of the political involvement clause.  
 
            I now know that I can tell them not to worry about political support because ACORN could 
get away with it, and nothing happened to them.
 
 
3.         If there is any shadow of a doubt regarding the Constitutional qualifications to run for the 
highest office in this country, that question must be explored to conclusion.  Such is the case with 
President Elect Obama, but nobody seems willing to pursue this issue, for no other apparent 
reason than political pressure.  If asked to prove his actual country of birth, he should, like myself, 
produce adequate documentation to include an original birth certificate from the hospital in which 
he was delivered.  At the time of his birth Hawaii was issuing certificates of live birth to babies that 
were born elsewhere, and this is just one of the facts clouding this case.  Apparent evidence of 
birth in Kenya is also troubling, to say the least.  It would seem to me that the FEC is the 
organization responsible for verifying candidate qualifications.  Why aren’t you?  If the “natural born 
Citizen” requirement can be ignored, then there are no requirements to run for office.
 
 
4.         I am still waiting to see what the ballot count for me is in my home county, Mahoning, Ohio.  
I had 162 votes in Lake County, which I never campaigned in, but am still showing zero votes for 







Mahoning and our two adjacent counties of Trumbull and Columbiana on the Secretary of State’s 
website.  That’s just not possible.  I’ve called the Mahoning County Board of Elections three times 
and have just been told that they haven’t completed their count yet.  How can that be?  Does that 
mean that McCain has uncounted votes, too?  When you’re counting votes the day of election, 
don’t you count them all?
 
 
                                                                                    Sincerely,
 
 
 
                                                                                    Donald K. Allen, MS, DVM
                                                                                    www.donaldkallenforpresident.com 
 
                                                                                    Joseph Oliva
                                                                                    Christopher Popham Smith
                                                                                    Bill Ingram
                                                                                    Ruth Bryant White
 
 
 
p.s.  Hard copy in the mail
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From: Without Party


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject:
Date: 01/05/2009 09:50 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?" 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Richard and Alix of withoutparty.com 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 
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From: jane lockhart rizzo


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 09:43 PM


 
January 5, 2009 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
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time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jane Rizzo California 
Puma PAC Member 








From: Martha Mitchell


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393).


Date: 01/05/2009 12:56 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?" 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Marnie Delano 
Puma PAC Member 








From: Rob Jorgensen


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Participation-request to testify at FEC Hearing Jan 14, 2009
Date: 12/22/2008 12:21 PM


 
Dear FEC,  
  
I would be please to testify at the FEC Hearing on January 14, 2009. Here are some 
general comments in writing, per your request.  
  
          After a quick review of the lenghty summary attachment of the Federal 
Registrar, it occurred to me it's similar to our tax code. Corrupt individuals that seek 
to not pay their fair share of taxes will find loopholes around the tax code. 
Similarly, corrupt candidates with vast amounts of Dollars and Lawyers will also be 
able to navigate around whatever rules lawmakers publish in the Federal Registar!  
          A reasonable person should realize that no matter how honest he may 
conduct his campaign, he will be slandered and those wishing to hold on to power 
or seeking to purchase it, will go to any expense to secure it. When Independents 
are clearly surpressed by the Monopoly-American Media, our Democracy is broken 
and needs an overhaul. I would submit that given the light of the recent 
torture evidence of the present adminstration and the extreme amounts of Dollars 
behind the President Elect, that we, as Americans need to insure that Justice 
Presides over our Country moving forward.  
  
  
Rob Jorgensen 
  
  
 
 


Send e-mail anywhere. No map, no compass. Get your Hotmail® account now. 
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From: Donnagene Palmer


Reply To: donnagenepalmer@yahoo.com


To: undisclosed recipients: ;


Subject: Fw: Today's PROWL -- Last day for public comment!
Date: 01/05/2009 09:45 PM


 
 
: 


.


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic
reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is
no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes.
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out,
“What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than
he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns
expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission,
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and
a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last
name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine,
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting
penalties should be applied. 
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And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information,
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about
affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some
additional reporting requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign
Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance
with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Donnagene Palmer


Warren, OH
Puma PAC Member


................................................................
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org


 








From: Mary Garrard


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:59 PM


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means 
Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. 
http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to 
update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly 
funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. 
But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his 
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding 
campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign 
spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received 
funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses 
to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health 
and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the 
heck is going on, here?”


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv 
and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance 
levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.
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And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) 
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama 
Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Mary D. Garrard
Washington DC
Puma PAC Member








From: marqc@optonline.net


To: press@theisraelproject.org; contact@afamail.net; agencypro2008@fec.gov; Gov. Sarah Palin; 
wwcccrwmddcrpg@access.cnn.com; contact@afa.net; Tim Albrecht, AFF Political Action; Federal Election 
Commission; ureport@foxnews.com; Hannity@foxnews.com; The Israel Project; Senator@schumer.senate.
gov; info@ourcountrydeservesbetter.com; sarahm@theisraelproject.org


cc: Pepe Recitas; Santos, Erlinda; GOPUSA Eagle; 1999949335.77022.553@congressnewsletter.net; 
Special@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.com; Newswatch@foxnews.com; Beltway@foxnews.com; info@rnc.
org; acuactiondesk@conservative.org; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov; Comments@whitehouse.gov; 
Pat2037@yahoo.com; FaelitPansoy@yahoo.com; Oreilly@foxnews.com; BreakingNews@MAIL.CNN.COM; 
letters@nypost.com; TessCerna@yahoo.com; FelipeRE@aol.com; bellequisel-sibug1@sbcglobal.net; 
AmericanVoices@mail.house.gov; letters@nytimes.com; letters@washpost.com; audiencerelations@abctv.
com; cavuto@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.com; FNS@foxnews.com; letters@nypost.com; 
webmaster@democrats.org; 60m@cbsnews.com; eve515@optonline.net; ocrprivacy@os.dhhs.gov; 
campaignpromises@cityhall.nyc.gov; NLBROWN; Swin8888@aol.com; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov


Subject: Re: Iran-backed Palestinian Groups Continue Attacking Israel - THE RESULT OFTHE JEWISH PEOPLE IN 
AMERICA WHO ALL VOTED FOR HUSSEIN-obama!


Date: 12/23/2008 12:34 AM


THE IRAN THUG president, WHO PROMISED TO WIPE OUT ISRAEL IS ENCOURAGED BY THE VICTORY OF his 
VERY CLOSE FRIEND HUSSEIN-obama WHOM ALL THE JEWISH PEOPLE IN AMERICA VOTED FOR.  THIS IS 
YOUR GARGANTUAN LESSON!
 
THE SILENT MAJORITY AMERICA
 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: The Israel Project  
Date: Monday, December 22, 2008 9:04 pm 
Subject: Iran-backed Palestinian Groups Continue Attacking Israel 
To: "Mariano Q. Casilum"  
 


  


                                             


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: December 22, 2008


Contact: 
Jennifer Laszlo Mizrahi: 202-857-6644, jenniferm@theisraelproject.org 
Jennifer Packer: 202-857-6657, jenniferp@theisraelproject.org  
www.theisraelproject.org
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Iran-backed Palestinian Groups Continue Attacking Israel 
In 3 Days Following End of Ceasefire, Hamas Steps Up Strikes on Civilians 
 
Experts for comment 
Graph: Rockets and Mortars Fired From Gaza June – December 
2008 
Iran Press Kit


In the three days since Israel’s ceasefire with Iran-backed 
Hamas formally ended Friday (Dec. 19) Palestinian terrorists 
have fired 45 rockets and mortars at Israeli civilians, wounding 
a foreign worker who was hit by shrapnel. Hamas and other 
Iran-backed terrorist groups claimed responsibility for the 
attacks, which also hit a home and struck near an elementary 
school.[1] 


During the past year, Iran-backed terrorist groups in Gaza 
have fired more than 3,000 rockets and mortars at Israeli 
civilians in the southern Negev region, killing four people and 
wounding more than 270.[2]  
 
Since Israel gave up all of Gaza in 2005 – relinquishing homes, 
farms, places of business and worship –  terrorists have 
launched more than 6,300 rockets and mortars into Israel from 
Gaza. The attacks have killed 10 civilians, wounded more than 
780 and traumatized thousands of others.[3] The only 
remaining Israeli in Gaza is Staff Sgt. Gilad Shalit who was 
abducted from Israel on June 25, 2006 by Hamas in a bloody 
cross-border raid in which the terrorists killed two IDF soldiers 
and wounded four others.[4] 


During a visit five months ago to the southern Israeli city of 
Sderot, then-candidate and now President-elect Barack Obama 
defended Israel’s right to protect itself from such attacks: "If 
somebody was sending rockets into my house where my two daughters 
sleep at night, I would do everything to stop that, and would expect 
Israel to do the same thing."[5] 


Speaking about the Iranian nuclear threat, Obama also said 
during the visit, "A nuclear Iran would pose a grave threat and the 
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world must prevent Iran from obtaining a nuclear weapon."[6]


In addition to firing missiles at Israeli civilians, the terrorist 
groups have conducted a sustained campaign of attacks 
against the border crossings from Gaza into Israel. In 2008 
alone, there have been more than 17 attacks or attempted 
attacks on the crossings.  
 
Among the worst were the shooting deaths of two civilian 
workers at the Nahal Oz fuel terminal into Gaza; two 
simultaneous vehicle bombings of the Kerem Shalom goods 
crossing which wounded 13 soldiers manning the crossing and 
shut it down for more than two months while repairs were 
carried out; and an attempted truck bombing of the Erez 
pedestrian crossing through which Palestinian patients seeking 
medical treatment in Israel are transported.[7] Also in 2008, 
more than 13,000 Palestinian patients and their escorts have 
crossed into Israel for medical treatment.[8]  


In addition to firing rockets and mortars, terrorists have 
smuggled vast amounts of war materiel into Gaza. Israeli 
Minister for Public Security Avi Dichter said that in July 2008 
alone, more than four tons of explosives were smuggled into 
Gaza via tunnels dug by terrorists under the Egypt-Gaza 
border. There are 400-600 smuggling tunnels running along 
Gaza’s Philadelphi Corridor, the strip of land spanning the 
border between Egypt and Gaza.[9] 


Iran, one of the chief sponsors of Palestinian terrorism, 
provides approximately $20 million to $30 million to Hamas 
annually and also trains Hamas operatives in Iran and Syria.
[10] Approximately 950 Hamas terrorists have been trained in 
building rockets and bombs, tactical warfare, weapons 
operation and sniper tactics by the Iranian Revolutionary 
Guard Corps, a special division of Iran’s armed forces.[11] 


On Nov. 28, 2008, an Iranian-manufactured standard 120mm 
mortar was fired by a terrorist group in Gaza and hit an Israel 
Defense Forces (IDF) base inside Israel, wounding eight 
soldiers, one of whom had his leg amputated as a result. The 
use of Iranian-made munitions by Palestinian terrorists is an 
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increasingly common phenomenon in the conflict.[12] 


Internecine Palestinian fighting during the past two years also 
has dealt a harsh blow to future prospects for peace, with 616 
Palestinians killed in factional fighting from the time that 
Hamas won Palestinian elections in January 2006 through May 
2007. [13] In June 2007, when Hamas seized control of Gaza 
in a bloody coup against Palestinian Authority President’s 
Fatah faction, 161 Palestinians were killed and at least 700 
wounded.[14]


Iran, the world’s largest state sponsor of terrorism, gives 
Hamas $20 million a year,[15] and provided an additional $50 
million after Hamas beat Fatah in the 2006 elections.[16] Iran 
also provided Hamas members with intensive military training 
in the weeks and months leading up to the group's takeover of 
the Gaza Strip.[17]


In September, Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said, 
“Iran considered supporting the Palestinians its religious and national 
duty and would stay beside the Palestinian nation 'until the big victory 
feast which is the collapse of the Zionist regime (Israel).” [18] 
 
Iran’s top leaders continue to threaten the West – particularly 
the United States. 
 
In addition to Iran-backed Hamas’ terrorist activities, the 
group also conducts extensive media operations. It runs the Al-
Aqsa TV station which has promoted terrorist activity and 
incites hatred of Jews and Israelis. On a children’s program 
called Tomorrow’s Pioneers which has featured numerous life-
size costumed animals, the character called Assoud – a rabbit, 
stated, “I, Assoud, will finish off the Jews and eat them, Allah willing.” 
The show is but one example of the incitement to hatred and 
violence promoted by the TV channel. [19]


Experts for Comment in Israel


Professor Ephraim Inbar 
Field: Arab-Israeli conflict, strategic developments in the 
Middle-East 
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Affiliation: Director of the Begin-Sadat Center for Strategic 
Studies, professor of political science at Bar-Ilan University 
Cell: 972-54-660-3409  
Tel.: 972-3-535-9198 
E-mail: inbare@mail.biu.ac.il   


Professor Barry Rubin 
Field: Syrian foreign and domestic affairs, relations with Iran 
and Hezbollah, Arab-Israeli conflict, Islamic Fundamentalism 
in Egypt, Inter Arab Affairs, Israeli Foreign and Security Policy 
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From: mzebest@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: AUDIT BARACK OBAMA'S ILLEGAL DONATIONS
Date: 01/05/2009 12:59 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
It is crucial that you open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). There is strong evidence of fraud and no one -- NO ONE -- 
should be allowed to be above the law -- especially with as much as the 
Obama team has been allowed to get away with. 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
For someone that throws around the "transparency" word a lot, President-
elect Barack Obama has been anything but transparent and continues to 
snub the laws of this country. Enough. Barack Obama has spent a record 
$741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 
million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions 
about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. 
His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama 
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure 
out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
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mailto:agencypro2008@fec.gov





 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions  
were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V 
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for 
their last name. Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are 
errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the 
candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should 
have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting 
with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties 
should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there. Th e form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification... and there is evidence that there was deliberate tampering 
with the programming of checks to verify donations outside the 
country. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 







 
M. Zebest 
California 
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From: marqc@optonline.net


To: press@theisraelproject.org; contact@afamail.net; agencypro2008@fec.gov; 
Gov. Sarah Palin; wwcccrwmddcrpg@access.cnn.com; contact@afa.net; Tim 
Albrecht, AFF Political Action; Federal Election Commission; ureport@foxnews.
com; Hannity@foxnews.com; The Israel Project; Senator@schumer.senate.gov; 
info@ourcountrydeservesbetter.com; sarahm@theisraelproject.org


cc: Pepe Recitas; Santos, Erlinda; GOPUSA Eagle; 
1999949335.77022.553@congressnewsletter.net; Special@foxnews.com; 
Friends@foxnews.com; Newswatch@foxnews.com; Beltway@foxnews.com; 
info@rnc.org; acuactiondesk@conservative.org; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov; 
Comments@whitehouse.gov; Pat2037@yahoo.com; FaelitPansoy@yahoo.com; 
Oreilly@foxnews.com; BreakingNews@MAIL.CNN.COM; letters@nypost.com; 
TessCerna@yahoo.com; FelipeRE@aol.com; bellequisel-sibug1@sbcglobal.net; 
AmericanVoices@mail.house.gov; letters@nytimes.com; letters@washpost.com; 
audiencerelations@abctv.com; cavuto@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.com; 
FNS@foxnews.com; letters@nypost.com; webmaster@democrats.org; 
60m@cbsnews.com; eve515@optonline.net; ocrprivacy@os.dhhs.gov; 
campaignpromises@cityhall.nyc.gov; NLBROWN; Swin8888@aol.com; sf.
nancy@mail.house.gov


Subject: ALL OF A SUDDEN, ANOTHER MANSION, NOW IN HAWAII? WHERE IS NEXT?
Date: 12/23/2008 12:53 AM


HUSSEIN-obama CANNOT PRODUCE “A VALID AND AUTHENTIC BIRTH 
CERTIFICATE” BUT CAN EASILY AND ARROGANTLY SHOW his “ILL-
GOTTEN MANSION” AT his SO-CALLED “BIRTH STATE OF HAWAII”.  THE 
SILENT MAJORITY AMERICA ARE JUST CURIOUS WHERE he GOT ALL OF 
A SUDDEN THESE BIG MONEY. 


 
GOD BLESS AMERICA AND IT’S PEOPLE…..
 
 
THE SILENT MAJORITY AMERICA
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From: Johnwieder@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: illegal campaign donations made through debate brokers- inkind variety
Date: 12/23/2008 08:28 PM


illegal campaign donations made through debate brokers (in kind of variety)
using corporate sponsors. These type debates historically do not invite all
challengers that are on the official ballot but only the democrat and the 
republican are invited.  These huge in kind illegal donations slaughter any 
possibility  of a third party  victory.  Since they are illegal donations the 
republican and the democrat does not report them as donations.    The big
corporations then have an influence on whom ever of the two they support
wins. At this point, all the third party peoples might have as well just stayed
home and watch the returns.  I have made some complaints and have not
heard anything  since they wanted some more information which was supplied
in a timely manner.  The person who brokered the debate for the big two
is actually guilty of making excessive donations to both candidates he invited.
Since the in kind donations were estimated at 50,000 each, which is very 
conservative it makes his management donation of $5000.00 to each 
candidate excessive of the $2600 limit. Management on a conservative 
basis runs typically from 10% on up.  I think you need to crack down on this
and one other thing that kills third parties contribution to our nation.  We
are no longer a democracy.  Who ever gets the most votes wins.  It does not
matter if less than half the people that voted, voted for them. When a 
third party causes a run off,  Then suddenly, all those voters are put in
a good position.  john wieder from Texas D22 congress race for 2008.
My address is now 1315 North Twin City, Apt 12
                             Nederland TX 77627  
 
 
 


One site keeps you connected to all your email: AOL Mail, Gmail, and Yahoo Mail. Try it now.
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From: christine moore


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Audit Obama for America
Date: 01/06/2009 08:18 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 


RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama 


for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the 


Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, 


People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-


roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to 


update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly 


funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 


finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 


campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his 


windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 


exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His 


campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 
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ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 


Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own 


citizenship, employment, health and education as the American Public 


tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 


more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 


campaigns expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting 


must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 


compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports 


rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. 


The submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 


information and a single donor could have several name variations. 


Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, 


Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous 


donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others were listed 


as 


Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 


computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof 







their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such 


checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified 


tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 


4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have 


foreign address information, totaling more than $6 


MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously 


with the military or government serviced there. The form apparently 


has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes 


about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. These donors 


should have some additional reporting requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 


discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit 


of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 


(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 


depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 


audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,







Christine Moore  


Encino, California 


Puma PAC Member


 
 








From: pondering27


Reply To: pondering27


To: ponderingyou@teleport.com


Subject: Audit Needed to Protect Democracy, Fairness in Elections
Date: 01/05/2009 01:20 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


What is up with the audit so many of us have been waiting for. 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). 


I'm a proud member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org . I joined this organization in June when it became apparent that mainstream media and elected officials 
were in collusion to select - not elect - nominee Barack Obama, the lesser qualified of the Democratic nominees for 
President. However, I'm proud to say the governor of my state endorsed the more qualified candidate, Hillary Clinton.


Perhaps you are not aware of it, but major caucus fraud took place during the primaries.  I went to Denver in August 
and was told point-blank by a black delegate from the state of Texas that Caucus Fraud had occurred, that the lists of 
names of people who stood for Hillary Clinton were thrown in the trash.


As a lifelong Democrat, I couldn't stand to see the political system had become SO corrupted.


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. 


> But what happens when there is no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have 
procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late 
reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. 


There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than 
$6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The 
form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People NEED, and DESERVE, an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your time and assistance, I look forward to hearing from you. 


I am cc-ing my local elected officials here in the great state of Oregon, as well.


Sincerely,


Cynthia Orlando
Puma PAC Member
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From: dessco@juno.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama campaign funding
Date: 01/04/2009 10:08 AM


We strongly demand an investigation into any and all financial 
irregularities associated with the Obama presidential campaign.


David W. and Carol A. Lundy 
15035 Browning Rd 
Evansville, IN  47725 
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From: Deb Riggs


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: PLEASE AUDIT OBAMA CAMPAIGN
Date: 01/07/2009 12:25 AM


Dear Federal Elections Commission:


It is my understanding that PUMA P.A.C. has filed an official letter, duly notarized, requesting that the FEC audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds for cause.  This letter was published on the internet and millions of Americans have 
seen it and are relying on the FEC to follow through with this request, as well as with similar requests from other 
individuals and groups.  The American public expects the FEC to investigate thoroughly and DO ITS JOB to ensure that 
Obama’s campaign complied with fair and legal campaign practices during the election.  


It is unbelievably offensive and outrageous that so many obvious violations of campaign donor laws were abused and 
ignored by the Obama campaign, all under the supposedly watchful eye of the FEC.  These violations apparently include, 
among other things: 


(1) hiding the identity of at least a third of its donors; 


(2) allowing donors to exceed campaign donation limitations; 


(3) giving over $800,000 to ACORN, which abused the election process by overtly and arrogantly encouraging and 
perpetrating voter fraud around the country, including abusing the voter registration process;


(4) filing expenses of $255 million more than the Obama campaign disclosed as having collected in donation receipts;


(5) providing no unique manner to identify or monitor donors’ total donations or validate the legitimacy of donors, 
including:


(a) listing obviously fraudulent donor names such as “Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj  and  Khv, Khv  and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and  
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu”,


(b) using a single letter for the last names of numerous donors,


(c) listing some donors as “Anonymous”, and


(d) having multiple donations, often in the thousands for one supposed individual (such as someone with the purported 
name of “Good Will” out of Austin, TX with 1,541 donations), all with similar Occupations/Employer of “Loving/You”, and


(6) listing $4 million in donations from 4,166 donors with foreign addresses from over 100 different foreign countries, 
although it was obvious that none of the addresses corresponded with anyone in the military or government service 
overseas.


As you are well aware, US campaign finance law expressly forbids donations from foreign donors, yet the Obama campaign 
apparently made no attempt to verify the American citizenship of each and every donor. 


While it appears that the FEC has done nothing to date to investigate this matter or take the Obama campaign to task 
for violations that are obvious to even the most casual observer, the FEC has been duly requested by US citizens to 
investigate this matter thoroughly and the American citizens are relying on the FEC to ensure that our campaigns are 
conducted in a fair and legal manner.  Since it does not appear that this was the case with the Obama Presidential 
Campaign, it is imperative that no precedent is allowed to be set by any illegal methods that were used in 2008 and 
overlooked by the FEC.  Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign and notify the press so that the American public 
can know that the FEC is on top of this matter and immediately correcting any problems that occurred as a result of 
prior neglect with regard to this topic.  


Thank you on behalf of all American citizens for your prompt and careful attention to this matter.


Sincerely,
Deb Riggs
Oklahoma, USA
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From: Toni Alves


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393)


Date: 01/05/2009 01:21 PM


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
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●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 
be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance 
at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and 
late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 
address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. 
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government 
serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,







Toni Alves - SF, CA 
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org 
 
--  
 
Totalitarian regimes are expert at creating "unity". But our veterans fought 
for our right to dissent. We'll continue to dissent. We'll continue to reject 
hypodermic infusions of lobotomizing Hopium 
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From: Pieter Nosworthy


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Request for Audit
Date: 01/04/2009 10:58 AM


To Whom it May Concern,
 
I would like to voice my concern regarding the contributions 
collected by Mr. Obama this past election cycle. I have compared 
the mechanisms by which the two parties monitored donations via 
the internet and find Mr. Obama's utterly lacking in any accepted 
form of review. The precedent, if unchallenged, could (and most 
likely will) mar and corrupt all future Presidential campaigns. It is 
my understanding that foreign and excessive amounts are illegal 
by statute, your efforts to investigate this possible fraud are a 
wise investment of taxpayer funds. Thank you for your 
consideration in this matter. 
 
Pieter E. Nosworthy
SFC, USA
DSN (312) 635-2886
CML (270) 956-2886
CELL (931) 626-0138
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From: marqc@optonline.net


To: Gov. Sarah Palin; press@theisraelproject.org; contact@afamail.net; agencypro2008@fec.gov; wwcccrwmddcrpg@access.
cnn.com; contact@afa.net; Tim Albrecht, AFF Political Action; Federal Election Commission; ureport@foxnews.com; 
Hannity@foxnews.com; The Israel Project; Senator@schumer.senate.gov; sarahm@theisraelproject.org; newsmax@reply.
newsmax.com


cc: Pepe Recitas; Santos, Erlinda; GOPUSA Eagle; 1999949335.77022.553@congressnewsletter.net; Special@foxnews.com; 
Friends@foxnews.com; Newswatch@foxnews.com; Beltway@foxnews.com; info@rnc.org; acuactiondesk@conservative.
org; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov; Comments@whitehouse.gov; Pat2037@yahoo.com; FaelitPansoy@yahoo.com; 
Oreilly@foxnews.com; BreakingNews@MAIL.CNN.COM; letters@nypost.com; TessCerna@yahoo.com; FelipeRE@aol.com; 
bellequisel-sibug1@sbcglobal.net; AmericanVoices@mail.house.gov; letters@nytimes.com; letters@washpost.com; 
audiencerelations@abctv.com; cavuto@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.com; FNS@foxnews.com; letters@nypost.com; 
webmaster@democrats.org; 60m@cbsnews.com; eve515@optonline.net; ocrprivacy@os.dhhs.gov; 
campaignpromises@cityhall.nyc.gov; NLBROWN; Swin8888@aol.com; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov


Subject: Re: Feinstein Furious with Obama over Panetta; "ILLEGAL PRESIDENT-elect"HUSSEIN-obama SURRENDERS TO AL 
QUAEDA AND TERRORISTS!


Date: 01/07/2009 12:48 AM


THE APPOINTMENT OF panetta AS CIA CHIEF BY "ILLEGAL PRESIDENT-elect" (NO VALID AND 
AUTHENTIC NATURAL BORN BIRTH CERTIFICATE) IS TANTAMOUNT TO HUSSEIN-
obama'S SURRENDER TO AL QUAEDA AND TERRORISTS.  IT IS LIKE TELLING THEM: COME, COME IN 
AND KILL THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.  WAKE UP  AMERICA, THIS IS THE IRRESPONSIBLE BEGINNING 
EVEN BEFORE "ILLEGAL PRESIDENT-elect" HUSSEIN-obama SITS ON THAT POWERFUL CHAIR IN THE 
OVAL OFFICE.
 
GOD BLESS AMERICA AND IT'S PEOPLE.
 
 
THE SILENT MAJORITY AMERICA 
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From: joannathemaid@comcast.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: What the heck is going on, here?
Date: 01/05/2009 01:21 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 


RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America 


Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 


(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 


democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade 


the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be 


able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 


disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are 


subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate 


donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 


ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further 


refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health and 


education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
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here?”


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 


showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 


expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 


upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of 


submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions 


were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor 


could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like 


Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. 


Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 


Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up 


receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC 


should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with 


errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors 


listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 


information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these 







donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there. The form 


apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about 


affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some 


additional reporting requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 


questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 


Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 


Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 


compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Joanna Themaid 


Puma PAC Member


http://pumapac.org 
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From: Edie McCormick


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 11:06 AM


With respect to all those that it concerns,


It was found that contributions were made to the Obama for America fund 
from over 100 different foreign countries. Donations totaled $4.0 million 
from approximately 4166 donors giving foreign addresses.  This excludes 
obvious US military and government personnel, US Territories, incorrectly 
reported USA listings (Jefferson Andrews, listed as living in Los Angeles, 
CA with a zip code for Asheville, NC 28805, just one example of many) and 
listings with insufficient information to reasonably determine the probable 
country.  How have these 4166 donors been confirmed as legitimate donors?


This further brings into question the source of the $255 million in campaign 
contributions that the Obama campaign has not disclosed.  What assurance 
do the American people have that their presidential candidates are not being 
funded by foreign interests?  This is a matter of National Security.


The following may now be deemed necessary to protect the integrity 
of the process:


1. The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.


 2. The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting 
must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. Thank you for your 
time and consideration. 
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The Federal Election Commission is in a key role to come forward and 
stand up for the integrity of the election process. 


This is a plea to the Commission to protect the American People from 
the corruption of that process.


 
With sincere respect as an American Citizen, I ask this from you,
Edie McCormick
Taylorsville, Utah
 








From: edparent@comcast.net 


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov 


Subject: Obama's Election Funds 
Date: 01/07/2009 09:34 AM 


Please tell me how to get a copy is President-elect Obama's filed 
paperwork which he submitted Monday last. 
Thank you, 
Ed Parent 
edparent@comcast.net 
943-795-2754 
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From: merrymary0126@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:22 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and  
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know  
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when 
there is  
no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has  
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those 
donors are  
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being  
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media 
while  
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes.  
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure 
out,  
“What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
Rita Mary Buckeridge 
PUMAPAC.org Democrat 
 


See which stars were naughty and nice this holiday season with the PopEater Toolbar. Get it now! 
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From: dolly


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 11:22 AM


Just do your job.
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From: penguin240@cox.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obamna Donations
Date: 01/06/2009 01:13 PM


 
January 5, 2009 


 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


 
Dear FEC, 


 


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit �for cause� of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). 
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 


 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is 
no audit mandated? 


 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but 
has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors 
are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure 


out, �What the heck is going on, here?� 


 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than 
he 
showed donation receipts for? 


 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense. 


 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions 
were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single 
donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
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trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others 
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then 
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject 
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting 
penalties should be applied. 


 


And then there is the issue of �foreign donors�. There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about 


affirming the donor�s American Citizenship. These donors should have some 
additional reporting requirements. 


 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances. 


 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with 
fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 


 
Sincerely, 


 
 Beth Collins, in Virginia
Puma Pac Member








From: pondering27


Reply To: pondering27


To: ponderingyou@teleport.com


Subject: Audit Needed to Protect Fairness of Democracy, Election System
Date: 01/05/2009 01:15 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


What is up with the audit so many of us have been waiting for. 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). 


I'm a proud member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org . I joined this organization in June when it became apparent that mainstream media and elected officials 
were in collusion to select - not elect - nominee Barack Obama, the lesser qualified of the Democratic nominees for 
President. However, I'm proud to say the governor of my state endorsed the more qualified candidate, Hillary Clinton.


Perhaps you are not aware of it, but major caucus fraud took place during the primaries.  I went to Denver in August 
and was told point-blank by a black delegate from the state of Texas that Caucus Fraud had occurred, that the lists of 
names of people who stood for Hillary Clinton were thrown in the trash.


As a lifelong Democrat, I couldn't stand to see the political system had become SO corrupted.


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. 


> But what happens when there is no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have 
procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late 
reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. 


There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than 
$6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The 
form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People NEED, and DESERVE, an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your time and assistance, I look forward to hearing from you. 


I am cc-ing my local elected officials here in the great state of Oregon, as well.


Sincerely,


Cynthia Orlando
Puma PAC Member
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From: marqc@optonline.net


To: newsmax@reply.newsmax.com; Gov. Sarah Palin; press@theisraelproject.org; contact@afamail.net; agencypro2008@fec.
gov; wwcccrwmddcrpg@access.cnn.com; contact@afa.net; Tim Albrecht, AFF Political Action; Federal Election 
Commission; ureport@foxnews.com; Hannity@foxnews.com; The Israel Project; Senator@schumer.senate.gov; 
sarahm@theisraelproject.org


cc: Pepe Recitas; Santos, Erlinda; GOPUSA Eagle; 1999949335.77022.553@congressnewsletter.net; Special@foxnews.com; 
Friends@foxnews.com; Newswatch@foxnews.com; Beltway@foxnews.com; info@rnc.org; acuactiondesk@conservative.
org; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov; Comments@whitehouse.gov; Pat2037@yahoo.com; FaelitPansoy@yahoo.com; 
Oreilly@foxnews.com; BreakingNews@MAIL.CNN.COM; letters@nypost.com; TessCerna@yahoo.com; FelipeRE@aol.com; 
bellequisel-sibug1@sbcglobal.net; AmericanVoices@mail.house.gov; letters@nytimes.com; letters@washpost.com; 
audiencerelations@abctv.com; cavuto@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.com; FNS@foxnews.com; letters@nypost.com; 
webmaster@democrats.org; 60m@cbsnews.com; eve515@optonline.net; ocrprivacy@os.dhhs.gov; 
campaignpromises@cityhall.nyc.gov; NLBROWN; Swin8888@aol.com; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov


Subject: Re: Military Poll Shows 6 Out of 10 Wary of Obama: WHAT MORE DO YOU EXPECT?
Date: 01/03/2009 12:16 PM


THE "ILLEGAL PRESIDENT-elect" (NO VALID AND AUTHENTIC NATURAL BORN BIRTH CERTIFICATE) 
HUSSEIN-obama IS MORE SYMPATHETIC TO THE RIGHTS OF THE TERRORISTS SO MUCH SO he IS 
CLOSING THE GUANTANAMO BAY TERRORISTS DETENTION CAMP SO THAT THESE HARDENED 
TERRORISTS CAN GO BACK TO IRAQ AND AFGHANISTAN TO KILL OUR DEAR AND BRAVE MILITARY 
HEROES NOW IN THEIR TOUR OF DUTY IN THE MIDDLE EAST. GOD BLESS PRESIDENT GEORGE W. 
BUSH AND OUR DEAR AND BRAVE MILITARY HEROES.
 
 
THE SILENT MAJORITY AMERICA
 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Newsmax.com"  
Date: Saturday, January 3, 2009 11:03 am 
Subject: Military Poll Shows 6 Out of 10 Wary of Obama 
To: "marqc@optonline.net"  
 


 
Breaking from 


Newsmax.com 


Military Poll Shows 6 Out of 10 Wary of Obama


A recent survey conducted by The Military Times shows six out of 10 active-duty service members are 
uncertain or pessimistic about President-elect 


Barack Obama as the nation’s next commander in chief. 


Story continues below . . .


Sponsor 
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Six Best Value Retirement Destinations For 2009! 
 
Retire in style overseas for as little as US$694 a month. FREE Report Shows You Where 
And How. 
 
Retire overseas with your Social Security income alone. Live better than you are now for 
less, with a maid, a gardener, a driver? and free medical care. 
 
Own your own home in the sun for as little as US$100,000. Imagine a beachfront hideaway, 
an elegant big-city apartment, or a hillside vineyard. Details in FREE Report.


Respondents to the survey of more than 1,900 active-duty subscribers to Army Times, Air Force Times, 
Navy Times and Marine Corps Times newspapers say much of the uncertainty lies in Obama's lack of 
military service and experience in leadership abilities. 


"Being that the Marine Corps can be sent anywhere in the world with the snap of his fingers, nobody has 
confidence in this guy as commander in chief," one lance corporal who asked not to be identified said in a 
follow up interview with The Times. 


Other issues causing uncertainty among the ranks are Obama’s stated 16-month timetable for pulling 
combat troops out of Iraq and his call to end the “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy to allow gays to serve openly 
in the military. 


Half of all respondents say they disapprove of Obama’s plan to withdraw troops from Iraq within 16 
months of taking office on Jan. 20. A slightly higher percent say they support the plan to leave the country 
by the end of 2011. 


The survey shows eight out of 10 respondents say the U.S. should have gone to war in Afghanistan and 
express optimism the U.S. will succeed there. A majority support plans to boost the number of troops in 
Afghanistan, while 30 percent say troops will need to stay for more than a decade to achieve its goals. 


A higher percentage of respondents say outgoing President George W. Bush has their best interests at 
heart over Obama. Nearly half described their political views as conservative or very conservative. 
Slightly more than half said they consider themselves Republicans, 22 percent independents and 13 
percent Democrats. 


One-third of respondents say they are optimistic about the newly elected president, including eight out of 
10 black service members. 


The survey notes that responses are not representative of the opinions of the military as a whole, and 
that the survey group overall under-represents minorities, women and junior enlisted service members, 
and over-represents soldiers. 


© 2009 Newsmax. All rights reserved. 


Editor's Note: 


●     Click Here for your FREE Report Shows You Where And How! 
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From: Harry Murray


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/06/2009 02:48 PM


January 6, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when 
there is no audit mandated?


 President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign 
but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of 
those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation 
limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter 
registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about 
his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the American Public 
tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?"


 How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more 
than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of 
submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information 
and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V 
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their 
last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.
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And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no 
notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. These donors should 
have some additional reporting requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy 
and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama 
Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


A. L Murray
Las Cruces, NM


Puma PAC Member








From: V W


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:16 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory
Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means
Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters.
http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to
update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly
funded candidates know they must be able to account for their
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN
received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to
figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the
campaigns expense.


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees
applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code
information and a single donor could have several name variations.
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv,
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own
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submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance
levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit
of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445)
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama
Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,
Vickie Wells
Ohio
Puma PAC Member








From: Lexie Harrell


Reply To: lexiekinz@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama campaign finances
Date: 01/04/2009 08:58 AM


 
Many know that Obama received monies from foreign sources -- which are 
expressly forbidden by U.S. campaign finance law. You know, LAW, which 
citizens of this country are expected to abide by or face the repercussions?
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393).  We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices.  Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Regards,
TJ Harrell
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From: Richard and Darlene


To: AGENCYPRO2008@fec.gov


Subject: Do your job
Date: 01/06/2009 04:27 PM


Dear FEC, 
  
  I write to protest to the strongest possible extent your decision to 
refuse to audit the campaign funds which were received by the Obama 
campaign.  There has already been very much more than sufficient reason, 
available in the public domaine, for you to conclude that there were 
large areas which are in need of investigation and audit.  In 
particular, I am very concerned that persons who are not U.S. citizens 
contributed substantial amounts, and also that large amounts of money 
came in from donors who were not identified, and may represent 
fraudulent donations using fictitious names.  
  
  Your failure to conduct even the most cursory investigation is already 
having a disastrous effect on the confidence our citizens can have in a 
legitimate electoral system.  When a candidate has financial resources 
that are nine fold greater than that of his rival, the election can 
easily be seen as having been purchased.  When the sources of the 
gigantic advantage are allowed to remain hidden, you would probably 
excuse voters from concluding that the federal oversight of elections 
has also been corrupted.  I am having trouble avoiding that conclusion 
myself.  
  
  I urge you to conduct a complete, persuasive, and transparent audit 
and review of funds raised for this year's presidential campaign. 
Anything less would be completely inadequate.  
  
  Sincerely,  
Richard Dodd
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From: Belinda Polka


Reply To: beapolka@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Public Hearing on Agency Procedures
Date: 01/05/2009 01:17 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Belinda Standingwater Polka 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 







................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 
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From: Robert Bluejacket


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: audits
Date: 01/04/2009 09:36 AM


Will you proceed to audit the campaign donations of Mr. Obama? Or will 
you cave in to the pressures to assist in this coup? 
 
A citizen. 
 
Robert Bluejacket 
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From: RONALD LIEBER


Reply To: rlieberhou@sbcglobal.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: PLEASE AUDIT OBAMA CAMPAIGN
Date: 01/06/2009 07:00 PM


 
 
--- 


 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Federal Elections Commission: 
 
It is my understanding that PUMA P.A.C. has filed an official letter, 
duly notarized, requesting that the FEC audit the Obama 
Presidential Campaign Funds for cause.  This letter was published 
on the internet and millions of Americans have seen it and are 
relying on the FEC to follow through with this request, as well as 
with similar requests from other individuals and groups.  The 
American public expects the FEC to investigate thoroughly and DO 
ITS JOB to ensure that Obama’s campaign complied with fair and 
legal campaign practices during the election.   
 
It is unbelievably offensive and outrageous that so many obvious 
violations of campaign donor laws were abused and ignored by the 
Obama campaign, all under the supposedly watchful eye of the FEC. 
 These violations apparently include, among other things:  
 


(1) hiding the identity of at least a third of its donors;  
 
(2) allowing donors to exceed campaign donation 
limitations;  
 
(3) giving over $800,000 to ACORN, which abused the 
election process by overtly and arrogantly encouraging 
and perpetrating voter fraud around the country, 
including abusing the voter registration process; 
 
(4) filing expenses of $255 million more than the 
Obama campaign disclosed as having collected in 
donation receipts; 
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(5) providing no unique manner to identify or monitor 
donors’ total donations or validate the legitimacy of 
donors, including: 
 


(a) listing obviously fraudulent donor 
names such as “Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj  and  Khv, 
Khv  and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
 Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu”, 
 
(b) using a single letter for the last 
names of numerous donors, 
 
(c) listing some donors as “Anonymous”, 
and 
 
(d) having multiple donations, often in 
the thousands for one supposed 
individual (such as someone with the 
purported name of “Good Will” out of 
Austin, TX with 1,541 donations), all with 
similar Occupations/Employer of “Loving/
You”, and 


 
(6) listing $4 million in donations from 4,166 donors 
with foreign addresses from over 100 different foreign 
countries, although it was obvious that none of the 
addresses corresponded with anyone in the military or 
government service overseas. 


 
As you are well aware, US campaign finance law expressly forbids 
donations from foreign donors, yet the Obama campaign apparently 
made no attempt to verify the American citizenship of each and 
every donor.  
 
While it appears that the FEC has done nothing to date to 
investigate this matter or take the Obama campaign to task for 
violations that are obvious to even the most casual observer, the 
FEC has been duly requested by US citizens to investigate this 
matter thoroughly and the American citizens are relying on the FEC 
to ensure that our campaigns are conducted in a fair and legal 
manner.  Since it does not appear that this was the case with the 
Obama Presidential Campaign, it is imperative that no precedent is 
allowed to be set by any illegal methods that were used in 2008 
and overlooked by the FEC.  Please audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign and notify the press so that the American public can 







know that the FEC is on top of this matter and immediately 
correcting any problems that occurred as a result of prior neglect 
with regard to this topic.   
 
Thank you on behalf of all American citizens for your prompt and 
careful attention to this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
Loretta Lieber  
Texas, USA 








From: Billie Jo Conlee


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:19 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for  
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory  
Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means  
Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to  
update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly  
funded candidates know they must be able to account for their  
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his  
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his  
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about  
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His  
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN  
received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama  
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to  
figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million  
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


     * The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the  
campaigns expense.
     * The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting  
must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance  
at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late  
fees applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The  
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code  
information and a single donor could have several name variations.  
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv,  
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a  
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer  
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own  
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon  
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance  
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levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000  
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address  
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these  
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced  
there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country  
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American  
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting  
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt  
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit  
of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445)  
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to  
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama  
Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,
Billie Jo Conlee
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org








From: cantbeatcalif@yahoo.com


Reply To: cantbeatcalif@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Auditing the Obama Campaign
Date: 01/04/2009 10:07 AM


Dear Sir or Madam:
 
Barack Obama campaigned on a platform of promoting government 
transparency.  As a result, I am requesting an audit of his election 
campaign.  I don't think it takes a mathematical genius to look at the 
number of individual donors, and the nearly 3/4 of a BILLION dollars he 
"raised" to know that the numbers don't work.
 
Failure of the FEC to account for Obama's donations could be participating 
in covering up fraud.  There are too many other questions about Obama's 
citizenship and Chicago politics.  The FEC owes it to the American people 
to legitimized Obama's campaign contributions.
 
Very truly yours,
Elizabeth A. Avram
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From: jpbiology


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/06/2009 01:07 AM


As a concerned American, I suggest that Obama's records be investigated.
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From: Linda Vassar


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/06/2009 02:46 AM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit ³for cause² of the Obama for
America Campaign (FEC Registration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates
know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when
there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those
donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and
being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media
while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own
citizenship, employment, health and education as the American Public tries
to figure out, ³What the heck is going on, here?²


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more
than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns
expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of
submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information
and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their
last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels.
And late reporting penalties should be applied.
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And then there is the issue of ³foreign donors². There are over 4,000 donors
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information,
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no
notes about affirming the donor¹s American Citizenship. These donors should
have some additional reporting requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy
and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama
Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign
Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Linda M Vassar
California


Puma PAC Member








From: pondering27


Reply To: pondering27


To: ponderingyou@teleport.com


Subject: Audit Needed to Protect Fairness of Democracy, Election System
Date: 01/05/2009 01:15 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


What is up with the audit so many of us have been waiting for. 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). 


I'm a proud member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org . I joined this organization in June when it became apparent that mainstream media and elected officials 
were in collusion to select - not elect - nominee Barack Obama, the lesser qualified of the Democratic nominees for 
President. However, I'm proud to say the governor of my state endorsed the more qualified candidate, Hillary Clinton.


Perhaps you are not aware of it, but major caucus fraud took place during the primaries.  I went to Denver in August 
and was told point-blank by a black delegate from the state of Texas that Caucus Fraud had occurred, that the lists of 
names of people who stood for Hillary Clinton were thrown in the trash.


As a lifelong Democrat, I couldn't stand to see the political system had become SO corrupted.


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. 


> But what happens when there is no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have 
procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late 
reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. 


There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than 
$6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The 
form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People NEED, and DESERVE, an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your time and assistance, I look forward to hearing from you. 


I am cc-ing my local elected officials here in the great state of Oregon, as well.


Sincerely,


Cynthia Orlando
Puma PAC Member
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From: marqc@optonline.net


To: Gov. Sarah Palin; press@theisraelproject.org; contact@afamail.net; 
agencypro2008@fec.gov; wwcccrwmddcrpg@access.cnn.com; contact@afa.net; 
Tim Albrecht, AFF Political Action; Federal Election Commission; 
ureport@foxnews.com; Hannity@foxnews.com; The Israel Project; 
Senator@schumer.senate.gov; sarahm@theisraelproject.org; newsmax@reply.
newsmax.com


cc: Pepe Recitas; Santos, Erlinda; GOPUSA Eagle; 
1999949335.77022.553@congressnewsletter.net; Special@foxnews.com; 
Friends@foxnews.com; Newswatch@foxnews.com; Beltway@foxnews.com; 
info@rnc.org; acuactiondesk@conservative.org; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov; 
Comments@whitehouse.gov; Pat2037@yahoo.com; FaelitPansoy@yahoo.com; 
Oreilly@foxnews.com; BreakingNews@MAIL.CNN.COM; letters@nypost.com; 
TessCerna@yahoo.com; FelipeRE@aol.com; bellequisel-sibug1@sbcglobal.net; 
AmericanVoices@mail.house.gov; letters@nytimes.com; letters@washpost.com; 
audiencerelations@abctv.com; cavuto@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.com; 
FNS@foxnews.com; letters@nypost.com; webmaster@democrats.org; 
60m@cbsnews.com; eve515@optonline.net; ocrprivacy@os.dhhs.gov; 
campaignpromises@cityhall.nyc.gov; NLBROWN; Swin8888@aol.com; sf.
nancy@mail.house.gov


Subject: “IILEGAL PRESIDENT-elect HUSSEIN-obama, TRANSFORMS THE INTELLIGENCE 
COMMUNITY INTO A MOCKERY IN his RECENT APPOINTMENTS!


Date: 01/06/2009 12:57 AM


“ILLEGAL PRESIDENT-elect” (CANNOT PRODUCE AND PRESENT AN 
AUTHENTIC NATURAL BORN BIRTH CERTIFICATE) IS MAKING THE 
INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY A HUGE MOCKERY IN THE HIGHEST ORDER 
IN his RECENT APPOINTMENTS.  THIS IS A CLASSIC EXAMPLE OF his 
KIND OF NO EXPERIENCE AT ALL ON ANYTHING EXCEPT AS A 
“COMMUNITY ORGANIZER”.  WE, THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ARE IN 
DANGER WITH THIS IRRESPONSIBLE HANDLING OF OUR INTELLIGENCE 
NETWORK.  WAKE UP AMERICA!  THE DOOMSDAY IS COMING…….
 
GOD BLESS AMERICA AND IT’S PEOPLE.
 
 
THE SILENT MAJORITY AMERICA
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From: H Leasure


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:13 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory
Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means
Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters.
http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to
update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly
funded candidates know they must be able to account for their
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN
received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to
figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the
campaigns expense.


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees
applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code
information and a single donor could have several name variations.
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv,
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own
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submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance
levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit
of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445)
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama
Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,
Hazel Leasure
Ohio
Puma PAC Member








From: marqc@optonline.net


To: Gov. Sarah Palin; press@theisraelproject.org; contact@afamail.net; 
agencypro2008@fec.gov; wwcccrwmddcrpg@access.cnn.com; contact@afa.net; 
Tim Albrecht, AFF Political Action; Federal Election Commission; 
ureport@foxnews.com; Hannity@foxnews.com; The Israel Project; 
Senator@schumer.senate.gov; info@ourcountrydeservesbetter.com; 
sarahm@theisraelproject.org


cc: Pepe Recitas; Santos, Erlinda; GOPUSA Eagle; 
1999949335.77022.553@congressnewsletter.net; Special@foxnews.com; 
Friends@foxnews.com; Newswatch@foxnews.com; Beltway@foxnews.com; 
info@rnc.org; acuactiondesk@conservative.org; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov; 
Comments@whitehouse.gov; Pat2037@yahoo.com; FaelitPansoy@yahoo.com; 
Oreilly@foxnews.com; BreakingNews@MAIL.CNN.COM; letters@nypost.com; 
TessCerna@yahoo.com; FelipeRE@aol.com; bellequisel-sibug1@sbcglobal.net; 
AmericanVoices@mail.house.gov; letters@nytimes.com; letters@washpost.com; 
audiencerelations@abctv.com; cavuto@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.com; 
FNS@foxnews.com; letters@nypost.com; webmaster@democrats.org; 
60m@cbsnews.com; eve515@optonline.net; ocrprivacy@os.dhhs.gov; 
campaignpromises@cityhall.nyc.gov; NLBROWN; Swin8888@aol.com; sf.
nancy@mail.house.gov


Subject: HUSSEIN-obama’S MEDIA IN his TANK BAILOUTS?
Date: 01/02/2009 07:21 PM


BEWARE AMERICA!  
HUSSEIN-obama, “THE ILLEGAL president-ELECT” (CANNOT PRODUCE AN 
AUTHENTIC NATURAL-U.S. BORN BIRTH CERTIFICATE) RUSHING BACK 
TO WASHINGTON, D,C. TO BAIL OUT THE MEDIA IN his TANK THIS TIME 
AS A PAYBACK!  IN ADDITION,  HUSSEIN-obama WILL WORK 24/7 FOR A 
50% TAX INCREASE ON GASOLINE AND DIESEL FOR UNNECESSARY 
HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR WHICH JOB NATURE WILL 
BENEFIT THE ILLEGAL ALIENS IN GENERAL, WHO WILL ALWAYS ACCEPT 
ANY JOBS EVEN THE DIRTY ONES LIKE THESE (HIGHWAY 
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR). THESE BIG TIME IGNORAMOS PEOPLE: 
HUSEEIN-obama, harry reid AND nancy Pelosi DO NOT REALIZE THAT 
THE OIL COMPANIES WILL JUST PASS ON THESE INCREASES TO THE 
GAS PUMP FOR US, THE AMERICAN PEOPLE TO SWIM AND SWALLOW IN 
ADDITION TO THE ILL-FEECTS OF HUSSEIN-obama AND MEDIA 
CREATED ECONOMIC MELTDOWN. 


 
BE SMART AMERICA!  DO NOT SUPPORT ALL KINDS OF 
BAILOUTS.  THESE ARE HANDOUTS AND PAYBACKS! 
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THE SILENT MAJORITY AMERICA








From: Theresa L


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:13 PM


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory
Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means
Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters.
http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to
update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly
funded candidates know they must be able to account for their
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN
received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to
figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the
campaigns expense.


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees
applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code
information and a single donor could have several name variations.
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv,
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance
levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000
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donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit
of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445)
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama
Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,
Theresa Leasure
Texas
Puma PAC Member








From: CMoore9594@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on FEC Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/02/2009 09:03 PM


TO:  Federal Election Commission


RE:  Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC.  Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances.  But what happens when there is 
no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but 
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors 
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes.  
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, 
“What the heck is going on, here?”


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than 
he showed donation receipts for?


The following may now be deemed necessary to protect the integrity of the 
process:


1.      The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.


2.      The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time 
of submission.


The Federal Election Commission is in a key role to come forward and stand up 
for the integrity of the election process. This is a plea to the Commission to protect 
the American People from the corruption of that process.
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Fair Elections are fundamental to the freedoms of all Americans. With the 
population growth and the advent of media technologies we have come, more and 
more, to find that the candidate with the largest financial backing that can obtain 
the largest mass media influence has the most significant advantage in winning the 
election. This has become particularly true with the largest populations on the 
national level. 


The American Public is becoming increasingly aware that our Presidential 
Elections can be bought. There is a resulting loss in the confidence in our elected 
officials to represent the public as opposed to special interests that can provide 
campaign finances. As our economy is distressed and people face hardships it 
becomes more imperative that the integrity of the election process be protected to 
give people a voice in the government that is facing some very important 
decisions about priorities. Without this, we face chaos and destruction.


The election of George W. Bush in 2000 brought some controversy over the 
voting process. The manner of his reelection in 2004 initiated alarms in many 
Americans. The Country has not faired well under his administration and this 
latest Presidential Election have been fraught with controversy. Not only are there 
questions about voter registration fraud and voting fraud, but now the campaign 
financing process is included in the abuse of the system. 


Looking at the Obama campaign finances, it becomes apparent that the check of 
the donor information on the part of the campaign was minimal.  The burden then 
falls on the FEC.  But the campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions 
and there is no unique identifier to monitor the donors total donations and little 
validation that they are legitimate donors.  


The Obama submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations.  Some of the 
records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj  and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K 
V and  Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu.  Numerous donors had a single letter given for their 
last name.  Others were listed as Anonymous.  Most of these are errors that can be 
checked by a computer routine.  If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels.  And 
late reporting penalties should be applied.
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”.  There are actually 4,166 donors 







listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information and are 
not obviously with the military or government serviced there.  The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification.  There are no notes 
about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship.  These donors should have 
some additional reporting requirements.


What can be done so that Americans can take a more active role in protecting the 
election process, during the elections instead of after the fact?  Americans can take 
a more active part in assuring the quality of candidate financial reporting if more 
sophisticated search functions were available through the internet.  A unique 
identifier for donors could reduce donation limit exceedances and make their 
affirmation as legitimate donors easier.


A less formal error reporting process is needed to check abuses in a timely 
fashion.  This could be entirely separate from the more formal complaint process.  
It would enable public monitoring and rapid reporting including internet 
submissions.  Submissions could be limited and results handled informally.  


Americans Freedoms are worth fighting for.


Thank you for your time and consideration.  Please support Americans in restoring 
integrity to the Election Process.


Luanne Moore
15 Southern Cross Circle, #106
Boynton Beach, Fl 33436
CMoore9594@aol.com       
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From: Stacy M. Wilhelm


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign Contributions
Date: 01/03/2009 10:32 AM


 
Office of the General Counsel 
 
Federal Election Commission  
999 E. Street, NW  
 
Washington, D.C.  20463 
 
Complaint of Over Limit Contributions and Request for Audit - 
Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393) 
No USA State Designation, Foreign and Domestic Donors  
(Update to MUR 6142) 
 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
 
This is a complaint on MUR 6142 about the Presidential Campaign Funds 
of Barack Obama.   
 
There are so many discrepancies in what the Obama team posted and 
what the law states is permissible that the FEC should have no question 
but to audit the Obama Campaign books. 
 
Some questions the reporting raises include:  
 
Numerous over the limit contributions 
 
The numbers don't even add up to the tune of $255 million. 
 
Numerous zip codes posted that do not coincide with the state named (a 
California address for example with a New York zip code). 
 
At least $4 million in donations given by foreign contributors (which itself 
is illegal on the face of it). 
 
 
I have to believe that as officers sworn to uphold the election laws, these 
would be of great concern to you.  You must audit the Obama Campaign 
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books.  If you do not, who is electing our representatives--us or whoever 
can game the system enough to "raise" funds--from bogus contributors, 
foreigners, and fat cat money men who simply put in thousands of tiny 
donations under bogus names? 
 
Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  Thank you for your 
time and consideration.  
  
Sincerely, 
 
Stacy M. Wilhelm 








From: adelle


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 07:36 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is 
unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that 
have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously 
with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Adelle Wiesinger
Garland, TX


Puma PAC member
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From: Vicki & Lee


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: PE
Date: 01/05/2009 12:33 PM


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to 
update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly 
funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his 
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His 
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own 
citizenship, employment, health and education as the American Public 
tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?" 
Puma
Vivian Lee B
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From: Margie Beegle


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: IMPORTANT email regarding compliance and enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 07:36 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is 
unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that 
have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously 
with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,
Jennifer Beegle
Puma PAC Member
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From: Marjorie Thirkettle


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:37 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


 
 
Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?
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The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 
be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance 
at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and 
late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 
address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. 
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government 
serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.







Sincerely,


M Thirkettle, Iowa 
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org 
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From: MariGryz@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Compliance & Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 07:37 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama 
for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People 
United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots 
voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to 
update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly 
funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his 
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His 
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own 
citizenship, employment, health and education as the American Public 
tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?" 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the 
process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
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campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. 
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, 
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors 
had a single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof 
their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such 
checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over 
specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be 
applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of 
these donations are not obviously with the military or government 
serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's 
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional 
reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit 
of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 







Marion Gryzik
ILLINOIS
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 
 
 
I take no blame, I voted McCain.
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: Embarq Customer


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Audits!!!
Date: 01/05/2009 12:38 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit �for cause� of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 


employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, �What the heck is going on, here?� 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is 
unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of �foreign donors�. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have 
foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are 


no notes about affirming the donor�s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Mary J. Karner, NC
Puma PAC Member


................................................................
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org
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From: Lara Garcia


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 07:47 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters.http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?" 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
Patricia Martinez, Texas 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 
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From: arkysue4clark


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:45 PM


January 5, 2009  
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC,  
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org  
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors 
for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding 
campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast 
Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama 
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as 
the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation 
receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for 
more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected 
and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled 
with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj , Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn 
K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others 
were listed as  
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the 
candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such 
checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late 
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reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor 
records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of 
these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable 
donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.  
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
S. Randall
Arkansas 
Puma PAC Member  
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From: DixieDawn72@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 07:16 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393).  
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million 
on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed 
donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for 
more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected 
and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled 
with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the 
candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for 
such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
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late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama 
donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the 
donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable 
donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Crystal Durham
North Carolina
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: marqc@optonline.net


To: Townhall Spotlight; Gov. Sarah Palin; press@theisraelproject.org; contact@afamail.net; agencypro2008@fec.gov; 
wwcccrwmddcrpg@access.cnn.com; contact@afa.net; Tim Albrecht, AFF Political Action; Federal Election Commission; ureport@foxnews.
com; Hannity@foxnews.com; The Israel Project; Senator@schumer.senate.gov; sarahm@theisraelproject.org


cc: Pepe Recitas; Santos, Erlinda; GOPUSA Eagle; 1999949335.77022.553@congressnewsletter.net; Special@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.
com; Newswatch@foxnews.com; Beltway@foxnews.com; info@rnc.org; acuactiondesk@conservative.org; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov; 
Comments@whitehouse.gov; Pat2037@yahoo.com; FaelitPansoy@yahoo.com; Oreilly@foxnews.com; BreakingNews@MAIL.CNN.COM; 
letters@nypost.com; TessCerna@yahoo.com; FelipeRE@aol.com; bellequisel-sibug1@sbcglobal.net; AmericanVoices@mail.house.gov; 
letters@nytimes.com; letters@washpost.com; audiencerelations@abctv.com; cavuto@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.com; FNS@foxnews.
com; letters@nypost.com; webmaster@democrats.org; 60m@cbsnews.com; eve515@optonline.net; ocrprivacy@os.dhhs.gov; 
campaignpromises@cityhall.nyc.gov; NLBROWN; Swin8888@aol.com; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov


Subject: Re: Rahm Emmanuel Must Resign -THESE PEOPLE HAVE NO SHAME AT ALL......
Date: 01/05/2009 07:21 PM


THESE PEOPLE INCLUDING HUSSEIN-obama "THE ILLEGAL PRESIDENT-elect HAVE NO SHAME AT ALL.  
THEY SHOULD ALL RESIGN TO GIVE TO ANOTHER ARROGANT LIBERAL nancy pelosi TO BECOME president.
 
GOD BLESS AMERICA AND IT'S PEOPLE.......
 
THE SILENT MAJORITY AMERICA
 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Townhall Spotlight  
Date: Monday, January 5, 2009 10:04 am 
Subject: Rahm Emmanuel Must Resign 
To: " Mariano Q."  
 


Monday, January 5, 2009
 


It's time for Barack Obama's Chief of Staff, Rahm Emmanuel, to resign, and you can sign the petition calling for Rahm Emmanuel to resign 
- HERE.


The Obama administration has told lie after lie about their involvement in the corruption scandal concerning Illinois Democrat Governor Rod 
Blagojevich's alleged efforts to sell off the U.S. Senate seat held by Obama.


Days after the November election, Obama's campaign manager, David Axelrod, admitted that Obama and Blagojevich had discussions 
about who Blagojevich should appoint to replace him.  You can see the video with this admission here:  
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SEE AXELROD ADMIT OBAMA & BLAGOJEVICH DISCUSSIONS - HERE


But as soon as the announcement came that federal prosecutors had been investigating Blagojevich over allegations of corruption in selling 
the U.S. Senate seat to the highest bidder, Obama's camp suddenly claimed that Axelrod had gotten his facts wrong about whether Obama 
and Blagojevich had schemed about who should be selected.


Yet, Barack Obama and his aides were telling the media that he and his administration would have a "hands off" approach towards the 
selection of Obama's successor.


And Rahm Emmanuel specifically denied he engaged in negotiations with Governor Blagojevich about Obama's Senate seat.


But again, Obama's camp was caught lying about their involvement, because wiretaps reveal, and have forced Obama to now admit, that 
his chief of staff, Rahm Emmanuel has discussed not just once but on several occassions who should get the Senate.


Emmanuel not only originally told Blagojevich he should pick Obama's first-choice, Valerie Jarrett, but then later gave Blagojevich a list of 
names of individuals who would be acceptable for Blagojevich to pick.


In fact, Emmanuel began negotiating with Blagojevich about Obama's successor in the U.S. Senate during the weekend before the 2008 
election had even taken place.  The seat was not even yet open, Obama had not yet even won, and Rahm Emmanuel and Rod Blagojevich 
were already engaged in a powerplay to determine who would be given this Senate seat, and what might be paid/delivered/given for getting 
this seat.


This is not how our government should work.  Our representatives are elected by the people, work for the people, and answer to the 
people.  We expect that when a vacancy occurs that our elected representatives will select the best person to represent the people, not that 
Democrats will engage in horsetrading to cement their fixation for political power.


It's time for Rahm Emmanuel to resign - immediately.  He is a disgrace and has no business serving as Chief of Staff in the White House.


Join the campaign by the Our Country Deserves Better Committee to demand Rahm Emmanuel's resignation by signing the "Rahm 
Emmanuel Must Resign Petition" here:  http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/ResignEmmanuel/


And you can help us fund a television ad campaign demanding Emmanuel's resignation by making a contribution of anywhere from $5 to 
the maximum allowed $5,000 online right now - CONTRIBUTE HERE.


And forward this on to your friends and ask them to sign and foward to their friends as well!
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From: carfasa@aol.com


To: undisclosed-recipients:;


Subject: OBAMA FOR AMERICA CAMPAIGN DONATIONS MUST BE AUDITED FOR CAUSE 
(FRAUD!!!!)


Date: 01/05/2009 12:30 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America  
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393).  
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic 
reform  
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and  
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know  
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when 
there is  
no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has  
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those 
donors are  
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being  
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media 
while  
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes.  
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure 
out,  
“What the heck is going on, here?”  
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How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he  
showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following ar e now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns  
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded  
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of 
submission,  
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions  
were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single  
donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were 
flagrant  
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd,  
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others  
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine,  
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, 
then  
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject  
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting  
penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors  
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information,  
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are 
not  







obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently  
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about  
affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have 
some  
additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and  
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama 
Campaign  
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama  
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with  
fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Carol Fasano 
Brooklyn, New York 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 
 


Get a free MP3 every day with the Spinner.com Toolbar. Get it Now. 
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From: Tracy Ramsey


To: undisclosed-recipients:;


Subject: Please read
Date: 01/05/2009 07:22 PM


TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory
Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means
Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters.
http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to
update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly
funded candidates know they must be able to account for their
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN
received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to
figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the
campaigns expense.


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees
applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code
information and a single donor could have several name variations.
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv,
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance
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levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit
of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445)
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama
Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,
T.Ramsey
Ohio
Puma PAC Member








From: Florida Puma


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:30 PM


January 5, 2009
 
  
TO: Federal Election Commission 
 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
  
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign 
(FEC Registration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a 
member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of 
grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the 
regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to 
account for their finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to 
questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His 
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received 
funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the American 
Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and 
updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with 
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unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were 
riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have 
several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, 
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter 
given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up 
receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should 
have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over 
specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the 
Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 
MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or 
government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These 
donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair 
practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
F DeMayo
Fort Myers, Florida
Puma PAC Member 
 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 








From: Ardis Rettich


Reply To: rettich@sbcglobal.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:29 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ardis Rettich, California
Puma PAC Member 
 
 







 








From: DancesWithPumas


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: I URGE you to open an audit “for cause”
Date: 01/05/2009 07:03 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million 
on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed 
donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 
●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and 


updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with 
unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled 
with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
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variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC 
should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over 
specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors listed in 
the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling 
more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. These donors 
should have some additional reporting requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable 
donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Pam Scola
California
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org 
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From: taggles


Reply To: taggles_moca@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:25 PM


Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
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The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Sheri Tagliaferri, Massachusetts 
Puma PAC Member 
 








From: Jane


Reply To: widenerone@yahoo.com


To: undisclosed recipients: ;


Subject: The FEC Needs To Do The Job They Are Supposed To Do.. Investigate Fraud!
Date: 01/05/2009 07:03 PM


 
 
                            January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
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campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Nora Widener 
Puma PAC Member







 








From: NobamaNetwork


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Urgent
Date: 01/05/2009 12:26 PM


January 5, 2009
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC,
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the 
Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement 
of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the 
need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to 
account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on 
his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to 
questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to 
disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure 
out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 
Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of 
the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at 
the campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting 
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must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable 
reports rejected and late fees applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor 
transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on 
city, state and zip code information and a single donor could 
have several name variations. Some of the records were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling 
to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have 
procedures for such checks upon submission and reject 
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are 
over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have 
foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION 
DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there.. The form apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no 
notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These 
donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/
receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair 
practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
 
Sincerely,
 
W Adams Henderson, NV
Puma PAC Member
 
 







Nobama Network Administrator
www.NobamaNetwork.com
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From: Donald E. Goff


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Criminal concerns over Obama's campaign money
Date: 01/05/2009 07:06 PM


Dear Sir or Ma'am: 
  
Obama has some outrageous dicrepancies in his campaign fund reports. 
Some of it is probably criminal. It need to be investigated and late fines 
charged. Indictments should be made for the criminal behavior! 
  
For example, Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall.  Many of those donors are subject to 
questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors.  
  
Barack Obama filed expenses for $255 million more than he showed donation 
receipts for? 
  
The campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions, but there is no unique 
identifier to monitor the donors’ total donations and little validation that they are 
legitimate donors.  The Obama submissions were riddled with errors on city, state 
and zip code information, and a single donor could have several name variations.  
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, 
K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu.  Numerous donors had a single letter given for 
their last name.  Others were listed as Anonymous.  
 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a simple computer routine.  If the 
candidate is unwilling to check their own submissions, then the FEC should have 
procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over 
specified tolerance levels.  And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of foreign donors�, which are expressly forbidden by U.S. 
campaign finance law.  There are 4,166 donors listed in the Obama donor records 
that have foreign address information and are not obviously with the military or 
government services overseas.   The Obama campaign’s donation form apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification.  There was no attempt made by the 
Obama Campaign to verify the American citizenship of each and every donor. 
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From: Diane Byrd


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Campaign funds
Date: 01/05/2009 12:28 PM


This is in regard to President-Elect’s campaign fiances which have not been fully 
disclosed. 
As a citizen, I want you to mandate an audit of his campaign finances and publicly 
disclose all his donors and expenses in running his campaign. 
Thank you, 
Diane 
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From: marqc@optonline.net


To: newsmax@reply.newsmax.com; Gov. Sarah Palin; press@theisraelproject.org; contact@afamail.net; agencypro2008@fec.
gov; wwcccrwmddcrpg@access.cnn.com; contact@afa.net; Tim Albrecht, AFF Political Action; Federal Election 
Commission; ureport@foxnews.com; Hannity@foxnews.com; The Israel Project; Senator@schumer.senate.gov; 
sarahm@theisraelproject.org


cc: Pepe Recitas; Santos, Erlinda; GOPUSA Eagle; 1999949335.77022.553@congressnewsletter.net; Special@foxnews.com; 
Friends@foxnews.com; Newswatch@foxnews.com; Beltway@foxnews.com; info@rnc.org; acuactiondesk@conservative.
org; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov; Comments@whitehouse.gov; Pat2037@yahoo.com; FaelitPansoy@yahoo.com; 
Oreilly@foxnews.com; BreakingNews@MAIL.CNN.COM; letters@nypost.com; TessCerna@yahoo.com; FelipeRE@aol.com; 
bellequisel-sibug1@sbcglobal.net; AmericanVoices@mail.house.gov; letters@nytimes.com; letters@washpost.com; 
audiencerelations@abctv.com; cavuto@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.com; FNS@foxnews.com; letters@nypost.com; 
webmaster@democrats.org; 60m@cbsnews.com; eve515@optonline.net; ocrprivacy@os.dhhs.gov; 
campaignpromises@cityhall.nyc.gov; NLBROWN; Swin8888@aol.com; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov


Subject: Re: Elder Bush: Jeb Should Run for President - JEB BUSH TEN TIMES TO ZERO COMPARED TO HUSSEIN-obama.....
Date: 01/05/2009 07:10 PM


THE COUNTRY IS IN DANGER OF HAVING AN "ILLEGAL-PRESIDENT-elect".  WHY IS THE MEDIA AND 
THE GOVERNMENT NOT WEARY ABOUT THE NON-COMPLIANCE OF THE BASIC REQUIREMENT OF A 
CANDIDATE TO THE HIGHEST OFFICE OF THE U.S. PRESIDENCY? IS IT NOT THAT ALL PRESIDENTIAL 
CANDIDATE(S) SHOULD PRESENT AN AUTHENTIC NATURAL BORN CERTIFICATE TO THE PROPER 
GOVERNMENT AGENCY?  ARE THE MEDIA AND GOVERNMENT AGENCY AFRAID OF THE RACIAL 
IMPLICATION BECAUSE HUSSEIN-obama IS A BLACK "ARAB-MUSLIM".  LEGAL ISSUES HAVE MORE 
WEIGHT THAN BEING "POLITICALLY CORRECT"?
 
JEFF BUSH IS EXPERIENCED TEN TIMES AS REQUIRED TO NOTHING COMPARED TO HUSSEIN-obama, 
THE "ILLEGAL PRESIDENT-elect".
 
GOD BLESS AMERICA AND IT'S PEOPLE.
 
THE SILENT MAJORITY AMERICA
 
 
    
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Newsmax.com"  
Date: Sunday, January 4, 2009 8:42 pm 
Subject: Elder Bush: Jeb Should Run for President 
To: "marqc@optonline.net"  
 


 
Breaking from Newsmax.com
 
Elder Bush: Jeb Should Run for President


Carville Predicts Democratic Scandal Streak


Bill Richardson Withdraws from Obama Cabinet


Caught Red-handed! Obama In Donor Scandal


Special: Sarah Palin Makes New Hot Calendar Really Hot


Alzheimer, Parkinson's Can Be Prevented


Colon Cancer Is Epidemic: Don't Be the Latest Victim
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From: Jan Anderson


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:29 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission


RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but 
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors 
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, 
"What the heck is going on, here?" 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than 
he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
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expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last 
name. Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be 
checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof 
their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors listed 
in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more 
than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor•s 
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Jan Anderson, Minneapolis, MN







Puma PAC Member


 








From: drfreddy@verizon.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: no subject
Date: 01/05/2009 09:08 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit �for cause� of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, �What the heck is going on, 
here?�  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of �foreign donors�. There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no 
notes about affirming the donor�s American Citizenship. These donors 
should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Fredrica Mann Breidenstein, Ph.D. 
 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 







................................................................ 








From: Judy Robbert


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Audit of Obama for America Campaign
Date: 01/05/2009 12:53 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
J. Robbert
Florida 
Puma PAC Member 








From: Gary Bailey


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject:
Date: 12/19/2008 11:18 PM


Federal Election Commission, 
 
I do not believe that the people of the  United States have a  chance of 
being fairly represented as long as  large business buy the  candidates 
which are running for the Senate, House and the Office of President.  It 
doesn't seem like it matters who gets elected it is the same old do 
nothing, spend money, pork barrel group of people in our capital 
looking out for the crooks that put them in office.  The House and the 
Senate do not  seem to be aware of anything that is harming the 
working class.. Our government does not regulate anything.  Why 
should we allow places that cash predated check to charge 400 % 
interest or credit cards to charge 20% ?    but I digress lets get back to 
these election contributions...
 
 
In the last election it was reported that at  Barack Obama's meetings 
and speeches  his hired helpers would circulate through the crowd 
collecting peoples names and personal information.  I am told that 
these practices of collecting names went on for over a year.  As I read 
through the people's names and occupations that contributed 
to Obama  it seemed strange to me that there were so many students 
 and unemployed people that contributed several hundred  of dollars 
two or three and even four times.   Does it seem possible that 
thousands of students and unemployed people  would be able 
to contribute  millions of  dollars  ?  It sure wasn't possible for me to do 
when I was a student or unemployed. 
 
This does not make sense to me.   Does anyone ever check with these 
people to see if they actually made a contribution ?
 
Obama is our President Elect and everyone should give him their 
support but if at any time in the future it can be shown that he or his 
campaign were in any way involved in Campaign contribution fraud  
what will be done ?     Nothing  and that is the problem. Yes the 
problem is that the politicians can do anything they want and the public 
can do nothing.   
 
If President Bush could survive without being impeached then what 
is few million dollars of  fraudulent contributions?  
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I believe the reason that there will not be reform in this system is 
that the majority of the elected politicians have dirty hands and the last 
thing that any one wants to do is look at the truth or to be aware of 
what has happened or is happening to this once great county. 
 
This one world idea that has been growing for years and the 
redistribution of wealth is leading a lot of young people down the wrong 
road. What we are experiencing now is not a failure of   capitalism but 
a  government that allowed monopolies and crooks to go unregulated. 
Our government passes laws but no one enforces them ...  Well enough 
complaining I am looking forward to Obama's changes. It would be 
difficult for things to get much worse than they are right now but I am 
sure that no politician will ever take blame for Fannie Mae or Freddie 
Mac.   
 
Yours truly 
 
Gary Bailey. 








From: M E


To: undisclosed-recipients:;


Subject: FEC Resgistration # C00431445
Date: 01/05/2009 09:12 PM


 
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters.http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but 
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors 
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, 
"What the heck is going on, here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than 
he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
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with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last 
name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the 
FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting 
with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be 
applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors listed 
in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more 
than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with 
the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's 
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
M. Egan, New York 
Puma PAC Member 








From: Kathy Yiannoulis


Reply To: kyiannou@snet.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:53 PM


Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
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The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
K.Yiannoulis, CT
Puma PAC Member 








From: Allbefit@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Very Poor Job of the FEC:
Date: 12/19/2008 11:31 PM


                   FEC                             Pavel Goberman - Candidate for Commissioner of BOLI in 
2008  
                                                                            Candidate (D, but honest) for US Senator in 2010 
                                                       "Stop the Media and Political Prostitutions!"   FEC ID # 
S4OR00065 
                                                       P.O. Box 1664                     
                                                       Beaverton, OR 97075 
                                                       (503) 643-8348 
                                                       www.getenergized.com/vote.html  
                                                       getfit@getenergized.com allbefit@aol.com  
           
       SUPPORT THE CONSTITUTION AND ENFORCE THE LAWS:   
12/19/08
                                               Public Comment
 
  Every elected politician gave an Oath of Office to support the Constitution, put hand on 
the heart and says Pledge of Allegiance and etc. And the Code of Ethics for Government 
Employees says: "Put loyalty to the higher moral principles, to country above ............ ", but 
 all nation: the People, the media and even children are talking about bribery and corruption 
in governments by politicians. But it is a talk only, without action of to enforce our laws, to 
stop to buy election, to stop to sell our country, which is a terror inside. 
  And no punishment, and this crime continue. What we are teaching our children?
  The media junta hijacked this country, and for own huge monetary benefits promotes  and 
encourages candidates to raise money in election. And the money, but not brains, is a 
dominated factor in election. Candidates are buying elections (but not me), do bribery, 
corruption and political prostitutions, and an idiots get elected, that creates a danger to our 
national security. 
  But, ....where is the FEC? Name me a law that allow to buy election?
 There is no such law.
During my past and current, General 2008 Election for Oregon Commissioner of BOLI, I 
didn't accept money from no one, paid nothing the corrupted media mafia, but have a huge 
victory: 185,000 people voted for me (>18%), even the media and Democratic Party tried to 
block my election because I blame them for bribery of politicians. But, if I could have a 
debate or forum on TV - I would be elected: the People are hating corrupting politicians.
  
 Most "donors, contributors" to candidates, including so named not-for-profit, have tax-
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exempt 501(c) groups. US government loses a huge amount of money. But these donors 
are using this money for own and candidates benefits. It is a "Street Robbery of our 
government. It must be stopped. But again: who will stop it if politicians and the media are 
corrupted? The answer is: the FEC.
  There is no need too much money, but $1,200.00 for to put name in the Voters' Pamphlet: 
be elected by the honest way.
 And it is duty and obligation of the FEC to inform and educate the voters about Candidates 
Running for US Senate and House, and do it for free by using the Public Broadcast Service 
(PBS).
  The PBS is on federal / taxpayers funding: $500 million each year, plus membership, plus 
huge profits from sales of goods, huge tax-exempt donations, and etc. So, it is an obligation 
of the PBS to pay back to society: to educate and inform the public about candidates 
running for US Congress - and under FEC leadership broadcast Forums, Debates of 
Candidates for US President, Senate and House.
 But now the PBS intentionally, with conspiracy of big sharks in the media does not do it, 
that pushed most candidates to accept money.
 Highly hope the FEC will adopt my comment, and serve the People much better.
 I would like to testify about it before the FEC on the Public Hearing on January 14, but it 
will cost me big money to travel, but I can't afford to do it.
 
Pavel Goberman
 
 
 


One site keeps you connected to all your email: AOL Mail, Gmail, and Yahoo Mail. Try it now.
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From: earthy07@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # 
C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393


Date: 01/05/2009 09:26 PM
Attachments: FEC letter.doc 


 


Get a free MP3 every day with the Spinner.com Toolbar. Get it Now. 
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January 5, 2009



TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement



Dear FEC,



I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org



The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?



President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”



How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for?



The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:



· The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 



· The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 



The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.



And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.



The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.



The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.



Thank you for your consideration of this matter.



Sincerely,



Ethel L. Cordova, New York 
Puma Pac Member



http://pumapac.org 








From: Morgante, Sharon


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:56 PM


January 5, 2009 


TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC, 


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of 
the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Registration # 
C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a 
member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the 
need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of 
the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able 
to account for their finances. But what happens when there 
is no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on 
his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to 
questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and 
being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding 
and abused voter registration processes. Obama further 
refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public 
tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 
Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of 
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the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at 
the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance 
reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough 
checks for compliance at the time of submission, with 
unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor 
transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on 
city, state and zip code information and a single donor 
could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors 
had a single letter given for their last name. Others were 
listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be 
checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate 
is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC 
should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance 
levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are 
over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that 
have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 
MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously 
with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional 
reporting requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/
receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair 
practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 







Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 


Sincerely, 


S. Morgante, Buffalo, NY  
Puma PAC Member 


 
 








From: Karl Behm


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: votebehm@hotmail.com


Subject: Failure Too Have/FIX the Legual VOTEing system, 2006.
Date: 12/20/2008 02:01 AM


To Whom It May Concern:  My name is Karl Behm, I ran for Governor of Fl in 2006, was on CNN and 
C-SPAN for 3 days, Why? Because I won the Election and was NOT allowed INTO OFFICE.!!  By 
Susan Cobb Supervisors Of Election.  WHY !!  COMMUNISUM does exist in Florida, called “The Good 
Old Boys”  I have 41,000/3million (bikers) Heavily Armed Americans who say this WON’T happen 
again when I run for Governor of Florida in 2009-10.  I have ?’s to ask.  (2) What are we doing about 
FIXING BUSHes (voting) Machines?  So this won’t happen again.  (3) Why do all Candidates have to 
show where the donations go every WK?  That takes up our time, It need to be done every Month, or 
Twice a Month.  (3) Why wasn’t Susan Cobb investigated on putting Christ into Bushes office BY 
George Bush and Family (OIL)?  (4) Why does the F-CAT exist??  Change it, NO ROYIETY RIGHTS 
to the creators!  Who Created the F-CAT??  (5) Where is PROOF of the Lottery money going ?  (6)  
Why is it, every time I want to talk to a PERSON WHO SPEEKS ENGLISH!!  In the Elections 
Commission office,  I get a person who speaks like HE is from INDIA, Come On People, this is 
America not INDIA.   If U work in this Office, U all should KNOW WHAT IS GOING ON, and NOT Put it 
on someone else! Or a person who can COMMUNICATE, WELL in ENGLISH, NOT GIBBRISH. OK?  
FIX iT!!  (7)  On Supervisor of Election Susan Cobb’s, in 2006, on TV, she had a voter ballot in her 
hand that showed EVERYONE in FLA, that I (Karl Behm and Lt Carrol Casternaro) (in red hand script) 
that hav WON the election with 28.8% of the VOTES in Florida for 2006.  Bring that video with U, If U 
don’t, I have it, in hand and will show the WORLD how CORRUPT = THE SUPERVISOR OF 
ELECTION really is, in COVERING IT UP.  Help me FIX it.  I will have U more later.  Thank U for your 
time.  I WANT TO BE THERE IN THIS HEARING, so send me info, on when it will be and call me. 
(386) 649-8523  leave a message. Thank U.  Karl Behm was here on December 17, 2008.  This was 
typed at 8:00 pm.
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From: Marilyn Heider


To: undisclosed-recipients:;


Subject: Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 09:30 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
M. Heider, Bloomfield, New Jersey 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 








From: Sandy Sarlo


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 12:56 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama  
for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama  
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United  
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters.  
http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to  
update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly  
funded candidates know they must be able to account for their  
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his  
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his  
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about  
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His  
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like  
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama  
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to  
figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million  
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the  
campaigns expense.


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be  
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the  
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees  
applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The  
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code  
information and a single donor could have several name variations.  
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv,  
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had  
a single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
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Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer  
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own  
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon  
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance  
levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000  
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address  
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these  
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced  
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country  
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s  
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional  
reporting requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt  
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit  
of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America  
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on  
the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the  
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Sandy K. Sarlo, Massachusetts
Puma PAC Member








From: marqc@optonline.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; Gov. Sarah Palin; wwcccrwmddcrpg@access.cnn.com; 
contact@afa.net; Tim Albrecht, AFF Political Action; Federal Election 
Commission; ureport@foxnews.com; Hannity@foxnews.com; The Israel Project; 
Senator@schumer.senate.gov; info@ourcountrydeservesbetter.com; 
sarahm@theisraelproject.org; contact@afamail.net


cc: Pepe Recitas; Santos, Erlinda; GOPUSA Eagle; 
1999949335.77022.553@congressnewsletter.net; Special@foxnews.com; 
Friends@foxnews.com; Newswatch@foxnews.com; Beltway@foxnews.com; 
info@rnc.org; acuactiondesk@conservative.org; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov; 
Comments@whitehouse.gov; Pat2037@yahoo.com; FaelitPansoy@yahoo.com; 
Oreilly@foxnews.com; BreakingNews@MAIL.CNN.COM; letters@nypost.com; 
TessCerna@yahoo.com; FelipeRE@aol.com; bellequisel-sibug1@sbcglobal.net; 
AmericanVoices@mail.house.gov; letters@nytimes.com; letters@washpost.com; 
audiencerelations@abctv.com; cavuto@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.com; 
FNS@foxnews.com; letters@nypost.com; webmaster@democrats.org; 
60m@cbsnews.com; eve515@optonline.net; ocrprivacy@os.dhhs.gov; 
campaignpromises@cityhall.nyc.gov; NLBROWN; Swin8888@aol.com; sf.
nancy@mail.house.gov


Subject: Re: Your vote - Should Illinois Hold A Special Election To Fill Obamas Vacant 
Senate Seat? HUSSEIN-obama IS "A LEADER OF CORRUPT POLITICS IN 
ILLINOIS", PERIOD.....


Date: 12/22/2008 12:03 AM


ANY VACANT ELECTIVE POSITIONS DUE TO EITHER BY DEATH OR 
RESIGNATION, SHOULD BE FILLED UP BY SPECIAL ELECTIONS TO AVOID 
CORRUPT PRACTICES IN THE APPOINTMENT PROCESS, THEREBY 
ELIMINATING THE SITUATIONS NOW BROILING IN THE STATES OF 
ILLINOIS AND NEW YORK.
 
THE SILENT MAJORITY AMERICA 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Vote.com"  
Date: Sunday, December 21, 2008 2:21 am 
Subject: Your vote - Should Illinois Hold A Special Election To Fill 
Obamas Vacant Senate Seat? 
To: marqc@optonline.net 
 
> Dear Vote.com voter:  
>  
> You recently voted on the question: SHOULD ILLINOIS HOLD A  
> SPECIAL ELECTION TO FILL OBAMA’S VACANT SENATE SEAT? Your 
vote  
> of YES! has been mailed to: 
>  
> House Speaker Michael Madigan (mmadigan@hds.ilga.gov), State of  
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> IllinoisSenate President Emil Jones  
> (jones@senatedem.state.il.us), State of Illinois 
>  
> If you feel strongly about this issue, we encourage you to ask  
> your friends and family to vote on it at this link:  
> http://www.vote.com/vote/60583744/index.phtml 
> If you would prefer not to receive this type of mailing, please  
> click the link below to unsubscribe: 
> http://www.vote.com/c/s.phtml?u=2fe4d97T7&nv=1&ov=1&ref=conf  
>  
> (NOTE: If your e-mail software does not make the above links  
> active, please copy & paste it into your web browser and press  
> the Enter key.)  
> 








From: The Sanders Family


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 08:24 PM


Please audit the Obama Campaign donations carefully.
 
Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall.  Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation 
limits and being legitimate donors.  His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
 
Barack Obama filed expenses for $255 million more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions, but there is no unique identifier to 
monitor the donors’ total donations and little validation that they are legitimate donors.  The Obama 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information, and a single donor 
could have several name variations.  Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and 
Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu.  Numerous donors had a single letter 
given for their last name.  Others were listed as Anonymous.  
 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a simple computer routine.  If the candidate is 
unwilling to check their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks 
upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels.  And late reporting 
penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of foreign donors, which are expressly forbidden by U.S. campaign 
finance law.  There are 4,166 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information and are not obviously with the military or government services overseas.   The Obama 
campaign’s donation form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification.  There was no 
attempt made by the Obama Campaign to verify the American citizenship of each and every donor.
 
These report of fraud are outrageous.  The American people deserve better than "Chicago Style" 
politics.
 
 
Peter Sanders
Milwaukee, WI
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From: Bonnie Saltzman


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on compliance and enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 08:32 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign 
(FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a 
member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of 
grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the 
regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to 
account for their finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to 
questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His 
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received 
funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the American 
Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and 
updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with 
unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were 
riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have 
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several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, 
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter 
given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up 
receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should 
have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over 
specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the 
Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 
MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or 
government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These 
donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair 
practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
M Bonnie Saltzman,Evanston, Illinois 
Puma PAC Member 
 








From: zephyr@cavtel.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Campaign Fraud/Audit Request
Date: 01/05/2009 12:50 PM


_________________________________________________________________  
 
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate 
donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further 
refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health and 
education as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
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single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others 
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the 
FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting 
with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be 
applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors listed 
in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more 
than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's 
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
Sharon Klein, Richmond, Va 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org
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From: clcross@comcast.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 08:45 PM


TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America  
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393).  
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic 
reform  
movement of grassroots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and  
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know  
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when 
there is  
no mandated audit?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has  
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those 
donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits 
and being  
legitimate d onors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media 
while  
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes.  
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  
employment, health and education as the American public tries to figure 
out,  
“What the heck is going on here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 million 
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more than he  
showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaign's  
expense.  
 
The Commission's ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded  
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of 
submission,  
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions  
were riddled with errors on city , state and zip code information and a 
single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and  
Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous 
donors had a  
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine,  
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, 
then  
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject  
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting  
penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors  
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information,  
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are 
not  
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently  
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about  
affirming the donor’s American citizenship. These donors should have 







some additional reporting  
requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and  
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama 
Campaign  
Finances. 
 
The American people need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama  
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with  
fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Carol Cross
Atlanta, GA 
Puma PAC Member 








From: plethon@aol.com


To: undisclosed-recipients:;


Subject: Fwd: Today's PROWL -- Last day for public comment!
Date: 01/05/2009 12:51 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). 
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is 
no audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but 
has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors 
are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, 
“What the heck is=2
0going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than 
he 
showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions 
were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single 
donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others 
were listed as
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Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then 
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject 
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting 
penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more t
han $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about 
affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some 
additional reporting requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with 
fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely, 


 


R Burnett 


Henderson, NV 89052
Puma PAC Member


................................................................
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org
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From: marqc@optonline.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; Gov. Sarah Palin; wwcccrwmddcrpg@access.cnn.com; 
contact@afa.net; Tim Albrecht, AFF Political Action; Federal Election 
Commission; ureport@foxnews.com; Hannity@foxnews.com; The Israel Project; 
Senator@schumer.senate.gov; info@ourcountrydeservesbetter.com; 
sarahm@theisraelproject.org; contact@afamail.net


cc: Pepe Recitas; Santos, Erlinda; GOPUSA Eagle; 
1999949335.77022.553@congressnewsletter.net; Special@foxnews.com; 
Friends@foxnews.com; Newswatch@foxnews.com; Beltway@foxnews.com; 
info@rnc.org; acuactiondesk@conservative.org; sf.nancy@mail.house.gov; 
Comments@whitehouse.gov; Pat2037@yahoo.com; FaelitPansoy@yahoo.com; 
Oreilly@foxnews.com; BreakingNews@MAIL.CNN.COM; letters@nypost.com; 
TessCerna@yahoo.com; FelipeRE@aol.com; bellequisel-sibug1@sbcglobal.net; 
AmericanVoices@mail.house.gov; letters@nytimes.com; letters@washpost.com; 
audiencerelations@abctv.com; cavuto@foxnews.com; Friends@foxnews.com; 
FNS@foxnews.com; letters@nypost.com; webmaster@democrats.org; 
60m@cbsnews.com; eve515@optonline.net; ocrprivacy@os.dhhs.gov; 
campaignpromises@cityhall.nyc.gov; NLBROWN; Swin8888@aol.com; sf.
nancy@mail.house.gov


Subject: Re: Federal Election Commission Seeks Comment on its Activities and 
Procedures - BY ALL MEANS, FOR GOD'S SAKE, STOP HUSSEIN-obama FROM 
ASSUMING THE SACRED OFFICE OF THE U.S. PRESIDENCY.....  SO HELP US 
GOD....


Date: 12/18/2008 11:33 PM


  
THE CONSUMING ISSUES THAT HUSSEIN-obama CALLED "GARBAGES" 
ARE OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE AND he SHOULD BE STOPPED FROM 
ASSUMING THE SACRED AND HIGHEST OFFICE OF THE LAND.  THE 
ISSUES AT HAND THAT ARE IGNORED BY THE AUTHORITIES AND THE 
LIBERAL MAINSTREAM MEDIA ARE AS FOLLOWS:
 
a)  PRESENTATION TO THE PROPER AUTHORITY OF THE AUTHENTIC 
BIRTH CERTIFICATE FROM his SO-CALLED "BIRTH STATE OF HAWAII".
 
b)  COMPLETE AUDIT AND INVESTIGATION OF THE "ILLEGAL CAMPAIGN 
FUNDS" FROM  "ARABS, LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES AND 
TERRORISTS DONORS AND CONTRIBUTORS".
 
c)  CLEAR THE COBWEBS OF CORRUPTION INVOLVEMENT IN ILLINOIS, 
WHERE HUSSEIN-obama NURTURED his CANDIDACY FOR THE U.S. 
PRESIDENCY AS he BRAGGED AS "CHICAGO STYLE POLITICS" DURING 
THE PRIMARY CAMPAIGN AGAINST HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON.
 
UNLESS he IS DECLARED CLEAN OF THE ABOVE, HUSSEIN-
obama SHOULD BE DENIED THE SACRED AND HIGHEST OFFICE OF THE 
U.S. PRESIDENCY.
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GOD BLESS AMERICA AND IT'S PEOPLE.
 
 
THE SILENT MAJORITY AMERICA 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Federal Election Commission  
Date: Wednesday, December 17, 2008 7:05 pm 
Subject: Federal Election Commission Seeks Comment on its Activities and 
Procedures 
To: marqc@optonline.net 
 
> The Federal Election Commission will hold a broad ranging public  
> hearing on January 14, 2009, to obtain public comment on how the  
> Commission might improve transparency, fairness and efficiency  
> in the way it applies and enforces the campaign finance laws  
> over which it has jurisdiction and the regulations it has  
> adopted. The scope of the public hearing will encompass an  
> evaluation of the Commission’s compliance and enforcement  
> process, including audits, matters under review, reports  
> analysis, administrative fines and alternative dispute  
> resolution, as well as other policies, practices and procedures,  
> such as policy statements, advisory opinions and the  
> Commission’s education and information programs. 
>  
> The Commission invites you to provide written comment and to  
> participate during the public hearing. A copy of the  
> announcement published in the Federal Register on December 8,  
> 2008 is attached. The Commission is not seeking suggestions on  
> improvements or amendments to the substantive provisions of the  
> laws over which it has jurisdiction; it seeks comment only on  
> the manner in which the Commission may improve on its  
> enforcement and administration of them, which may include,  
> however, suggestions for revisions to or adoption of regulations  
> or procedures to meet those objectives.  
>  
> A similar hearing, narrower in scope, was held in 2003 by the  
> Commission. That hearing was very instructive, and several of  
> the recommendations made arising out of that process have been  
> implemented. In view of the many changes that have taken place  







> since the adoption of the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of  
> 2002, the changes made in the Honest Leadership and Open  
> Government Act of 2007, as well as recent campaign events and  
> experiences, the Commission plans to review again, with greater  
> breadth than before, its processes. 
>  
> The Commission welcomes and invites your participation. Written  
> comments must be received on or before January 5, 2009, and may  
> be submitted by e-mail to agencypro2008@fec.gov. Persons  
> seeking to testify at the hearing must file written comments by  
> the due date and must include in their written comments a  
> request to testify. Detailed instructions for submitting  
> comments are provided in the attached Federal Register  
> announcement and on the Commission’s website. 
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
> 








From: lanita@bellaquacopper.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject:
Date: 01/05/2009 09:03 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit ?for cause? of the Obama for  
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory  
Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means  
Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters.  
http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to  
update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly  
funded candidates know they must be able to account for their  
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his  
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his  
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about  
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His  
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN  
received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama  
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to  
figure out, ?What the heck is going on, here??


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million  
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


     * The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the  
campaigns expense.
     * The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting  
must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance  
at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late  
fees applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The  
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code  
information and a single donor could have several name variations.  
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv,  
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a  
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer  
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own  
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon  
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submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance  
levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of ?foreign donors?. There are over 4,000  
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address  
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these  
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced  
there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country  
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor?s American  
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting  
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt  
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit  
of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445)  
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to  
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama  
Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,
LaNita Jones, AZ
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org








From: prowlland


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: The American People
Date: 01/05/2009 12:52 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an 
audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, 
a democratic 
reform movement of grass-roots voters. 
http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when 
there is 
no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but 
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those 
donors 
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and 
being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media 
while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. 
Obama further refuses 
to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
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employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure 
out, 
"What the heck is going on, here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 
Million more than 
he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns 
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of 
submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and 
a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were 
flagrant trash like 
Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their 
last 
name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, 
then 
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject 
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels.. And late reporting 
penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 







information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about 
affirming the donor's American Citizenship. These 
donors should have some 
additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama 
Campaign 
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance 
with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Puma PAC Member 








From: bob


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Re: Federal Election Commission Seeks Comment on its Activities and Procedures
Date: 12/19/2008 01:27 PM
Attachments: notice_2008-13.pdf 


 
Hello, FCC, I;m a lesser know candidate, and I have ran for many state offices in Oregon, Mayor of Portland, 
four times, Governor of Oregon three times, and you know President of the United States. Now if I could 
make a suggestion I would give the lesser know candidates some of the total money raised from all the 
federal campaigns, I have not received any campaign funds for any of my races, and the nation needs to hear 
fresh ideals, like building Dome Homes that will house less than five thousand people, stopping the invention 
of credit debt cards, making the nation a cash only transaction country, No gun control, stopping the invention 
of insurances, having the nation cities turn off their street lamps at night, and making all their traffic lights 
blinking red, to save the nation energy, turning the nation deserts into usable land by building million gallon 
reservoirs that are connected to each other.   
One candidate received over six hundred million dollars, and all the candidates should have to attend forums 
of the lesser know candidates to remind them of where they came from. 
Bob 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: "Federal Election Commission" [info@fec.gov] 
Date: 12/17/2008 05:24 PM 
To: BOBVIP@MYWAY.COM 
Subject: Re: Federal Election Commission Seeks Comment on its Activities and Procedures 
 
Note: Original message sent as attachment 


   
Nursing Degree
Click here for free information on nursing degrees, up to $150/hour
Click here for more information
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 



[Notice 2008–13] 



Agency Procedures 



AGENCY: Federal Election Commission. 
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ACTION: Notice of public hearing and 
request for public comments. 



SUMMARY: The Federal Election 
Commission is announcing a public 
hearing on the policies and procedures 
of the Federal Election Commission 
including but not limited to, policy 
statements, advisory opinions, and 
public information, as well as various 
elements of the compliance and 
enforcement processes such as audits, 
matters under review, report analysis, 
administrative fines, and alternative 
dispute resolution. The Commission 
also seeks comment from the public on 
the procedures contained in the Federal 
Election Campaign Act of 1971, as 
amended, 2 U.S.C. 431 et. seq. (‘‘FECA’’ 
or ‘‘the Act’’), as well as the 
Commission’s implementing 
regulations. 



DATES: Comments must be received on 
or before January 5, 2009. A public 
hearing will be held on Wednesday, 
January 14, 2009, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
at the Federal Election Commission, 999 
E Street, NW., 9th floor Hearing Room, 
Washington, DC 20463. Anyone seeking 
to testify at the hearing must file written 
comments by the due date and must 
include in the written comments a 
request to testify. 
ADDRESSES: All comments must be in 
writing, must be addressed to Stephen 
Gura, Deputy Associate General 
Counsel, or Mark Shonkwiler, Assistant 
General Counsel, and must be submitted 
in either e-mail, facsimile, or paper copy 
form. Commenters are strongly 
encouraged to submit comments by 
e-mail to ensure timely receipt and 
consideration. E-mail comments must 
be sent to agencypro2008@fec.gov. If e- 
mail comments include an attachment, 
the attachment must be in the Adobe 
Acrobat (.pdf) or Microsoft Word (.doc) 
format. Faxed comments must be sent to 
(202) 219–3923, with paper copy follow- 
up. Paper comments and paper copy 
follow-up of faxed comments must be 
sent to the Federal Election 
Commission, 999 E Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20463. All comments 
must include the full name and postal 
service address of the commenter or 
they will not be considered. The 
Commission will post comments on its 
Web site after the comment period ends. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Stephen Gura, Deputy Associate General 
Counsel, or Mark Shonkwiler, Assistant 
General Counsel, Office of General 
Counsel, 999 E Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20463, (202) 694–1650 
or (800) 424–9530. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 



Background and Hearing Goals 
The Commission is currently 



reviewing, and seeks public comment 
on, its policies, practices and 
procedures. The Commission will use 
the comments received to determine 
whether its policies, practices or 
procedures should be adjusted, and/or 
whether rulemaking in this area is 
advised. The Commission has made no 
decisions in this area, and may choose 
to take no action. 



The Commission conducted a similar 
review of its enforcement procedures in 
2003. See Enforcement Procedures, 68 
FR 23311 (May 1, 2003). Comments 
filed in the 2003 review, as well as a 
transcript of the 2003 public hearing, 
are available on the Commission’s Web 
site at http://www.fec.gov/law/ 
policy.shtml (see bottom of page). 
Subsequent to that review, the 
Commission formally adopted several 
new policies, including a policy on 
deposition transcripts, a ‘‘fast track’’ 
policy for sua sponte matters, a policy 
clarifying treasurer liability, and an 
interim disclosure policy for closed 
enforcement and related files. See 
Statement of Policy Regarding 
Deposition Transcriptions in Nonpublic 
Investigations, 68 FR 50688 (Aug. 22, 
2003); Statement of Policy Regarding 
Self Reporting of Campaign Finance 
Violations (Sua Sponte Submissions), 72 
FR 16695 (April 5, 2007); Statement of 
Policy Regarding Treasurers Subject to 
Enforcement Proceedings, 70 FR 3 
(January 3, 2005); and Statement of 
Policy Regarding the Disclosure of 
Closed Enforcement and Related Files, 
68 FR 70426 (Dec. 18, 2003). These 
policy statements and supporting 
documents are available on the 
Commission’s Web site at http:// 
www.fec.gov/law/policy.shtml. 
Additionally, in 2007 the Commission 
created a new procedure within the 
enforcement process that affords 
respondents the opportunity for an oral 
hearing before the Commission at the 
probable cause stage of a matter under 
review. See Enforcement Procedural 
Rules for Probable Cause Hearings, 72 
FR 64919 (Nov. 19, 2007), available on 
the Commission’s Web site at http:// 
www.fec.gov/law/cfr/eLcompilation/ 
2007/notice_2007-21.pdf. The 
Commission has also adopted several 
internal procedural changes, which are 
mentioned in this notice. 



The FECA grants to the Commission 
‘‘exclusive jurisdiction with respect to 
civil enforcement’’ of the provisions of 
the Act and Chapters 95 and 96 of Title 
26. 2 U.S.C. 437c(b)(1). Enforcement 
matters come to the Commission 
through complaints from the public, 



referrals from the Reports Analysis and 
Audit Divisions, referrals from other 
agencies, and sua sponte submissions. 
Enforcement matters are generally 
handled by the Office of General 
Counsel pursuant to the procedures set 
forth in 2 U.S.C. 437g. 



During the administrative 
enforcement process, the Office of 
General Counsel reviews and 
investigates enforcement matters, and 
makes recommendations to the 
Commission regarding the disposition of 
matters. Stages of the enforcement 
process include Reason to Believe 
(RTB), probable cause, and conciliation. 
A full description of the Commission’s 
administrative enforcement process is 
available on the Commission’s Web site 
at http://www.fec.gov/pages/brochures/ 
complain.shtml. 



The Commission brings de novo 
enforcement suits in U.S. District Courts 
when matters are not satisfactorily 
resolved through the administrative 
enforcement process; it also initiates 
legal actions to enforce administrative 
subpoenas during the investigative 
process. 



The Commission also enforces the 
FECA through its Alternative Dispute 
Resolution (ADR) and Administrative 
Fine programs. The ADR program was 
established at the Commission in 2000 
to promote compliance with the law by 
encouraging settlements outside the 
traditional enforcement and litigation 
processes. ADR results in an 
expeditious resolution that allows 
participants in the program to have an 
active role in shaping the settlement, 
and, as a result, reducing costs for 
respondents and the Commission. The 
Interest-based negotiations focus the 
process on respondents’ future 
compliance with the FECA. A full 
description of the Commission’s ADR 
program is available on the 
Commission’s Web site at http:// 
www.fec.gov/pages/brochures/ 
adr.shtml. 



The Administrative Fine Program was 
established by Congress with the intent 
of streamlining the enforcement process 
for violations involving late and non- 
filing of reports. The Commission 
believed that the addition of this 
authority (to assess fines for these 
violations subject to a reasonable appeal 
process) would introduce greater 
certainty to the regulated community 
about the consequences of 
noncompliance with the Act’s filing 
requirements, lessen costs, and lead to 
efficiencies for all parties while 
maintaining an emphasis on the Act’s 
disclosure requirements. Since its 
inception in 2000, the Commission has 
made adjustments to its fine schedules 
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and the list of acceptable defenses. A 
full description of the Commission’s 
Administrative Fine program is 
available on the Commission’s Web site 
at http://www.fec.gov/pages/brochures/ 
admin_fines.shtml. 



Additionally, the Commission 
administers the Act through a review of 
all disclosure reports that are filed with 
the FEC. These reports are reviewed by 
the Commission’s Reports Analysis 
Division (RAD) for compliance with the 
Act and to ensure that the information 
reported is both accurate and complete. 
When review of a political committee’s 
disclosure reports reveals that the 
reports appear not to have met the 
threshold requirements for substantial 
compliance with the requirements of the 
Act, the Commission will conduct an 
audit of the committee to determine 
whether the committee complied with 
the Act’s limitations, prohibitions and 
disclosure requirements. 2 U.S.C. 
438(b). In addition, the Commission is 
required by law to audit presidential 
campaigns and convention committees 
that accept public funds. 



Finally, the Commission issues 
additional guidance through advisory 
opinions, policy statements and other 
guidelines. 



In the course of addressing its 
administrative responsibilities, the 
Commission periodically reviews its 
programs. The purpose of this Notice of 
Public Hearing is to reexamine the 
Commission’s practices and procedures, 
some of which have been in place since 
the Commission was founded, and to 
give the regulated community and 
representatives of the public an 
opportunity to bring before the 
Commission general comments and 
concerns about the agency’s policies 
and procedures regarding compliance, 
enforcement, public disclosure, 
advisory opinions and any other matter. 



The Commission requests those who 
submit comments to be cognizant of the 
fact that statutory requirements, such as 
confidentiality and privacy mandates, 
may be implicated by certain proposals. 
Thus, the Commission would appreciate 
if participants would specify in their 
written remarks whether their proposals 
are compatible with applicable statutes 
or would require legislative action. 



The Commission specifically seeks 
comment on issues confronting counsel 
who practice before the Commission, 
complainants and respondents who 
directly interact with the FEC, 
treasurers, witnesses, other third parties, 
and the general public. The Commission 
seeks general comments on how the 
FEC’s enforcement and other procedures 
have facilitated or hindered productive 
interaction with the agency. The 



Commission is not interested in 
complaints or compliments about 
individual FEC employees or matters, 
but it seeks input on structural, 
procedural and policy issues. The 
Commission also seeks comment about 
practices and procedures used by other 
civil law enforcement agencies when 
acting in an enforcement (i.e., non- 
adjudicative) capacity. For example, do 
such agencies provide greater or lesser 
transparency? What opportunities exist 
for presenting or addressing issues, 
evidence, or potential claims that might 
be the basis of a subsequent adjudicative 
proceeding? The Commission is also 
interested in any studies, surveys, 
research or other empirical data that 
might support changes in its 
enforcement procedures. 



General Topics for Specific Comments 



The Commission welcomes input on 
any aspect of its policies and 
procedures. Among the topics on which 
the Commission will accept comment 
are those below. However, the list is not 
exhaustive and comments are 
encouraged on other issues as well. 



I. Enforcement Process 



A. Motions Before the Commission 



Both complainants’ and respondents’ 
attorneys have occasionally submitted 
motions for the Commission’s 
consideration, including motions to 
dismiss and reconsider. Although 
neither the FECA nor the Commission’s 
regulations provide for consideration of 
such motions, and the Administrative 
Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 551 et seq. 
(‘‘APA’’), does not require that agencies 
entertain such motions in non- 
adjudicative proceedings, the 
Commission has reviewed these 
motions on a case-by-case basis. The 
Commission requests comments on 
whether its procedures for consideration 
of motions should be modified. Should 
the Commission entertain motions? If 
yes, what types of motions should be 
considered? What should be the time 
frame for consideration of motions 
generally? Should the motions be served 
on the Commission Secretary or the 
General Counsel? Should the movant be 
granted an oral hearing before the 
Commission? Should there be 
substantive or procedural requirements 
that must be met in order to trigger the 
Commission’s review? Should the 
motions be considered even though this 
would extend the time that a MUR 
remains active? Should parties be 
required to toll the statute of limitations 
for periods in which motions are under 
consideration by the Commission? 



B. Deposition and Document Production 
Practices 



When Commission attorneys take a 
deponent’s sworn testimony at an 
enforcement deposition authorized by 
section 437d(a)(4), only the deponent 
and his or her counsel may attend. 
Under historical practice, the deponent 
had the right to review and sign the 
transcript, but normally a deponent was 
not allowed to obtain a copy of, or take 
notes on, his or her own transcript until 
the investigation was complete, i.e., 
after all depositions had been taken. On 
August 22, 2003, the Commission 
published its new deposition policy. 
See Statement of Policy Regarding 
Deposition Transcriptions in Nonpublic 
Investigations, 68 FR 50688 (August 22, 
2003), available on the Commission’s 
Web site at http://www.fec.gov/ 
agendaJagendas2003/notice2003–15/ 
fr68nl63p50688.pdf. Under this policy, 
the Commission allows deponents in 
enforcement matters to obtain, upon 
request to the Office of General Counsel, 
a copy of the transcript of their own 
deposition unless, on a case-by-case 
basis, the General Counsel concludes 
and informs the Commission that it is 
necessary to the successful completion 
of the investigation to withhold the 
transcript until completion of the 
investigation. 



If the General Counsel decides to 
recommend that the Commission find 
probable cause to believe a respondent 
has violated the Act, the Act requires 
that the General Counsel so notify the 
respondent, and provide a brief on the 
legal and factual issues in the case. The 
Act entitles respondents to submit, 
within 15 days, a brief stating their 
position on the factual and legal issues 
of the case. 2 U.S.C. 437g(a)(3). 
Although nothing in the FECA requires 
that documents or deposition transcripts 
be provided to respondents at this stage, 
respondents are generally provided, 
upon request, with the documents and 
depositions of other respondents and 
third party witnesses that are referred to 
in the General Counsel’s brief. 
Respondents, however, may deem other 
information that the Commission does 
not disclose as valuable to the 
respondents’ defense. Note that this 
practice can cause delay because, upon 
receiving these documents and 
depositions, respondents’ counsel often 
seek an extension of time since counsel 
must submit the reply brief within 15 
days of receiving the General Counsel’s 
probable cause brief. 



The Commission’s practice in 
providing depositions and documents to 
respondents contrasts with the practice 
of some other civil law enforcement 
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agencies during the investigative stage 
of their proceedings, in which the only 
deposition transcript supplied to the 
respondent is the respondent’s own 
deposition. Further, during the 
pendency of an investigation, section 6b 
of the APA, 5 U.S.C. 555(c), grants 
investigative agencies the right to deny 
the request of a witness for copies of 
transcripts of his or her own testimony 
based on ‘‘good cause,’’ in light of 
concerns that witnesses still to be 
examined might be coached. 
Commercial Capital Corp. v. SEC, 360 
F.2d 856, 858 (7th Cir. 1966). On the 
other hand, it has been suggested the 
Commission’s practice contrasts with 
procedural rights afforded in litigation 
matters under the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure, which give litigants the right 
to attend the depositions of all persons 
deposed in their case and obtain copies 
of all deposition transcripts. 



The Commission seeks comment on 
whether counsel should have access to 
all documents prior to having to 
respond to a recommendation by the 
Office of General Counsel. Should 
deposition transcripts of the respondent, 
other respondents, and witnesses be 
released, and if so, when and to whom 
should they be released? Should 
respondents be allowed full access to 
the depositions of all other respondents, 
including those with the same and those 
with competing interests? At what point 
in the enforcement process should this 
occur? Would full access to the 
deposition transcripts of all other 
respondents increase the likelihood of a 
public disclosure in violation of 2 
U.S.C. 437g(a)(12)? Would such release 
itself violate 2 U.S.C. 437g(a)(12)? If full 
access were to be granted prior to the 
probable cause stage, would it 
compromise the effectiveness of the 
Commission’s investigations? Should 
respondents or respondent’s counsel be 
allowed to attend depositions of other 
respondents or witnesses, including 
those with the same and those with 
competing interests? If so, under what 
circumstances? Again, would such 
access be consistent with 2 U.S.C. 
437g(a)(12)? 



Similarly, the Commission seeks 
comment on whether all relevant 
documents required to be disclosed in 
civil litigation pursuant to Federal Rule 
of Civil Procedure 26(a) should be 
provided with the probable cause brief. 
Is the Rule 26(a) model appropriate for 
a proceeding that is investigative, rather 
than adversarial? Would it be practical 
(or, in cases with multiple respondents, 
legal) to do so in cases involving 
voluminous records and multiple 
respondents? Who should bear the costs 
of copying documents and ordering 



deposition transcripts from court 
reporters? Would providing all such 
materials and allowing time for their 
review further delay the submission of 
responsive briefs? Would doing so 
compromise investigations? Would 
doing so compromise the Commission’s 
ability to obtain and share information 
with other governmental agencies? 
Should this be done on a case-by-case 
basis? Would some standard other than 
Rule 26(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure provide a more workable 
standard? 



The Commission seeks comment on 
these or other approaches to balancing 
its need to conduct effective 
investigations with the interests of 
respondents seeking to support their 
positions before the Commission. 



C. Extensions of Time 



Respondents have 15 days to respond 
to the General Counsel’s probable cause 
brief. 2 U.S.C. 437g(a)(3). Although the 
Commission does not have any 
regulations addressing whether and 
under what circumstances an extension 
of this 15 day deadline is warranted, the 
Office of the General Counsel typically 
will grant an extension upon a showing 
of good cause. Should the Commission 
provide more explicit guidance 
regarding when an extension is 
warranted? If so, under what 
circumstances, if any, should extensions 
of time be granted to respondents to 
respond to the probable cause brief? Are 
there particular situations in which 
extensions of time should be denied? If 
extensions were granted, should they be 
contingent on respondents’ agreements 
to toll the statute of limitations for the 
extension period? 



D. Appearance Before the Commission 



Under FECA, respondents are 
currently permitted to present their 
position through written submissions in 
response to the complaint and the 
General Counsel’s probable cause brief, 
and generally they may do so at the RTB 
stage pursuant to Commission practice. 
The Commission also allows oral 
presentations prior to voting on a 
recommendation by the General 
Counsel to find probable cause. See 
Enforcement Procedural Rules for 
Probable Cause Hearings, 72 FR 64919 
(Nov. 19, 2007), available on the 
Commission’s Web site at http:// 
www.fec.gov/law/cfr/eLcompilation/ 
2007/notice_2007-21.pdf. Has the 
opportunity for oral presentation been 
helpful? Can the process be improved 
and, if so, how? Has the opportunity to 
appear in person before the Commission 
at the probable cause stage changed 



respondents’ interest in conciliating at 
an earlier stage, and if so, how? 



The Commission also seeks comment 
on whether respondents should be 
entitled to appear before the 
Commission, either pro se or through 
counsel, at other times such as when the 
Commission is considering motions (see 
I–A, above), audit reports that state 
violations of law, or prior to finding 
RTB. If so, should appearances be 
limited to certain types of hearings and 
cases? If so, what should be the limiting 
criteria? What should be the scope and 
form of the personal appearance? 
Should the Commission be permitted to 
draw an adverse inference if 
respondents decline to answer certain 
questions or do not fully answer them? 
Allowing counsel to appear would add 
an additional procedural right, but 
could also lengthen the enforcement 
process. How would this additional step 
be balanced with the timeliness of 
completing a MUR? Is the Commission 
justified in prolonging the process? 
Would this complicate the process or 
add unnecessary time constraints? 
Would it place respondents with limited 
resources, or those located far from 
Washington, at a comparative 
disadvantage, and if so, is this a valid 
reason to restrict personal appearances 
for all respondents? In cases involving 
multiple respondents, how would the 
Commission protect the confidentiality 
of other respondents also wishing to 
appear? The Commission would also 
benefit from hearing about whether 
other civil law enforcement agencies 
provide for personal appearances before 
agency decision-makers. 



E. Releasing Documents or Filing Suit 
Before an Election 



While an enforcement matter is 
pending, the matter remains 
confidential pursuant to 2 U.S.C. 
437g(a)(4)(B). The Commission’s 
regulation at 11 CFR 5.4 mandates that 
files be publicly released within 30 days 
of notification to the respondents that 
the matter is closed. Once an 
enforcement matter is closed, the 
Commission’s practice is to publicly 
release documents related to the matter 
in the normal course of business, even 
if this occurs immediately prior to, or 
following, an election that may involve 
one of the respondents in the matter. 
Upon resolution of an enforcement 
matter, the Commission could not deny 
a Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 
552 et. seq., request for disclosure of 
conciliation agreements or other 
dispositions simply because of the 
proximity of an upcoming election. 
Furthermore, the FECA provides for 
expedited conciliation immediately 
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prior to an election, which allows voters 
to consider a Commission determination 
that a campaign has not violated the 
FECA as alleged in a complaint, or 
alternatively, that a campaign has 
accepted responsibility for an election 
law violation. 2 U.S.C. 437g(a)(4)(A)(ii). 



On the other hand, the Commission is 
sensitive to the fact that releasing 
documents, reports, or filing suit before 
an election, even when it occurs in the 
normal course of business, may 
influence election results. The 
Commission seeks comment on whether 
consideration of an upcoming election 
should or should not be considered 
when releasing documents. In 
particular, should the Commission 
adopt a policy of not releasing outcomes 
of cases for a specific period 
immediately preceding an election? If 
so, should that policy apply only to 
violations from a previous cycle? Would 
such a policy invite respondents to 
employ dilatory tactics for the apparent 
purpose of keeping information 
confidential until the election is over? 
Should the same considerations apply 
when the Commission has completed 
the administrative process and is 
prepared to file an enforcement action 
in federal court? What if the statute of 
limitations is due to run before or 
shortly after the election? Would the 
policy expose the Commission to 
criticism that it was withholding from 
voters information that it would 
normally make public precisely when 
that information is arguably of greatest 
interest to the electorate? 



F. Timeliness 
From the end of fiscal year 2003 to the 



end of fiscal year 2007 the Commission 
improved the overall processing time for 
Enforcement matters by 64%, while at 
the same time doubling the number of 
matters it closes on a yearly basis. 
Nonetheless, it has still been criticized 
in some quarters for lack of timeliness. 
Are there specific practices or 
procedures that the Commission could 
implement, consistent with the FECA 
and the APA, which could reduce the 
time it takes to process MURs? Does the 
agency have too few staff assigned to 
handle its workload? Can the 
Commission afford respondents with 
more procedural rights without 
sacrificing its goal of conducting timely 
investigations? Should respondents be 
afforded more process than is required 
by the FECA or the APA when the likely 
result will be longer proceedings? How 
should a respondent’s timeliness in 
responding to discovery requests and 
subpoenas and orders, or the lack 
thereof, be weighed in the balance? Has 
any particular stage of the enforcement 



procedure been a source of timeliness 
problems? 



G. Prioritization 
The Commission has adopted an 



Enforcement Priority System to focus 
resources on cases that most warrant 
enforcement action. Should the 
Commission give lesser or greater 
priority to cases that require complex 
investigations and/or raise issues where 
there is little consensus about the 
application of the law—such as 
coordination, qualified non-profit 
corporation status, and express 
advocacy/issue ad analysis? Since cases 
involving these issues often involve 
large amounts of spending, and hence 
large potential violations, should these 
be the cases given high priority? If not, 
what cases should be given high 
priority? 



H. Memorandum of Understanding With 
the Department of Justice 



The Commission for years has divided 
responsibility for the enforcement of 
FECA with the Department of Justice. A 
1977 Memorandum of Understanding 
contemplates that the Department of 
Justice should handle ‘‘significant and 
substantial knowing and willful’’ 
violations, and that where the 
Commission learns of a probable, 
significant and substantial violation, it 
will endeavor to expeditiously 
investigate the matter and refer it 
promptly to the Department upon a 
finding of probable cause. Is this still a 
valid demarcation of responsibility? 
Does anything in BCRA suggest a 
different approach would be 
appropriate? 



I. Settlements and Penalties 
Settlements and penalties are a 



sensitive and difficult area for both the 
Commission and the public. It is vitally 
important that settlements and penalties 
are equitable and appropriate. The 
Commission seeks comment on any 
systematic settlement or penalty issues 
that have arisen in the Commission’s 
enforcement of the FECA. How can 
these issues be resolved? The 
Commission seeks comment on several 
issues in particular. Has the 
Commission’s practice of approving 
proposed conciliation agreements as 
opening settlement offers been helpful 
in facilitating discussions? Have the 
civil penalties accurately reflected the 
underlying issues? Are admonishments 
allowed by the statute? Are 
admonishments a civil penalty? Is it 
appropriate to base penalties and 
disgorgements on extrapolations of 
violations in a sample to the entire 
universe of funds in question? Is the 



public aware of how the FEC calculates 
fines and other penalties? Should the 
Commission provide this information to 
the public? Specifically, do other 
agencies make public their methodology 
for determining the agency’s opening 
offer in settlement negotiations, which 
is the purpose for which the 
Commission’s guidelines are used? If 
the Commission were to publish those 
guidelines, would they be applicable 
without exception or with only a few 
specified exceptions? Should the 
Commission retain its discretion and 
flexibility to depart from its guidelines 
in instances when it feels that fairness 
or public policy requires another result? 
Would such guidelines minimize or 
even eliminate negotiations over what 
constitutes an appropriate penalty? 
Have fines and other penalties been 
consistent? How much consistency is 
required under the APA, equal 
protection and due process? Are there 
other directives or guidelines that 
should be publicly available, pertaining 
to enforcement procedures? 



J. Designating Respondents in a 
Complaint 



When the Commission last conducted 
a public review of its enforcement 
procedures in 2003, one of the topics 
that generated the most comments was 
with regard to designating respondents 
in a complaint. As a result of those 
comments, the Commission established 
two new practices. First, the Office of 
General Counsel modified how it 
identified respondents upon the initial 
review of an external complaint. 
Specifically, the Office of General 
Counsel used to notify any party 
mentioned in a complaint, or 
attachment to a complaint, where they 
could be inferred to have violated a 
provision of the FECA. Following the 
2003 public review, the Office of 
General Counsel curtailed its 
notification practice to include only 
those parties that were either 
specifically identified by the complaint 
to have violated the FECA or were 
shown to have a clear nexus to the 
alleged violation in a complaint. 
Second, in instances where the Office of 
General Counsel identifies additional 
respondents at a later stage in the 
enforcement process, OGC now sends 
the potential respondent a ‘‘pre-RTB 
letter’’ notifying them of OGC’s 
intention to recommend that the 
Commission find reason to believe a 
violation occurred, setting forth the 
factual basis for the recommendation, 
and inviting the potential respondent to 
respond to OGC prior to making its 
recommendation to the Commission. 
Have these two procedural changes 
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effectively addressed the due process 
issues raised in 2003 about designating 
respondents in a complaint? Are pre- 
RTB letters useful to the enforcement 
process? Are they consistent with the 
statute? Should OGC provide potential 
respondents with a copy of the 
complaint or, in sua sponte matters, a 
copy of the sua sponte submission? 
Would the provision of these documents 
to someone who has not yet been named 
as a respondent violate 2 U.S.C. 
437g(a)(12)? 



II. Other Programs 



A. Alternative Dispute Resolution 



Has the ADR program been helpful? If 
so, in what ways has the program been 
helpful? Should it be expanded? Should 
the referral policies the Commission 
currently uses be modified so that the 
ADR program can handle more cases? If 
so, what cases are most appropriate for 
ADR? Should a respondent be able to 
request participation in the ADR 
program? 



What are the perceived advantages or 
disadvantages of the ADR process 
compared to the regular enforcement 
process? What can be done to ensure 
uniformity of treatment of respondents 
between the ADR program and the 
traditional enforcement process? Is the 
Commission doing an adequate job of 
ensuring that civil penalties agreed to in 
ADR are actually paid by respondents 
and that other agreed upon remedial 
actions (such as annual internal audits 
or attendance at an FEC conference) are 
completed? 



Currently, in most instances penalties 
and other remedial actions are 
negotiated independently of the Office 
of General Counsel. What are the 
perceived advantages or disadvantages 
of the ADR negotiations being 
independent of the Office of General 
Counsel? If the ADR program were to 
negotiate in coordination with the 
Office of General Counsel, would that 
provide a disincentive for respondents 
to disclose confidential information for 
fear that the information would be 
available to the Office of General 
Counsel in the event that ADR does not 
result in a successful resolution of the 
matter? 



What else can the Commission do to 
improve the ADR process? 



B. Administrative Fines 



Has the Administrative Fine program 
improved consistency of civil penalty 
amounts? Are the schedules of the 
administrative fines published in the 
Commission’s regulations (11 CFR 
111.43 and 111.44) useful? 



What else can the Commission do to 
improve the Administrative Fine 
process? 



C. Reports Analysis 
All persons and entities who file 



disclosure reports with the Commission 
must interact with the RAD. All reports 
filed with the Commission are reviewed 
by RAD. The RAD will attempt to 
acquire information through a Request 
for Additional Information (RFAI) if an 
error, omission, need for additional 
clarification, or prohibited activity is 
discovered in the course of reviewing a 
report. Are the RFAI’s clear and 
understandable? Do RFAI’s provide 
sufficient time to respond? Should the 
times vary based on the nature of the 
request? Are RFAI’s consistent in the 
information they seek? Some RFAI’s 
seek information which is not required 
by the report. Is this practice consistent 
with the law? 



If a potential violation is discovered 
and the committee fails to take 
corrective action or provide clarifying 
information to adequately address the 
issue, the committee may be referred for 
enforcement or audit. Has the 
Commission appeared to have been 
consistent in its approach to RAD 
referrals? What steps could the 
Commission take to increase 
transparency and improve the RAD 
referral procedure? 



What else can the Commission do to 
improve the RAD’s processes? 



D. Audits 
While presidential campaigns that 



accept matching funds are audited 
automatically, other committees are 
only audited based on Commission 
procedures that set audit priorities. The 
committee has the opportunity to 
respond confidentially to the Interim 
Audit Report/Preliminary Audit Report, 
and changes from the IAR/PAR in the 
Final Audit Report can result from 
information provided by the audited 
committee in that response. These final 
audit reports are made public. This 
process raises several questions upon 
which the Commission seeks comment. 
Is it sufficiently clear to the general 
public how the Commission decides to 
audit a particular committee? If not, 
should more information be made 
public? If it should, what information 
should be made public? Is it possible to 
release the specified information 
without providing committees a road 
map on how to violate the law just 
enough to avoid being audited? Does the 
selection of committees for audit have 
the appearance of being done in a 
neutral manner? What can be done to 
improve public confidence in the 



neutrality, fairness and relevancy of the 
audit selection process? What is the 
significance of an audit finding that a 
violation of law has occurred? Does 
such a finding in an audit report 
constitute ‘‘enforcement?’’ What is the 
public perception of such a finding? 
Does such a finding have immediate 
punitive and other adverse 
consequences for the committee, 
including candidate committees? 



Are committees being given sufficient 
opportunity to be heard by the 
Commission, particularly prior to the 
release of audit reports reaching legal 
conclusions that the committee violated 
the law? If not, what is the best way to 
ensure that committees have 
appropriate and full due process before 
the Commission? Should audited 
committees be allowed to file a written 
brief in response to the audit report? 
Should audited committees be allowed 
to have a hearing before the 
Commission? Should this hearing be at 
the time of the interim audit report, the 
final audit report, or both? Please note 
as well that many of the questions 
raised in Part I.D., pertaining to 
appearances before the Commission in 
the enforcement process, apply as well 
to the question of appearances in audits. 



What else can the Commission do to 
improve the audit process? 



III. Advisory Opinions and Policy 
Statements 



A. Advisory Opinions 



Currently, advisory opinion requests 
are submitted in writing and posted on 
the Commission Web site for comment. 
Typically, one or more draft opinions 
are proposed and posted on the Web site 
for comment and the Commission 
adopts one of the draft opinions or an 
amended version of one of the drafts. As 
part of this process, should the 
requestor be permitted to appear before 
the Commission before or at the time the 
Commission considers a request? 
Should commenters get a similar 
opportunity? How would allowing 
requestors or commenters to appear 
before the Commission affect the 
statutory requirement that the 
Commission render an opinion within 
sixty days of a complete written 
request? If the Commission were to 
allow requestors to appear, should they 
be required to waive the sixty day time 
period? Given the statutory reference to 
‘‘written comments,’’ would a legislative 
change be required to permit requestors 
or commenters to appear before the 
Commission? 



Furthermore, have advisory opinion 
requests generally been resolved in a 
timely manner? Have requesters 
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experienced a time lag between the time 
they file a request with the Commission 
and when the request is deemed 
submitted for the purpose of beginning 
the 60-day clock? How can the 
Commission improve on rendering 
advisory opinions promptly? 



What else can the Commission do to 
improve the advisory opinion process? 



B. Policy Statements and Other 
Guidelines 



In recent years the Commission has 
issued a number of policy statements, 
which are available on the 
Commission’s Web site at http:// 
www.fec.gov/law/policy.shtml. Have 
these statements helped increase the 
transparency of the Commission’s 
practices and procedures? How can the 
transparency of the Commission’s 
practices and procedures be improved? 
Are there substantive or procedural 
flaws in any of these policy statements 
that the Commission should address or 
revise? Should any of these policy 
statements be embodied in regulations 
to provide better clarity and access to 
the public? Are there additional policy 
statements that the Commission should 
consider issuing? If so, what 
Commission practices and procedures 
should be addressed in the policy 
statements? Should policy statements, 
directives and guidelines be placed on 
the Web site? 



What other policy statements could 
the Commission issue that would be 
helpful to the public? 



IV. Other Issues 



As noted above, the Commission 
welcomes comments on other issues 
relevant to these enforcement policies 
and procedures, including any 
comments concerning how the FEC 
might increase the fairness, substantive 
and procedural due process, efficiency 
and effectiveness of the Commission. 



On behalf of the Commission. 
Dated: December 2, 2008. 



Donald F. McGahn II, 
Chairman, Federal Election Commission. 
[FR Doc. E8–28896 Filed 12–5–08; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 6715–01–P 



 



 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 



 



 
 



 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 
 



 
 



          



 
 



 
 








			Text1: This Federal Register notice provides detailed information concerning the FEC's request for comments and public hearing on agency policies and procedures.












 
The Federal Election Commission will hold a broad ranging public hearing on 
January 14, 2009, to obtain public comment on how the Commission might 
improve transparency, fairness and efficiency in the way it applies and enforces 
the campaign finance laws over which it has jurisdiction and the regulations it 
has adopted.  The scope of the public hearing will encompass an evaluation of 
the Commission’s compliance and enforcement process, including audits, 
matters under review, reports analysis, administrative fines and alternative 
dispute resolution, as well as other policies, practices and procedures, such as 
policy statements, advisory opinions and the Commission’s education and 
information programs.
 
The Commission invites you to provide written comment and to participate 
during the public hearing.  A copy of the announcement published in the 
Federal Register on December 8, 2008 is attached.   The Commission is not 
seeking suggestions on improvements or amendments to the substantive 
provisions of the laws over which it has jurisdiction; it seeks comment only on 
the manner in which the Commission may improve on its enforcement and 
administration of them, which may include, however, suggestions for revisions 
to or adoption of regulations or procedures to meet those objectives. 
 
A similar hearing, narrower in scope, was held in 2003 by the Commission.  
That hearing was very instructive, and several of the recommendations made 
arising out of that process have been implemented.  In view of the many 
changes that have taken place since the adoption of the Bipartisan Campaign 
Reform Act of 2002, the changes made in the Honest Leadership and Open 
Government Act of 2007, as well as recent campaign events and experiences, 
the Commission plans to review again, with greater breadth than before, its 
processes.
 
The Commission welcomes and invites your participation.  Written comments 
must be received on or before January 5, 2009, and may be submitted by e-
mail to agencypro2008@fec.gov.  Persons seeking to testify at the hearing 
must file written comments by the due date and must include in their written 
comments a request to testify. Detailed instructions for submitting comments 
are provided in the attached Federal Register announcement and on the 
Commission’s website.
 
 



mailto:agencypro2008@fec.gov
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From: Allbefit@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: info@fec.gov


Subject: Re: Federal Election Commission Seeks Comment on its Activities and 
Procedures


Date: 12/18/2008 10:57 PM


                   FEC                               Pavel Goberman - Candidate for US Senator in 2010 Election
                                                         "Stop the Media and Political Prostitutions!"  FEC ID # 
S4OR00065
                                                         P.O. Box 1664
                                                         Beaverton, OR 97075
                                                        (503) 643-8348  
                                                        www.getenergized.com/vote.html    
                                                        allbefit@aol.com    getfit@getenergized.com  
 
               REQUEST FOR ANNOUNCEMENT INSTRUCTIONS:                        12/18/08
 
 Thank for e-mail and information. It is good that your Commission asked the People's opinion or 
recommendations.
 I would like to file, submit comments and would like to testify before Commission, but to do it I 
must have announcement instructions, which is in your website, but to open it must have an Adobe 
Reader, which I have no and do not want to install, even for free.
 
 So, please send to me these instructions by regular e-mail or by mail.
 
Thank, 
 
Pavel Goberman 
 
 
 


One site keeps you connected to all your email: AOL Mail, Gmail, and Yahoo Mail. Try it now.



mailto:Allbefit@aol.com

mailto:agencypro2008@fec.gov

mailto:info@fec.gov

http://www.getenergized.com/vote.html

mailto:allbefit@aol.com

mailto:getfit@getenergized.com

http://www.aol.com/?optin=new-dp&icid=aolcom40vanity&ncid=emlcntaolcom00000025






From: Susan Fitzenrider


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comment on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 07:51 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) 
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the 
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million 
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single 
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is 
unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that 
have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously 
with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


Susan Fitzenrider, Marietta, GA
Puma PAC Member



mailto:susan@phosis.com
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From: Jane Bakken


To: undisclosed-recipients:;


Subject: AUDIT
Date: 01/05/2009 12:46 PM


January 5, 2009 
  
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
  
Dear FEC, 
  
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
  
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated?  
  
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but 
has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors 
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, 
“What the heck is going on, here?”  
  
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 million more than 
he showed donation receipts for?  
  
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
  
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
  
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 



mailto:jlbakken@hotmail.com

mailto:undisclosed-recipients:;

http://pumapac.org/





with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
  
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last 
name. Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be 
checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof 
their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed 
in the 
Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 
MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s 
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
  
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances. 
  
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.  
  
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
J L Bakken, Apple Valley, MN 
Puma PAC Member 
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From: Kbentleyis@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 07:53 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million 
on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed 
donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for 
more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected 
and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled 
with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the 
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candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for 
such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama 
donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the 
donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable 
donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  If you don't do your job, who will?  And, if you 
don't do your job, they why are we tax payers supporting an FEC? 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Kathleen M Bentley 
852 N 550 East 
Westville, IN 46391 
219/395-1944 
kbentleyis@aol.com 
 
 
************** 
New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines. (http://www.aol.com/?
ncid=emlcntaolcom00000026) 








From: Holly Millar


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject:
Date: 01/05/2009 12:46 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Registration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?" 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaign's expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely,
 
H.D. Millar 
 
Your Name and State 
Puma PAC Member 








From: Lisa Brown


Reply To: lisa@lisamariebrown.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Request to Testify at FEC Jan 14 Public Hearing
Date: 12/16/2008 06:58 AM


Lisa Brown
858-692-2700
PO BOX 420
Solana Beach CA
92075
 
I couldnt pull up the page in the link that came into my inbox for the pdf 
file, so if there is some certain information or form I need to fill out in 
order to speak, can you please email me with the details?  and preferably 
a file attachment?  and in the interim, please add me to the speaker list?  
thanks so much, have a fabulous day!!



mailto:lisa@lisamariebrown.com
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From: pardonMyFrench


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 08:18 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens 
when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign 
but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of 
those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation 
limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused 
voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information 
about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the 
American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time 
of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information 
and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V 
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for 
their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are 
not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes 
about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have 
some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the 
Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) 
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Barbara Adams, Arkansas 







Puma PAC Member 
 
 








From: patm714@bellsouth.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign Contributions
Date: 01/05/2009 12:47 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America  
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393).  
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic 
reform  
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and  
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know  
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when 
there is  
no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has  
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those 
donors are  
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being  
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media 
while  
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes.  
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure 
out,  
“What the heck is going on, here?”  
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How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he  
showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns  
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded  
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of 
submission,  
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions  
were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single  
donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were 
flagrant  
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd,  
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others  
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine,  
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, 
then  
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and 
reject  
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting  
penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors  
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information,  
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are 
not  







obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently  
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about  
affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have 
some  
additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and  
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama 
Campaign  
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama  
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with  
fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Pat Morris/ Charlotte, North Carolina 
Puma PAC Member 
 








From: Norman Abbod


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Transparency in Elections Response
Date: 12/17/2008 10:37 PM


My view is that the Commission should look closely at how the Democratic and Republican 
Parties ran their election, particularly the Democrats.  The Democrats ran a brilliant 
campaighn and were EXCELLENT at getting out the votes ands staying within the law 
(almost).
 
In particular, the ACORN organization should be studied closely.  Senator Barack Obama's 
campaign received ober $150 million dollars during the month of Septemeber alone and 
over $100 Million of that amount came from donors like Donald Duck, Micky Mouse, 
Batman, Tony Romo et al.. who purchased credit cards that were paid for up to the limit 
requested.  Really very inventive thinking from the Democrat Campaign's donors.
 
The McCain-Feingold Law is a JOKE, OK?  Any law can be circumvented if the campaign 
is clever enough.  Meanwhile, the average American voter's voice gets muted and we have 
people in our highest office with almost no credentials or experience.
 
Your commission should really study the fine art exhibited during this last Presiudential 
election and figure out how to stop those methods in the future.  You could even hire 
people who perpetratred those methods and techniques.  They are really good at what they 
do.
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From: Ashleigh Walkinshaw


Reply To: ashleighgrace@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: FEC Audit
Date: 01/05/2009 12:47 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Ashleigh G. Walkinshaw
Washington State 
 







Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 
 








From: National Union


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments
Date: 12/18/2008 04:45 PM


  
Matthew Primous 
National - Union of America Committee 
PMB 973, 
Penfield, NY 14526 
matthewprimous@aol.com 
 
Dear FEC, 
The Democratic National Committee committed fraud in the 2006 General 
Election stealing million votes resulting in political discrimination. I 
reported an initial complaint with the FEC General Counsel to begin 
mediation. The FEC General Counsel agreed that the Democratic National 
Committee violated a 1975 Campaign Finance Law by hiding votes during 
the 2006 General Election from the National-Union of America Committee. 
The National-Union of America Committee received confirmation from the 
U.S. Election Assistance Commission that the Democratic National 
Committee had done illegal actions causing close-votes in other States. 
The Democratic National Committee had willfully neglected mediation for 
tossing out million votes, which this action should lead towards disciplinary 
action to compensate for the fraud and grand larceny. The Democratic 
National Committee did not answered any responses since the initial 
investigation. The National-Union of America Committee filed a complaint 
with the U.S. Attorney General•s Office several times but the U.S. Attorney 
General only confirmed the case. A full investigation never took placed by 
the U.S. Attorney General•s office. Democratic Senator Clinton from New 
York and former N.Y. Governor Spitzer were the main conspirators in fraud 
investigation. The Democratic Party compromised with the Republican 
Party when they forced the U.S. Attorney General presiding over the 
investigation to resigned in 2007. The Democratic National Committee had 
several elected politicians to resigned from office such as NYS Comptroller 
implying that there was fraud in the 2006 elections. The National - Union 
of America Committee votes were displaced all over NYS Election Board 
under •Blank• and •Other•. It should be considered that the Democratic 
National Committee loss wide popularity due to conspicuous activities 
reported in other States• results. There is evidence in the States' Board of 
Elections for 2008, where they listed FEC registered political parties and 
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party committees. The National Union of America Party is a registered FEC 
party under the party committee entitled National-Union of America 
Committee. Democratic National Committee with the Republican Policy 
Committee were planning to used the National - Union of America 
Committee to secure international trade re-naming the committee, 
National - Union of American Committee. The Democratic National 
Committee and Republican National Committee were committing fraud by 
bribing third parties in partnership under the Progressive Party, which a 
website confirms this accusation. Democratic National Committee with 
Republican National Committee expose my vote before the 2008 General 
Election for campaigning purposes to voters such as the Parents and 
Teachers Association. In Project Vote Smart, the Democratic National 
Committee and Republican National Committee were setting up impostors, 
who were imitating the National - Union of America Committee•s 
candidates in such states as Illinois. The Democratic National Committee 
and Republican National Committee were reported to the Federal Election 
Commission because States were allowing states• parties to commit fraud. 
The Democratic National Committee and the Republican National 
Committee used the United States Postal Service through their labor union 
for unnecessary espionage during the General Election. 
 








From: Gloria Harper


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 06:12 PM


As an American citizen/voter, I am very concerned with the auditing of President-Elect Barack 
Obama's campaign financing/donations. Please be very diligent in identifying from where the 
additional $266,000 in donations came. It is very important to know if any donations were obtained 
through illegal foreign donations. I would not suggest that he would commit such a crime, yet he 
did participate as a sitting US Senator in campaigning in the Kenyan elections for his cousin, 
Odinga, which is illegal per the Logan Act and the US did receive a complaint from the Kenyan 
government.
 
I appreciate you taking this request into serious consideration.
 
Sincerely,
 
Gloria Harper
Registered voter from Ohio 
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From: NOTBORNHEREOBAMA@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 07:10 PM


THIS TAX PAYER WANTS TO KNOW HOW BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA CAN GET 750 MILLION 
IN CAMPAIGN DONATIONS THROUGH OVERSEAS CONTACTS AND THIS OFFICE NOT DO A 
DAMN THING TO CHECK ON THE VALIDITY OF SAME ?  ALSO, CHECK ON HIS "NATURAL 
BORN STATIS" HE IS NOT A NATURAL BORN CITIZEN ACCORDING TO THE "US 
CONSTITUTION". PEOPLE ARE GETTING ANGRY THAT OUR GOVT IS GIVING THIS MAN A 
FREE PASS. DO SOMETHING RIGHT FOR A CHANGE!
 
SINCERELY , 
 
RICK MORROW 
A TAX PAYER
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: Frank


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 07:58 PM


Dear Sirs,
 
As a concerned American I have a  request.  I would like to see a full investigation 
of  the 2008 election that has just taken place.  Myself and several other Americans 
believe we just had an election where neither candidate had the legal standing to 
qualify to be President of the United States,  based on the simple birth 
requirements of our Constitution.  The Supreme Court has ruled on previous cases 
requiring candidates to be “A Natural Born Citizen” to be a President.  I don’t 
believe proper vetting was done before presenting the last two Presidential 
candidates to the American people to vote for.  I also believe that an investigation 
should be done on campaign contributions.  Again myself and many other 
Americans believe Fraud has been committed in the method and amounts of the 
contributions given. There is also great concern that many of the contributions 
were not from citizens of this country. 
 
We trusted that our Government and it agencies would do everything in its power 
to provide us with viable Presidential candidates, unfortunately this year I believe 
people got caught up in the momentum of the election without doing the proper 
checking of the details. Great emphasis has been put on education in the United 
States. I believe that the vast majority of American’s are highly educated. With the 
resources that are available, it is easy for an educated public to gain access to the 
details that were missed.  It’s is never too late to do the right thing.  Again I am 
requesting a full investigation of this election and particularly the Obama 
Campaign Finances.  If anything criminal has been done then those involved should 
be held responsible and prosecuted to the fullest extent.  It is imperative that we 
have a President that follows the laws of this country and has the peoples best 
interest first in mind.  Thank you for your consideration.
 
Registered Democrat
Frank Walden
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From: MRSAOMara@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 05:32 PM


We Would like to See This Resolved If He has Cheated & Defrauded The American Public Why Is 
None Looking into This Please Do what is Right & investigate This & Prosecute Those that have 
Defrauded The American Public The OMara Family 
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: RSRLASER@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: obama campaign finances
Date: 01/04/2009 05:32 PM


Dear FEC,


   This is my protest to the strongest possible extent regarding your refusal to audit the campaign funds 
which were received by the Obama campaign.  There has already been very much more than 
sufficient reason, available in the public domaine, for you to conclude that there were large areas 
which are in need of investigation and audit.  In particular, I am very concerned that persons who are 
not U.S. citizens contributed substantial amounts, and also that large amounts of money came in from 
donors who were not identified, and may represent fraudulent donations using fictitious names. 


    Your failure to conduct even the most cursory investigation is already having a disastrous effect on 
the confidence our citizens can have in a legitimate electoral system.  When a candidate has financial 
resources that are nine fold greater than that of his rival, the election can easily be seen as having 
been purchased.  When the sources of the gigantic advantage are allowed to remain hidden, you allow 
possible wrong conclusions of corrupted elections.  I am having trouble avoiding that conclusion 
myself. 


    Particularly in light of Governor Richardson's decision to withdraw his nomination for Secretary of 
Commerce, this is imperative. There is too much wrong being done and allowed to keep happening.  


   I urge you to conduct a complete, transparent audit and review of funds raised for this year’s 
presidential campaign--small and large contributors.  Anything less would be completely inadequate. 


Susanne M Reyto, Los Angeles


 
 
 


Stay up-to-date on the latest news - from fashion trends to celebrity break-ups and everything in 
between.
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From: osburne stafford


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 05:41 PM


I hope the members of the FEC have been drinking obama cool aid and 
will  their job to enforce rules and laws that govern election sine the  
Main Stream Media and ALL the elccted folks have closed their ears and 
eyes to all that happening with obama----please do let the American  
people down---thank you ----Osburne C. Stafford and I have a copy of my 
birth certificate.
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From: Howie


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign Financial Audit
Date: 01/04/2009 06:03 PM


United States
Federal Election Committee
January 4, 2009


To whom it may concern,


I have read the most recent audit report of the Obama campaign financial disclosures. 


We have closely monitored this campaign and it's unpublished off-shore internet URL electronic contributions and 
believe that there is a clear violation of Federal Election Law, to wit:
$741 million contributions
$485 million disclosed donors
$309 million broadcast advertising
* $255 million more collected than they showed donation substantiation receipts for!


We urge a thorough and open investigation, without fear of future reprisal, to set the record straight to the American 
voter and taxpayer.


Thank you.


Sincerely,
Howell Davis
1020 Rosewood Ct.
Brighton, Mi. 48116


no unique identifier to monitor the 2.5 million donors
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From: Joe Estep


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: campaign contribution laws
Date: 01/04/2009 05:00 PM


To whom it may concern:
 
Apparently your agency is not concerned with the legitimacy of 
any particular candidate.  Does your remit cover oversight of 
fraud and lllegality of campaign contributions?  If so, how is it 
possible for the Obama campaign to not only flaunt the 
constitution with regard to eligibility, but also to completely 
flaunt campaign contribtion laws?  What oversight and review 
have you made?   As far as I am able to discern you have not 
made any comments about any concerns you might have about 
this fraud.  Why should the tax payers pay for an agency that 
seems mute about these important matters? 
 
Yours truly
 
Joe Estep
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From: Rachel Lipsky


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 05:02 PM


Dear FEC,
 
I am writing to share my deep concern for your reluctance to audit Obama’s 
election funds.  It is well known that many of the funds arrived from 
questionable sources; including non citizens from abroad and from 
unidentified sources. This sets a bad precedent not only for our trust in our 
new elected president but for future elections and their validity. It definitely 
may create a disastrous effect on the confidence of our citizens and in a 
legitimate electoral system. 
 
Please reconsider your decision and show us all that no one is above the law. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Rachel Lipsky
176 Westfield Rd
Amherst, NY 14226
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From: paulkgrigg@bellsouth.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 05:04 PM


As a concerned American born citizen, I am asking that an investigation be conducted to discover 
where B.H. Obama's campaign contributions originated, and if there were any laws broken in the 
accumulating of the biggest haul of campaign finances in the history of our country. Please 
consider my request. 
 J.B.
 Alabama
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From: mlo65@hotmail.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 11:54 PM


We the people of the city of Pembroke Pines in the state of Florida would like to know about all 
this donations 
the domestics and foreign donations 
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From: mag Dog


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: PLEASE FEC DO YOUR JOB AND INVESTIGATE ILLEGAL CAMPAIGN 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO BARACK OBAMA!


Date: 01/04/2009 11:59 PM


Dear FEC:
 
Here are the facts:
 
Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall.  Many of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors.  His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media 
while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. 
 
Barack Obama filed expenses for $255 million more than he showed 
donation receipts for. 
The campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions, but there is no 
unique identifier to monitor the donors• total donations and little validation 
that they are legitimate donors.  The Obama submissions were riddled with 
errors on city, state and zip code information, and a single donor could have 
several name variations.  Some of the records were flagrant trash like 
Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu.  Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name.  
Others were listed as Anonymous.  
 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a simple computer routine.  
If the candidate is unwilling to check their own submissions, then the FEC 
should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject 
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels.  And late reporting 
penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of foreign donors, which are expressly forbidden 
by U.S. campaign finance law.  There are 4,166 donors listed in the Obama 
donor records that have foreign address information and are not obviously 
with the military or government services overseas.   The Obama campaign•s 
donation form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification.  
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There was no attempt made by the Obama Campaign to verify the American 
citizenship of each and every donor. 
Please make sure Barack Obama follows the law!
 
Sincerely, 
Magdelleine Dogeneux
 








From: Bonnie Borel


Reply To: eborel@woh.rr.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 09:38 PM


Dear FEC Auditor:
 
As a citizen, I am gravely concerned about the fact that $255 million of President 
Elect Obama’s campaign expenses allegedly do not have donation receipts. 
Furthermore, I am sickened to read that contributions from anonymous,  and 
overseas contributors IN VIOLATION of US laws were accepted and that others 
were accepted from donors giving just a jumble of letters or a single letter for a 
last name.  I request that a thorough investigation into and audit of the reporting 
of contributions to the Obama campaign take place as well as that late reporting 
fees be applied as lawfully warranted.
 
Sincerely,
Ethel F. Borel-Donohue
3859 Callaway Ct.
Bellbrook, OH 45305
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From: Sunrose101@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 10:38 PM


Please check these records.  The Integrity of our Country and 
the Constitution are at stake.
 
Thank you.
 
Sun Rose
 
επιουσιαν = the expression of αγαπε 
 
quite a bit more than enough 
 
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: Mary E . LEON


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 10:39 PM


There are huge discrepancies here that many ,many believe signify 
criminal fraud and this must be uncovered and brought to light now. 
Many are aware of what is going on in regards to Obamas campaign 
funds and he is arrogantly thinking he is going to get away with it,, and 
if you do not do something now , that may be true to the disgrace of 
you and others.,  Sooner or later the price will paid for all this 
"overlooking of the truth"  and there will be weeping , wailing and 
gnashing of teeth. 
A very concerned citizen of the United States of America. Mickey Leon'
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From: Baligal7@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 11:36 PM


Sirs;
 
Why is there no mention in Obama's campaign of the illegal donations from overseas?
Why does there appear to be discrepancies in totals and expenditures? Where are
the missing names of donors and amounts? Why are you treating this campaign 
differently than those of others? This election reeks of abnormalities and infractions. 
 
I, and my fellow countrymen, are demanding answers from you. And if we don't get them, 
we are prepared to go after you on the commission for the explanation as to why you 
felt it necessary to twist the rules for this one man.
 
Carolyn A. Duff
Highland Village, TX 
 
 
 


Stay up-to-date on the latest news - from fashion trends to celebrity break-ups and everything in 
between.
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From: JSitrick@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama campaign finances
Date: 01/04/2009 07:59 PM


Dear FEC:
 
I was disappointed to learn that you have turned down requests to audit Sen. Obama's 
campaign fund-raising. It seems to me that the Puma PAC & others have come up with 
more than enough questions to warrant an audit.
 
The SEC ignored warnings about Mr. Madoff until it was too late. I hope your agency 
doesn't make the same mistake.
 
Joseph Sitrick
Highland Beach, Fl.
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: Cltvcoyote@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 08:27 PM


 
 
 
I hope you are having a great day, ...... and now on to the pleasure/
business at hand: 
To Whom this May Reach and Concerns,
I am hereby requesting a total Audit of the Obama Election Donation Records and 
Books to determine IF all of those donations were from legally obtained donors 
per the FEC Elections Codes.  Please see the note below that points up my 
concerns and reasons thereof:
 
Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for 
only $485 million of his windfall.  Many of those donors are subject to questions 
about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors.  His 
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN 
received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
 
Barack Obama filed expenses for $255 million more than he showed donation 
receipts for? 
 
The campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions, but there is no 
unique identifier to monitor the donors’ total donations and little validation that 
they are legitimate donors.  The Obama submissions were riddled with errors on 
city, state and zip code information, and a single donor could have several name 
variations.  Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, 
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu.  Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name.  Others were listed as Anonymous.  
 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a simple computer routine.  If the 
candidate is unwilling to check their own submissions, then the FEC should have 
procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over 
specified tolerance levels.  And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of foreign donors', which are expressly forbidden by U.
S. campaign finance law.  There are 4,166 donors listed in the Obama donor 
records that have foreign address information and are not obviously with the 
military or government services overseas.   The Obama campaign’s donation form 
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apparently has no entry for foreign country specification.  There was no attempt 
made by the Obama Campaign to verify the American citizenship of each and 
every donor. 
 
from my desk to yours, 
Claudia
Claudia VanLydegraf
17890 Fantail Cir.
Reno, NV 89508
Ph: 775-232-7930
Email:  cltvcoyote@aol.com 
OBAMA WILL NEVER BE MY PRESIDENT!!!! HE IS AN 
USURPER TO THE OFFICE, NOT A LEGITIMATE "NATURAL 
BORN CITIZEN" 
Claudia VanLydegraf  
Certified Notary Signing Agent for Washoe, Storey and Carson 
counties in Nevada Abstractor/Researcher, filings also performed--- 
for more info, Please Contact: cltvcoyote@aol.com 
Claudia (Hill-Balch) Turner VanLydegraf, Author of Notes from Nobody, a 
book  
about the ramifications of adoption and some of the heartache of reunion. 
http://notesfromnobody.homestead.com/book.htm 
**Recipient of the coveted Marquis' Who's Who in America distinction of  
Inclusion for 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 2008; and Also honored by 
Inclusion in Marquis' Who's Who in the World for 2005, 2006, 2007 and 
2008 issue.  Also included in Marquis' Who's Who in American Women 
for 2006, 2007 and 2008.  Books available November 2008.  Please look at my 
bio page: http://marquiswhoswho.net/
claudiabethturnervanlydegraf/  
http://marquiswhoswho.net/claudiabethturnervanlydegraf/  
Past Owner and Publisher of Coyote News in Cold Springs, Nevada  
Please visit my Den at: AuthorsDen.com - My Den  
http://www.AuthorsDen.com/ClaudiaTurnerVanLydegraf  
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: Sid


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 09:24 PM


If it is your job to NOT allow foreign interest to influence American  
elections through illegal financing;  please do it now!!



mailto:proffessor@netzero.net

mailto:agencypro2008@fec.gov






From: Sherry Rezabek


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 09:24 PM


 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
Please investigate the following concerns regarding the campaign 
donations to Barack H. Obama immediately. 
 
Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall.  Many of 
those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors.  His campaign spent 
$309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN 
received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
 
Barack Obama filed expenses for $255 million more than he 
showed donation receipts for? 
 
The campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions, but 
there is no unique identifier to monitor the donors’ total 
donations and little validation that they are legitimate donors.  
The Obama submissions were riddled with errors on city, state 
and zip code information, and a single donor could have several 
name variations.  Some of the records were flagrant trash like 
Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu.  Numerous donors had a single letter given for their 
last name.  Others were listed as Anonymous.  
 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a simple 
computer routine.  If the candidate is unwilling to check their 
own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such 
checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over 
specified tolerance levels.  And late reporting penalties should be 
applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of foreign donors�, which are 
expressly forbidden by U.S. campaign finance law.  There are 
4,166 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have 
foreign address information and are not obviously with the 
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military or government services overseas.   The Obama 
campaign’s donation form apparently has no entry for foreign 
country specification.  There was no attempt made by the 
Obama Campaign to verify the American citizenship of each and 
every donor. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Sherry Rezabek 








From: lreh@windstream.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcemen
Date: 01/05/2009 01:39 PM


January 5, 2009 


 


 


 
Dear FEC, 


 


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit �for cause� of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). 
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform 
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 


 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is 
no audit mandated? 


 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but 
has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors 
are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while 
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. 
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure 


out, �What the heck is going on, here?� 


 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than 
he 
showed donation receipts for? 


 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense. 


 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions 
were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single 
donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others 
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were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, 
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then 
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject 
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting 
penalties should be applied. 


 


And then there is the issue of �foreign donors�. There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not 
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about 


affirming the donor�s American Citizenship. These donors should have some 
additional reporting requirements. 


 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances. 


 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with 
fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 


 
Sincerely, 


 
Laurie Holtshouser, Georgia
Puma PAC Member 








From: Joseph Nguyen


Reply To: nguyenjoseph@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Please investigate Obama for Election Funding Fraud
Date: 01/04/2009 01:14 PM


Dear Sir or Madam,


I'm voicing my concern regarding election funding fraud. Please investigate Obama for 
cause. 


See this website for an accounting of public records on Obama's donors.
http://pumapac.org/forums/feck-obama-team/


thanks,


Joseph Nguyen
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From: Cynthia Washington


Reply To: cynta8806@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: The Rights of The American People
Date: 01/05/2009 01:43 PM


 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs C. Washington 
Puma PAC Member 
 







Cyn Washington  
CEW Enterprises  
Independent contractor  
cynta8806@yahoo.com  
Business # 972-572-9844  
Cell # 469-426-9620
 








From: bobbi85710@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 01:30 PM


Just how legal is this requesting monies through a Kenyan Blog by the Obama Campaign 
Manager? 
 
http://blog.jaluo.com/?p=1233 
 
Bobbi Miller 
Benton, AR  
 


Get a free MP3 every day with the Spinner.com Toolbar. Get it Now. 
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From: carla hall


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:46 PM


 Dear FEC, 
  
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America 
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a 
democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
  
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know 
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no 
audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has 
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate 
donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like 
ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama further 
refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, health and 
education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
  
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he 
showed donation receipts for?  
  
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
  
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
  
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded 
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, 
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a 
single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, 
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others 
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, 
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up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the 
FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting 
with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be 
applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed 
in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more 
than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s 
American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
  
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and 
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign 
Finances. 
  
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure 
compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Carla Hall, Florida 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
 


It’s the same Hotmail®. If by “same” you mean up to 70% faster. Get your 
account now. 



http://windowslive.com/online/hotmail?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_hotmail_acq_broad1_122008
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From: Laura Gutman


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 01:56 PM


Dear FEC,
 
   I write to protest to the strongest possible extent your decision to refuse to audit the campaign funds 
which were received by the Obama campaign.  There has already been very much more than 
sufficient reason, available in the public domaine, for you to conclude that there were large areas 
which are in need of investigation and audit.  In particular, I am very concerned that persons who are 
not U.S. citizens contributed substantial amounts, and also that large amounts of money came in from 
donors who were not identified, and may represent fraudulent donations using fictitious names. 
 
   Your failure to conduct even the most cursory investigation is already having a disastrous effect on 
the confidence our citizens can have in a legitimate electoral system.  When a candidate has financial 
resources that are nine fold greater than that of his rival, the election can easily be seen as having 
been purchased.  When the sources of the gigantic advantage are allowed to remain hidden, you 
would probably excuse voters from concluding that the federal oversight of elections has also been 
corrupted.  I am having trouble avoiding that conclusion myself. 
 
   I urge you to conduct a complete, persuasive, and transparent audit and review of funds raised for 
this year’s presidential campaign.  Anything less would be completely inadequate. 
 
   Sincerely,  Laura T Gutman, M.D.  (Durham,  NC)
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From: Karla Wohlleben


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Campaign audit
Date: 01/05/2009 01:53 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens 
when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign 
but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of 
those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation 
limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused 
voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information 
about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the 
American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns 
expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time 
of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information 
and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V 
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for 
their last name. Others were listed as Anonymous. Most of these are errors 
that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is 
unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have 
procedures for such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors 
over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be 
applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information, 
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are 
not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes 
about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have 
some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the 
Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) 
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Karla Wohlleben







Ashland County, Wisconsin 
Puma PAC Member 
 








From: Catherine Gutman


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 02:10 PM


 
Dear FEC, 


 


   I write to vehemently protest your decision to not audit the campaign funds which were received by 
the Obama campaign.  There has already been more than adequate reason available in the public 
domain for you to conclude that Obama's compaign contributions are in need of investigation and 
audit.  In particular, I am very concerned that persons who are not U.S. citizens contributed substantial 
amounts to Obama's compaign, and also that large amounts of money came in from donors who were 
not identified, and may represent fraudulent donations using fictitious names. 


 


   Your failure to conduct even the most cursory investigation is already having a disastrous effect on 
the confidence our citizens can have in the legitimacy of our electoral system.  When a candidate has 
financial resources that are nine-fold greater than those of his rival, the election can easily be seen as 
having been purchased.  When the sources of such significant advantage are allowed to remain 
hidden, voters can reasonably conclude that the federal oversight of elections has also been 
corrupted.  I am having trouble avoiding that conclusion myself. 


 


   I urge you to conduct a complete, persuasive, and transparent audit and review of the funds raised 
for this year•s presidential campaign.  Anything less would be completely inadequate and would erode 
the confidence of the electorate in the sanctity of our democratic systems. 


 


   Sincerely,   


   Catherine R. Gutman, Ph.D. (Brooklyn, NY)
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From: R Miller


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Do your job!  Audit Obama!
Date: 01/05/2009 01:31 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 


RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 


America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 


Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 


Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://


pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 


and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 


candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 


happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign 


but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of 


those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation 


limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 


Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused 


voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information 
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about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the 


American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 


more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 


campaigns expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 


be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance 


at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and 


late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 


submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 


information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 


of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 


Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 


single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 


Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 


routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 


submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 


submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 


And late reporting penalties should be applied.







And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 


donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 


address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION 


DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or 


government serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign 


country specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s 


American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 


requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 


discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 


the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 


(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on 


the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama 


Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,


 
Robyn Su Miller


Quincy MA


PUMAPAC member







 
 








From: LGOURD@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 12:26 PM


Election People,
 
"Foreign donors are expressly forbidden by U.S. campaign finance law.  There are 4,166 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information and are not obviously with 
the military or government services overseas.   The Obama campaign’s donation form apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification.  There was no attempt made by the Obama 
Campaign to verify the American citizenship of each and every donor."
 
WHY NOT?  What kind of campaign was this?  This is illegal and should be prosecuted.
 
Ray Waterman
Hamburg NY  
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: SUSAN WARD


To: DuchessSusie@msn.com


Subject: Audit of Obama Presidential Campaign
Date: 01/05/2009 01:33 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear Federal Election Commission Members: 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama 
for America Campaign (FEC Registration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393).  I am a member of Puma PAC, People 
United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots 
voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But 
what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding 
campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign 
spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN 
received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama 
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, 
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to 
figure out, "What the heck is going on here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following steps are now necessary to protect the integrity of the 
process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns' expense.  
 
The Commissions' ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
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applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. 
The submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. 
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, 
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors 
had a single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their 
own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks 
upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified 
tolerance levels and late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedance, large expense/receipt 
discrepancies and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit 
of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Sue Ward
Champlin MN
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 
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From: deb miller


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Audit of President Elect Obama contributions
Date: 01/04/2009 12:29 PM


Dear Sirs:
 
Please audit the foreign and questionable donations received by the 
Obama team.
I see it as a national security issue and make 100% sure it is American 
citizens donating this money.  I would have thought an person becoming 
president on their own would
have required this money be audited.  That in itself is of great concern to 
me.
I an more than happy for you to verify who I am.
Sincerely,
Deborah A. Miller
4978 Northampton dr
Southport, NC  28461
910-269-1616
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From: Sherry George


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:35 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
Sherry George Iowa 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 








From: Gema1024@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 12:41 PM


FOREIGN COUNTRIES, GROUPS BOUGHT THE ELECTION IN THE UNITED STATES.
 
 AMERICA WAS FOR SALE IN AUCTION.
 
 UNITED STATES HAS MANY LOYALTIES.
 
 ONE LOYALTY PRESIDENT CHANGE TO MANY LOYALTIES PRESIDENT.
 
 REPUBLIC GOV. CHANGE TO ISLAMIC/COMMUNIST GOV.
 
 NATURAL BORN PRESIDENT CHANGE TO FOREIGN PRESIDENT.
 
 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA CHANGE TO BANANA REPUBLIC.
 
  NATURAL BORN COMMANDER IN CHIEF CHANGE TO FOREIGN COMMANDER IN CHIEF.
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: Michelle Llauger


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:38 PM


 
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?" 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Michelle Llauger 
Puma PAC Member 
 







 
.............................. 
.................................. 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org
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From: RMPLEVY@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 12:42 PM


As a concerned U. S. Citizen.  I pray that the FEC will audit the contributions given to the Obama 
campaign, and verify whether or not they are legal or illegal donations.  This must be done in order 
to protect our country and to make sure that this type of campaign never happens again.  The 
Obama camp seems to be ignoring the laws that keep out corruption.
 
If wrongdoing is discovered, and I would be amazed if none are found, there should be indictments.
 
A very concerned U. S. Citizen,
 
Paticia A. Levy
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: Toni Alves


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Fw: Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the 
Obama Victory Fund (C00451393)


Date: 01/05/2009 01:25 PM


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
 
 


Dear FEC,


 


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and 
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens 
when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign 
but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of 
those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation 
limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused 
voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information 
about his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the 
American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?
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The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 
be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at 
the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late 
fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information 
and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V 
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for 
their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there. 
The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are 
no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. These donors 
should have some additional reporting requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the 
Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) 
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential 
Campaign Funds.







Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


 


Sincerely,


 


T. Alves - SF, CA 
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org 
 
--  
 
Totalitarian regimes are expert at creating "unity". But our veterans fought 
for our right to dissent. We'll continue to dissent. We'll continue to reject 
hypodermic infusions of lobotomizing Hopium 
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From: Sherry George


Reply To: pooh49616@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Federal Election Commission
Date: 01/05/2009 01:26 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Sherry George  Iowa 
Puma PAC Member 
 








From: William Richardson


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 11:48 AM


Foreign donors which are expressly forbidden by U.S. campaign finance law. 
 
There are approximately 4,166 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information and are not obviously with the military or government services overseas.   The Obama 
campaign’s donation form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification.  There was no 
attempt made by the Obama Campaign to verify the American citizenship of each and every donor. 
The campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions, but there is no unique identifier to 
monitor the donors’ total donations and little validation that they are legitimate donors.  The Obama 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information, and a single donor 
could have several name variations.  Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and 
Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu.  Numerous donors had a single letter 
given for their last name.  Others were listed as Anonymous. 
 
This concern should be verified whether or not anyone exceeded the donation amount using 
different names and most importantly whether or not "Any Foreign Donations" were accepted. 
 
William 
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From: Carol Adams


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Audit
Date: 01/05/2009 01:24 PM


 
 
 
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?" 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
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campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Carol Adams
South Carolina 







Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 
PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 
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From: Lee Campbell


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: [UNKNOWN]  Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 11:29 AM


I am very concerned that Barack Obama accepted foreign contributions 
that will affect his judgment in dealing with foreign affairs.  As the 
agency overseeing campaign finances, I urge you to fully investigate this 
matter.
 
Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall.  Many of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors.  His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media 
while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. 
 
Barack Obama filed expenses for $255 million more than he showed 
donation receipts for? 
 
The campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions, but there is 
no unique identifier to monitor the donors’ total donations and little 
validation that they are legitimate donors.  The Obama submissions were 
riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information, and a single 
donor could have several name variations.  Some of the records were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu.  Numerous donors had a single letter given for 
their last name.  Others were listed as Anonymous.  
 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a simple computer 
routine.  If the candidate is unwilling to check their own submissions, 
then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission 
and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels.  And late 
reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of foreign donors�, which are expressly 
forbidden by U.S. campaign finance law.  There are 4,166 donors listed 
in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information and 
are not obviously with the military or government services overseas.   
The Obama campaign’s donation form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification.  There was no attempt made by the Obama 
Campaign to verify the American citizenship of each and every donor.
 
Thank you for your time.
 
Lee Campbell
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From: Douglas Wollmar


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 11:31 AM


 Another concerned citizen hoping you will DO YOUR JOB and expose Obama's campaign 
BLATANT FRAUD!
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From: DrNussdorf@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 02:05 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million 
on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed 
donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for 
more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected 
and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled 
with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the 
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candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for 
such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama 
donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the 
donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable 
donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gerrie Nussdorf, Ph.D.
New York, NY
Puma PAC Member
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.



http://www.aol.com/?ncid=emlcntaolcom00000026






From: Andy Cardarelli


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Barack Obama
Date: 01/04/2009 03:50 PM


Hello, As a taxpaying resident of the United States I would like to know why Mr. 
Obama was not required to produce his vault copy of his birth certificate showing 
that he is a natural born citizen as stated as one of three requirements for President 
under the Constitution?  
 
His campaign posted a scanned image of a "certificate of live birth" without an 
embossed state seal. Also, the posted "certificate of Live birth" has it's certificate 
number blacked out. Why would they black this number out if they were posting it as 
proof?  Did they not want people to be able to call Hawaii and request a Letter of 
Verification about the certificate?  With that number ANYONE has the right to call or 
write and verify information they already have. They won't give you new information. 
Is it possible that there was a black bar where the certificate number is supposed to 
be because there is no certificate and this document is a forgery made online?? You 
can't confirm a certificate without a number.   
 
Also, why is Obama's race listed as "African" when in 1961 the state of Hawaii listed 
black people of African dissent as "Negro" in comparable certificates of live birth 
from the same time period?  
 
Another glaring point is that it has been reported that in 1961 Hawaii's  birth 
certificates were black with white type. Not green with black type as Mr. Obama's is. 
This is yet another issue that points to a forgery. I think the creator of Obama's 
online certificate of live birth most likely didn't know any of the above points. 
 
With all of these points why hasn't the FEC asked Mr. Obama to produce hard proof, 
his original birth certificate, of being a "Natural Born Citizen"???  Isn't this issue at 
the core of your organization? What credibility does the FEC have if it won't enforce 
the three simple requirements for the office of President of the United States that 
were written into the Constitution by our founding fathers?
 
There is also a question of Mr. Obama's campaign fund raising policies and the 
amount of money spent. As I have seen there was more money spent than was 
recorded being raised. The Obama campaign spent $741 million on his presidential 
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campaign according to the FEC website, but the campaign only reported donors for 
only $485 million to the FEC.  How is this possible without an investigation??  What 
happened to the missing $255 million dollars??
 
As a legal, natural born citizen, I am officially requesting an investigation into Mr. 
Obama's qualifications to be President and into his campaign finances for evidence 
of any wrong doing or unreported fund raising.
 
Sincerely, 
 
Andrew Cardarelli
Po Box 554
Carver, Ma 02330








From: David Stout


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 02:05 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. .  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
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submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous instances of exceeding campaign limits, large expense/
receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an 
audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
David Stout  
 
Muncie Indiana 








From: Jackie Smith


To: Jackie Smith


Subject: Happy New Year and the Obama break-up and break-down!!!
Date: 01/04/2009 03:58 PM


Greetings Everyone-----Now that the holidays are over we must get back to the order of business at 
hand.  I want to wish everyone a very Happy and Healthy New Year (notice I didn’t say prosperous…
unless you are getting one of them BAILOUTS then it would apply) otherwise it probably won’t happen 
for a while seeing as the economy is in such shambles!!!! 
 
I wish to keep everyone updated on the Obama saga and the new developments.  Anyway….please 
view the YouTube video below which is being sent to Congress this week concerning Obama’s status 
to become POTUS and his unwillingness to prove his eligibility with a simple vault copy of his original 
birth certificate.  It was a video originally sent to John McCain and now being sent to Congress before 
their vote for POTUS.  
 
Also, below the YouTube video please read the breaking news about Gov. Bill Richardson withdrawing 
his cabinet post designation because of an investigation. He wants to put the nation first!!!  What a 
joke!  Too bad Obama doesn’t have this same frame of mind. This is nothing new and we will be 
seeing more withdrawals and resignations as time goes on.  Obama’s cabinet posts are made up of 
many THUGS…the first being Obama himself.  The lawsuits against him are over 25 now and news 
came this weekend on the Plains Radio Station that a Private Investigator, hired by many Patriots to 
go to Hawaii and investigate the birth certificate issue, is getting closer to uncovering a document that 
may be the information Obama is trying to keep under lock and key.  It is a Port of Entry document 
(maybe in Hawaii or possibly Washington State) where Obama and mom came back into the country 
after his birth.  There is much speculation that the Port of Entry document has the information of 
Obama’s birth saying he indeed was born in Kenya.  Hopefully they will acquire this crucial document 
and this will prove once and for all that Obama is a fraud and a Constitutional crisis can be averted.  
 
If you want to view the Hall of Shame being posted daily and the news of the investigations that are on 
going then log in to www.citizenwells.com and you will get honest and up to date information and 
comments by many American citizens who only want to know the truth.  We can no longer depend on 
our government or the news media to be honest and forth coming. Why…….Globe Magazine…a 
gossip tabloid is the only news outlet that is reporting the information on Obama and his attempt to 
FRAUD America!!!  But then again…I guess it took Globe Magazine to make John Edwards confess 
his crimes of infidelity when all along he was saying it wasn’t true!!!  Maybe this news outlet will be the 
ones to BREAK Obama too!!  We can only hope!   Best of Luck in the New Year!
 
Jackie:) 
 


From: Jackie Smith [mailto:jacqlynsmith@cox.net]  
Sent: Saturday, January 03, 2009 8:28 PM 
To: jacqlynsmith@cox.net 
Subject: You have received a YouTube video!
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http://www.citizenwells.com/





 


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjhkHTcU2ug


 


 


 


 Bill Richardson Withdraws as Commerce Secretary-Designate


The commerce secretary-designate has withdrawn his nomination because of an 
investigation into whether Bill Richardson exchanged New Mexico state 
government contracts for campaign financing. 


FOXNews.com


Sunday, January 04, 2009 


 


 
 


Dec. 3: Barack Obama stands with New Mexico Gov. Bill Richardson in Chicago. (AP Photo)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjhkHTcU2ug





Bill Richardson is withdrawing his nomination to be 
commerce secretary, FOX News confirmed Sunday.


Richardson, who will remain governor of New Mexico, is 
facing a federal grand jury investigation into whether he 
exchanged government contracts for contributions to three 
Richardson political committees.


Richardson denies any wrongdoing but the investigation 
won't be finished before he has to go to a Senate 
confirmation hearing.


"Let me say unequivocally that I and my administration have 
acted properly in all matters and that this investigation will 
bear out that fact," Richardson said in a statement. "But I 
have concluded that the ongoing investigation also would 
have forced an untenable delay in the confirmation process."


Obama said he was accepting Richardson's request to 
withdraw with "deep regret."


It is a measure of his willingness to put the nation first that 
he has removed himself as a candidate for the Cabinet in 
order to avoid any delay in filling this important economic 
post at this critical time," the president-elect said in a 
statement. "I look forward to his future service to our 
country and in my administration."


The Associated Press reported last month that a grand jury 
is investigating whether the California firm CDR Financial 
Products paid to push through a contract with the state of 
New Mexico.


Democratic strategist Mary Anne Marsh told FOX News that 
with the cloud lingering over the Obama transition because 
of Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich's alleged attempts to sell 
Obama's vacated Senate seat, the Richardson nomination 







would have been another unwanted distraction.


Richardson "was going to have a very difficult time getting 
through this nomination," Marsh said. "People really haven't 
looked at the Richardson situation and the more they looked 
at it, the more they realized" confirmation was going to be a 
problem. 


Richardson, who ran unsuccessfully for the Democratic 
presidential nomination last year, is currently in his second 
term as governor of New Mexico. He served seven terms as 
a U.S. representative and was energy secretary and U.S. 
ambassador to the U.N. during the Clinton administration.


 








From: michele diehl


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 02:07 PM


Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?"  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
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submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
M. Diehl
Greensburg, PA
Puma PAC Member 








From: Kathy Weppner


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: investigate
Date: 01/04/2009 04:08 PM


Dear FEC, 
 
            Refusing to audit an historic election which used, for the first time,  the internet for most of the 
winning candidates fund raising will have disastrous effects on all future elections and will put our 
Republic in jeopardy.  We have given foreigners the ability to elect our public officials and this could 
happen in every race in every state.  It will not take long for evil to be able to flourish here if they can 
influence elections. It is incumbent upon us to ensure that United States citizens elect their public 
representatives.   Regardless of who your staff wanted to win this election I am sure that you ALL want 
a free Republic to remain and this will NOT be the case unless we examine where the money came 
from and set up ways to prevent foreigners from influencing future elections 
   
Your failure to conduct even the most cursory investigation is already having a disastrous effect on the 
confidence our citizens have in our election system.  When a candidate has financial resources that 
are nine fold greater than that of his rival, the election can easily be seen as having been purchased.  
When the sources of the gigantic advantage are allowed to remain anonymous, you would probably 
excuse voters from concluding that the federal oversight of elections has also been corrupted.  I am 
having trouble avoiding that conclusion myself. 
 
   I urge you to conduct a complete, persuasive, and transparent audit and review of funds raised for 
this year’s presidential campaign.  Anything less would be completely inadequate. 
 
Please do the right thing!
 
Kathy Weppner
239 Meadowview Lane
Williamsville, NY  14221
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From: Steve Crown


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 04:31 PM


There appears to be enough irregularities, discrepancies and deviations from FEC regulations 
regarding them, in both the receipt and expenditure of campaign funds for the presidency of the 
Obama/Biden ticket, compared to that of the McCain/Palin ticket, to warrant a complete audit of said 
funds.   
 
Please advise me if the Commission is going to pursue such an audit and, if not, the reasons for not 
doing so. If there is an audit, please advise me of the method by which I may track its progress.
 
Thank You.
 
Stephen A. Crown
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From: prowlpumatec1965


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: comments on compliance and enforcment
Date: 01/05/2009 01:56 PM


 
January 5, 2009  
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement   
Dear FEC,  
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for America  


Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393).  
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform  
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 


 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and  
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know  
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is  


no audit mandated?   
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but 
has  
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors 
are  
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being  


legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while  
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes.  
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  


employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out,  
"What the heck is going on, here?"   
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than 
he  
showed donation receipts for?  


 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:   
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns  
expense.   
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded  


and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission,  
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.   
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions  


were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single  
donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant  
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd,  


Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. Others  
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine,  
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then  
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the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject  
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting  
penalties should be applied.   
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 donors  


listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information,  
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not  
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently  


has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about  
affirming the donor's American Citizenship. These donors should have some  
additional reporting requirements.   
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and  


questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign  
Finances.  
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama  
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with  


fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.   
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.  
Sincerely, 
t casey  
massachusetts  
pumapac voter     
................................................................ 


PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org



http://www.pumapac.org/






From: dslotkoff@bellsouth.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama contribution sources
Date: 01/04/2009 03:03 PM


Dear Sirs
I kindly request you review the sources of
campaign contributions of President elect Obama.
It is common knowledge that many are 
from over seas donors and many are with 
obviously fake names.
It is not the American tradition to allow overt fraud
for such important matters.
Sincerely
Douglas Slotkoff
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From: No Name


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject:
Date: 01/05/2009 02:02 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:
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●     The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 


●     The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must 
be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance 
at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and 
late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign 
address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. 
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government 
serviced there. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country 
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American 
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting 
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,







Your Name and State 
Puma PAC Member
http://pumapac.org
 
-- 
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From: Thomas McInerney


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 03:24 PM


 
  
Dear FEC, 
  
  I write to protest to the strongest possible extent your decision to 
refuse to audit the campaign funds which were received by the 
Obama campaign.  There has already been very much more than 
sufficient reason, available in the public domaine, for you to conclude 
that there were large areas which are in need of investigation and 
audit.  In particular, I am very concerned that persons who are not U.
S. citizens contributed substantial amounts, and also that large 
amounts of money came in from donors who were not identified, and 
may represent fraudulent donations using fictitious names.  
  
  Your failure to conduct even the most cursory investigation is 
already having a disastrous effect on the confidence our citizens can 
have in a legitimate electoral system.  When a candidate has financial 
resources that are nine fold greater than that of his rival, the election 
can easily be seen as having been purchased.  When the sources of 
the gigantic advantage are allowed to remain hidden, you would 
probably excuse voters from concluding that the federal oversight of 
elections has also been corrupted.  I am having trouble avoiding that 
conclusion myself.  
  
  I urge you to conduct a complete, persuasive, and transparent audit 
and review of funds raised for this year’s presidential campaign. 
 Anything less would be completely inadequate.  
  
  Sincerely,   
 
Tom 
 
_____________________________________________________  
Thomas G. McInerney 
12155 Sangsters CT 
Clifton VA 20124 
 
Voice: 703.266.6713 
Cell: 202.256.1039 
Fax: 703.266.6952 
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From: rbblue@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 02:02 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America  
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393).  
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic 
reform  
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and  
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know  
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when 
there is  
no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has  
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those 
donors are  
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being  
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media 
while  
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes.  
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure 
out,  
“What the heck is going on, here?”  
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How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he  
showed donation receipts for?  
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the 
process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns  
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting 
must be upgraded  
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time 
of submission,  
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor 
transactions. The submissions  
were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information 
and a single  
donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant  
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd,  
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their 
last name. Others  
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 
computer routine,  
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then  
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission 
and reject  
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late 
reporting  
penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 
4,000 donors  
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information,  







totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not  
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The 
form appare ntly  
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes 
about  
affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should 
have some  
additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/
receipt discrepancy and  
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the 
Obama Campaign  
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama  
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance with  
fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
B. Blue/Texas 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 


See which stars were naughty and nice this holiday season with the PopEater 
Toolbar. Get it now! 



http://toolbar.aol.com/popeater/download.html?ncid=emlweusdown00000019






From: Paul Vallely


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Audit
Date: 01/04/2009 03:37 PM


Dear FEC, 
  
  I write to protest to the strongest possible extent your decision to 
refuse to audit the campaign funds which were received by the Obama 
campaign.  There has already been very much more than sufficient 
reason, available in the public domaine, for you to conclude that there 
were large areas which are in need of investigation and audit.  In 
particular, I am very concerned that persons who are not U.S. citizens 
contributed substantial amounts, and also that large amounts of money 
came in from donors who were not identified, and may represent 
fraudulent donations using fictitious names.  
  
  Your failure to conduct even the most cursory investigation is already 
having a disastrous effect on the confidence our citizens can have in a 
legitimate electoral system.  When a candidate has financial resources 
that are nine fold greater than that of his rival, the election can easily be 
seen as having been purchased.  When the sources of the gigantic 
advantage are allowed to remain hidden, you would probably excuse 
voters from concluding that the federal oversight of elections has also 
been corrupted.  I am having trouble avoiding that conclusion myself.  
  
  I urge you to conduct a complete, persuasive, and transparent audit 
and review of funds raised for this year’s presidential campaign. 
 Anything less would be completely inadequate.  
  
  Sincerely, 


Paul E. Vallely
Chairman - Stand Up America USA
www.standupamericausa.com
E-Mail: standupamerica1@gmail.com
Fax: 406 837 0996
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From: Maria Artemakis


Reply To: dimka2@earthlink.net


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: compliance and enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 02:03 PM


 
January 5, 2009
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC,
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Registration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?” 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
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The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances.
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
 







Sincerely,
 
Maria Artemakis
Chicago, Illinois
Puma PAC Member








From: Robert Jones


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 03:47 PM


Dear Sirs,
 
Every citizen rightfully expects to enjoy the respect for and confidence in our Constitutional and legal 
system that comes from knowing that everyone is equal under the law. Unfortunately, it appears that 
Barack Obama is exempt from many, if not all, Constitutional or legal restraints. Additionally, mere 
questions pertaining to his activities, associations and ideologies quickly render one persona non 
gratis and subject to severe persecution.
 
I was hoping, for the good of our country, that we would have a much smoother transition and much 
more respectful recognition of our electoral changes than was allowed the previous and now out-going 
administration. Unfortunately, Mr. Obama has not been as forthcoming or as transparent as he 
promised regarding several activities including his campaign funding and verification of credentials 
required to dispel legitimate concerns regarding his “Natural Born” status. 
 
Surely, the task of reviewing Mr. Obama’s campaign finances and the related activities may become 
very unpleasant for you and perhaps even our nation. He has left a lot of serious questions pertaining 
to the receipt of substantial sums of money from potentially illegal sources unanswered. These 
questions, left unresolved, will certainly become very distracting to the new administration and may 
very well become catastrophic for all of us. They certainly won’t go away. The nation has heard, “no 
controlling legal authority” more than enough already.
 
“When you have to swallow a frog, don’t stare at it too long. When you have to swallow more than one, 
swallow the biggest one first.” 
 
Bless you as you undertake your duties.
 
Sincerely,
 
Robert W. Jones
San Antonio, Texas
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From: Sandra Williams


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:54 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission
ATTN: Stephen Gura, Deputy Associate General Counsel
         Mark Shonkwiler, Assistant General Counsel
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


I urge you to open an audit of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Registration #C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (#C00451393).


There is reason to believe that many of the donors were anonymous and 
contributions may have exceeded the donor's allowed contribution 
limit and/or failed to comply with legal requirements of donor citizenship.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. Not 
only were the transactions riddled with city, state, and zip code 
errors, but many transactions included flagrantly obvious 
placeholders like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj, Khv, K Vkn K V, and Hdusahfd. 
Numerous donors gave a single letter for their last name. Others were 
listed as Anonymous.


In addition, over 4,000 donors contributing more than $6 million 
dollars to the Obama campaign provided foreign address information 
with no confirmation of the donor's U.S. citizenship.


These are serious issues that affect the constitutional rights of 
U.S. citizens, and all candidates should face the same scrutiny 
regardless of their funding sources.


These steps are necessary to protect the integrity of the election process:


1. The campaign finances of Barack Obama must be audited at the 
campaign's expense.


2. The FEC's ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for thorough compliance checks at the time of 
donation, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.


Sandra Williams
Puma PAC Member
5714 Folsom Blvd. No. 190, Sacramento, CA 95819
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From: mbdphoto@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: audit Obama campaign funds
Date: 01/05/2009 01:54 PM


 _________________________________________________________________  
 
 
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America  
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393).  
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform  
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and  
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know  
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there 
is  
no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but 
has  
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are  
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being  
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while  
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration processes.  
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out,  
“What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million mor e 
than he  
showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns  
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expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded  
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time of 
submission,  
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions  
were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single  
donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant  
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd,  
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others  
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine,  
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then  
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and reject  
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting  
penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors  
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information,  
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not  
obviously with the=2 0military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently  
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about  
affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some  
additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy 
and  
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign  
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and 
Obama  
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance 
with  
fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 







 
Sincerely, 
Mary Beth Dolan 
 
Los Angeles, CA. 
Puma PAC Member 
 


Get a free MP3 every day with the Spinner.com Toolbar. Get it Now. 
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From: Richard Shirk


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 02:27 PM


TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN AT THE US FEC,
 
ARE YOU PROUD OF YOURSELVES? THAT YOU HAVE MANAGED TO:


1.       ALLOW A NON-NATURAL BORN CITIZEN TO RUN FOR PRESIDENT, 
BARACK HESSIEN OBAMA, AKA. BARRY SOETORO
2.       THEN ALLOW THE ELECTORATES TO VOTE FOR HIM AND CERTIFY THAT 
HE IS QUALIFIED. 


 
IT IS VERY DISHEARTENING AS A TRUE AMERICAN, BORN TO 2 AMERICAN BORN 
PARENTS, THAT YOU WOULD ALLOW THIS FRAUD 
TO CONTINUE. OUR FOREFATHERS MUST BE ROLLING OVER IN THEIR GRAVES. I 
AM NOT USUALLY SO BLUNT, BUT THIS IS THE BIGGEST 
SCAM EVER TO BE PULLED OFF IN 200 YEARS. WHAT NOW? YOU WILL BE 
FORGIVEN BY MILLIONS OF AMERICANS WHO ARE AT THIS 
VERY MOMMENT STANDING UP FOR THE US CONSTITUTION “IF” YOU JOIN US AS I 
AM SURE THAT YOU MUST HAVE BEEN FOOLED AS WELL.
PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW THIS USURPER, THIS BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA, AKA. 
BARRY SOETORO, TO TAKE THE OATH OF OFFICE AS THE POTUS.
IF YOU DO, YOU AND OTHERS WHO VOTED FOR HIM CAN BE HELD FOR TREASON.
THINK ABOUT IT…BUT DON’T THINK LONG. THERE ISN’T MUCH TIME. WE CAN 
ONLY HOPE THAT THE SCOTUS IS PLANNING TO FORCE 
BARACK HUSSIEN OBAMA, AKA. BARRY SOETORO TO HAND OVER ALL OF HIS 
DOCUMENTS, BUT IF HE HAS A BIRTH CERTIFICATE THAT WILL 
ONLY PROVE THAT HE IS AN AMERICAN CITIZEN AND AS YOU KNOW TO RUN FOR 
PRESIDENT YOU MUST BE: 


1.       35 YRS OLD
2.       LIVE IS US 14 YEARS PRIOR TO RUNNING FOR OFFICE
3.       BE A “NATURAL BORN CITIZEN OF THE US” MEANING YOU WERE BORN 
HERE, YOUR MOTHER WAS BORN HERE, AND YOUR FATHER


  WAS BORN HERE.
 
WE HAVE THE OFFICIAL DIVORCE DECREE OF STANLEY ANN D. OBAMA V. BARACK 
HESSEIN OBAMA SR. WHICH CLEARLY PROVES THAT OBAMA
JR. WAS BORN TO OBAMA SR. WHICH MAKES OBAMA JR. A KENYAN BRITISH 
CITIZEN AT BIRTH BY BRITAIN CITIZEN LAWS.
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WE HOPE THAT YOU WILL TAKE OUR CONCERNS SERIOUSLY, BECAUSE WE ARE 
VERY SERIOUS.
 
SINCERELY,
MR. AND MRS. RICHARD SHIRK JR.
OHIO 








From: Amir Levi


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 01:55 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters.http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, "What the heck is going on, 
here?" 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
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upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
A. Levi 
New York, NY 
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
................................................................ 







PumaPac.org www.pumapac.org 
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From: Jackie Smith


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 02:53 PM


To Whom It May Concern:
            As an American citizen I demand that Mr. Obama’s audit of campaign funds be fully 
investigated and disclosed to the American Citizens.  I along with many others believe Mr. Obama to 
be a fraud and a con man.  It has been shown that he is not eligible to hold the office of POTUS and 
we also are concerned he had illegal funding for his campaign to run for POTUS when he was put 
forth by the Democrats.  Please respond to this e-mail and show proof of the millions of dollars spent 
in getting him into a position to become POTUS.  Anything he does after Jan. 20th will be as a 
usurper.  Please comply with my request.
 
Jacqlyn K. Smith
Henderson, NV
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From: Jim Mouradick, RHU, CLU, ChFC, CFP


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/04/2009 02:16 PM


Please, for the sake of the Country, and the sake of the Rule of Law, 
audit this man’s contributions, otherwise you open the doors to future 
potential election stealing.
 
Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall.  Many of those donors are 
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being 
legitimate donors.  His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media 
while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. 
 
Barack Obama filed expenses for $255 million more than he showed 
donation receipts for? 
 
The campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions, but there is 
no unique identifier to monitor the donors’ total donations and little 
validation that they are legitimate donors.  The Obama submissions were 
riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information, and a single 
donor could have several name variations.  Some of the records were 
flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu.  Numerous donors had a single letter given for 
their last name.  Others were listed as Anonymous.  
 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a simple computer 
routine.  If the candidate is unwilling to check their own submissions, 
then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission 
and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels.  And late 
reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of foreign donors, which are expressly 
forbidden by U.S. campaign finance law.  There are 4,166 donors listed 
in the Obama donor records that have foreign address information and 
are not obviously with the military or government services overseas.   
The Obama campaign’s donation form apparently has no entry for 
foreign country specification.  There was no attempt made by the Obama 
Campaign to verify the American citizenship of each and every donor.
 
James C Mouradick, RHU, CLU, ChFC, CFP
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From: Dickson, Kim


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance & Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 02:07 PM


January 5, 2009
 
TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
 
Dear FEC,
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the 
Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and 
the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, 
People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of 
grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need 
to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. 
Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account 
for their finances. But what happens when there is no audit 
mandated? 
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his 
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. 
His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups 
like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about 
his own citizenship, employment, health and education as the 
American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going 
on, here?” 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 
Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the 
process: 
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense. 
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting 
must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for 
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports 
rejected and late fees applied. 
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor 
transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city, 
state and zip code information and a single donor could have 
several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant 
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V 
and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter 
given for their last name. Others were listed as Anonymous. 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof 
their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for 
such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors 
over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties 
should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 
4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that have 
foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION 
DOLLARS.  Most of these donations are not obviously with the 
military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has 
no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes 
about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors 
should have some additional reporting requirements. 
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an 
audit of the Obama Campaign Finances.
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are 
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. 
Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
 
Sincerely,
 
Kim Dickson







Tulsa, Oklahoma
Puma PAC Member
 
 








From: Eric vonStein


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 02:43 PM


Do we have laws in this country? Do we enforce them? Are you going to do your 
duty and investigate Obama’s illegal campaign donations?
 
          Eric von Stein
              Broker
CENTURY 21 Best Realty, Inc.
605 N. Bayshore Dr.
Coos Bay, OR 97420
(800) 421-4218   Toll free
(541) 297-8771   Cell
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From: JJTFIREMAN


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 02:50 PM


Dear Sir/Madam,
   I implore you to scrutinize every single dollar donated or spent in the 
2008 campaign. All sides, very dollar. It is such a huge sum of money, 
that misuse, and corruption are just to easy a vice. 
All sides, every dollar, to the letter, to the penny. 
No different than an IRS audit......its only fair
 Jan Brothers
Vero Beach Florida 
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From: leeinsc


Reply To: talons_usa@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Investigation: Obama Campaign's Finances
Date: 01/05/2009 02:40 PM


Subject: Obama Campaign's Finances


In view of the below mentioned information, I strongly feel that an 
audit of all Obama Campaign contributions should be done by your 
office.  We should not have a President whose election has 
been financed by foreign interests.  That fact makes the Office of 
the President and, in turn, America vulnerable to foreign influence.
 
Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall..  Many of those donors 
are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits 
and being legitimate donors.  His campaign spent $309 million on 
Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. 
 
Barack Obama filed expenses for $255 million more than he showed 
donation receipts for? 
 
The campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions, but 
there is no unique identifier to monitor the donors‛ total donations 
and little validation that they are legitimate donors.  The Obama 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information, and a single donor could have several name variations.  
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and 
Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu.  Numerous 
donors had a single letter given for their last name.  Others were 
listed as Anonymous.  
 
Most of these are errors that can be checked by a simple computer 
routine.  If the candidate is unwilling to check their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks 
upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified 
tolerance levels.  And late reporting penalties should be applied. 
 
And then there is the issue of foreign donors•, which are expressly 
forbidden by U.S. campaign finance law.  There are 4,166 donors 
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information and are not obviously with the military or government 
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services overseas.   The Obama campaign‛s donation form apparently 
has no entry for foreign country specification.  There was no 
attempt made by the Obama Campaign to verify the American 
citizenship of each and every donor.
 
 What assurance do the American people have that their 
presidential candidates are not being funded by foreign 
interecontributions that the Obama campaign sts?  This is a matter 
of National Security.
 
 


 








From: Robert Courtney


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Complaint
Date: 01/05/2009 02:22 PM


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Why hasn't PE Obama's US Citizenship, Medical condition, and Education been vetted?
Why hasn't his shady campaign donations been audited and transparency made?
Why is the FEC rolling over for PE Obama?
Something stinks, and I believe the FEC is part of it.
We WILL find out. And when we do, I believe he FEC will be right in the middle of it.
No matter how long, or how deep it goes.
The American People WILL find out and the ones in bed with the corruption will be revealed and reviled. They will be 
made famous.
Count on it.
Robert Courtney
Arab, AL 
256-566-6390
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From: Dolores Perera


Reply To: Dolores Perera


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 02:29 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Registration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a grassroots democratic reform movement of registered 
voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandate?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million. Many of those 
donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits 
and being legitimate donors. 
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
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The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records illustrated flagrant abuses such as Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, 
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors 
had a single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, upon receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor's American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous instances of campaign over limit contributions, large 
expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting 
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People deserve transparency in the process and demand an 
audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair 
practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dolores Perera
South Florida 
Puma PAC Member








From: Elizabeth M Sloane


Reply To: lilibetii@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov; prowl@pumapac.org


Subject:
Date: 01/05/2009 02:32 PM


 
January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
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The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Elizabeth M. Sloane,( Omaha, Nebraska) 
Puma PAC Member 
 







 
................................................................ 
 








From: Malka Yaacobi


To: undisclosed-recipients:;


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 02:39 PM


January 5, 2009


TO: Federal Election Commission
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement


Dear FEC,


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit "for cause" of the Obama for
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory
Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means
Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters.
http://pumapac.org


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to
update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly
funded candidates know they must be able to account for their
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his
windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His
campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN
received funding and abused voter registration processes. Obama
further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to
figure out, "What the heck is going on, here?"


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million
more than he showed donation receipts for?


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the
campaigns expense.


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the
time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees
applied.


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code
information and a single donor could have several name variations.
Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv,
Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own
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submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance
levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied.


And then there is the issue of "foreign donors". There are over 4,000
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country
specification. There are no notes about affirming the donor's American
Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting
requirements.


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit
of the Obama Campaign Finances.


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445)
and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to
assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama
Presidential Campaign Funds.


Thank you for your consideration of this matter.


Sincerely,
Malka Yaacobi, MA
Puma PAC Member








 


From: Hedy Csakvari 


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov 


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 
Date: 01/05/2009 02:16 PM 


TO: Federal Election Commission 
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement 


Dear FEC, 


I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445)
and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 


The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the
FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when there is no
audit mandated? 


President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million
of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?” 


How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed donation receipts for? 


The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process: 


The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense. 


The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for
compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied. 


The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled with errors on city,
state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some of the records were flagrant
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single
letter given for their last name. Others were listed as
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the candidate is
unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission and
reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late reporting penalties should be applied. 


And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama donor records that
have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS. Most of these donations are not obviously
with the military or government serviced there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification.
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting
requirements. 


The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting
warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 


The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are
depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds. 


Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 


Sincerely, 


Hedy Csakvari, Florida
Puma PAC Member 
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From: rbblue@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org; ElRushbo@eibnet.com; eric@rpum.com; 
evening@cbsnews.com; elrushbo@eibnet.com; era@mocpr.com; FNS@foxnews.
com; feedback@nytimes.com; foxmagazine@foxnews.com; foxreport@foxnews.
com; Friends@foxnews.com; Foxreport@foxnews.com; Foxwire@foxnews.com; 
Foxnewsonline@foxnews.com; ftn@cbsnews.com; gary.sheffer@ge.com; 
gretawire@fox.com; hannity@foxnews.com; hardball@msnbc.com; 
hemmer@foxnews.com; hume@foxnews.com; headlinenews@cnn.com; 
Hannity@foxnews.com; friends@foxnews.com; americasnewsroom@foxnews.
com; americas-talking@foxnews.com; studiob@foxnews.com; cavuto@foxnews.
com; foxreport@foxnews.com; oreilly@foxnews.com; hannity@foxnews.com; 
colmes@foxnews.com; ontherecord@foxnews.com; prowl@pumapac.org; 
Beltway@foxnews.com; byork@nationalreview.com; brian.williams@msnbc.
com; bsmith@politico.com; campbellbrown@cnn.com; chris.matthews@msnbc.
com; cnn.onair@cnn.com; cnn.feedback@cnn.com; comments@mclaughlin.
com; Cavuto@foxnews.com; comments@foxnews.com; countdown@msnbc.
com; CustomerService@HumanEventsOnline.com; Colmes@foxnews.com; 
corporateaffiliations@lexisnexis.com


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 02:16 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America  
Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund 
(C00451393).  
I am a member of Puma PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic 
reform  
movement of grass-roots voters. http://pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and  
upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates 
know  
they must be able to account for their finances. But what happens when 
there is  
no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
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campaign but has  
disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those 
donors are  
subject to questions about exceeding campaign donation limits and being  
legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million on Broadcast Media 
while  
groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes.  
Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship,  
employment, health and education as the American Public tries to figure 
out,  
“What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he  
showed donation receipts for?  
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the 
process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns  
expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting 
must be upgraded  
and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the time 
of submission,  
with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor 
transactions. The submissions  
were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code information 
and a single  
donor could have several name variations. Some of the records 
were flagrant  
trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and 
Hdusahfd,  
Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their 
last name. Others  
were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a 







computer routine,  
up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then  
the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon submission 
and reject  
reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And late 
reporting  
penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 
4,000 donors  
listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information,  
totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not  
obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The 
form appare ntly  
has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes 
about  
affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should 
have some  
additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/
receipt discrepancy and  
questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of the 
Obama Campaign  
Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama  
Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to 
assure compliance with  
fair practices. Please audit the Obama Presidential Campaign 
Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
R. Blue/Texas 







Puma PAC Member 
 
 


See which stars were naughty and nice this holiday season with the PopEater 
Toolbar. Get it now! 



http://toolbar.aol.com/popeater/download.html?ncid=emlweusdown00000019






From: Tesstown@aol.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


cc: prowl@pumapac.org


Subject: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement
Date: 01/05/2009 02:18 PM


January 5, 2009 
 
TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for America Campaign (FEC 
Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma 
PAC, People United Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update and upgrade the regulatory 
capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded candidates know they must be able to account for their 
finances. But what happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his campaign but has disclosed 
donors for only $485 million of his windfall. Many of those donors are subject to questions about 
exceeding campaign donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 million 
on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and abused voter registration 
processes. Obama further refuses to disclose information about his own citizenship, employment, 
health and education as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million more than he showed 
donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be upgraded and updated for 
more thorough checks for compliance at the time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected 
and late fees applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The submissions were riddled 
with errors on city, state and zip code information and a single donor could have several name 
variations. Some of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and Hkvkv, K 
Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a single letter given for their last name. 
Others were listed as 
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Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer routine, up receipt. If the 
candidate is unwilling to proof their own submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for 
such checks upon submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. And 
late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 donors listed in the Obama 
donor records that have foreign address information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  
Most of these donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced there.. The form 
apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. There are no notes about affirming the 
donor’s American Citizenship. These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt discrepancy and questionable 
donor record reporting warrant an audit of the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America (C00431445) and Obama Victory 
Fund (C00451393). We are depending on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please 
audit the Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Tess Elkins
Laurence Harbor, NJ
Puma PAC Member 
 
 
 


New year...new news. Be the first to know what is making headlines.
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From: Nancy Krumrine


Reply To: njkrumrine@yahoo.com


To: agencypro2008@fec.gov


Subject:
Date: 01/05/2009 02:19 PM


 TO: Federal Election Commission  
RE: Comments on Compliance and Enforcement  
 
Dear FEC, 
 
I am writing to URGE you to open an audit “for cause” of the Obama for 
America Campaign (FEC Resgistration # C00431445) and the Obama 
Victory Fund (C00451393). I am a member of Puma PAC, People United 
Means Action, a democratic reform movement of grass-roots voters. http://
pumapac.org 
 
The recent Presidential Election has brought to light the need to update 
and upgrade the regulatory capabilities of the FEC. Publicly funded 
candidates know they must be able to account for their finances. But what 
happens when there is no audit mandated?  
 
President-elect Barack Obama spent a record $741 million on his 
campaign but has disclosed donors for only $485 million of his windfall. 
Many of those donors are subject to questions about exceeding campaign 
donation limits and being legitimate donors. His campaign spent $309 
million on Broadcast Media while groups like ACORN received funding and 
abused voter registration processes. Obama further refuses to disclose 
information about his own citizenship, employment, health and education 
as the American Public tries to figure out, “What the heck is going on, 
here?”  
 
How did Barack Obama get away with filing expenses for $255 Million 
more than he showed donation receipts for?  
 
The following are now necessary to protect the integrity of the process:  
 
The campaign finances of Barack Obama should be audited at the 
campaigns expense.  
 
The Commissions ability to review campaign finance reporting must be 
upgraded and updated for more thorough checks for compliance at the 
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time of submission, with unacceptable reports rejected and late fees 
applied.  
 
The Obama campaign produced over 2.5 million donor transactions. The 
submissions were riddled with errors on city, state and zip code 
information and a single donor could have several name variations. Some 
of the records were flagrant trash like Jfggjjfgj, Jgtj and Khv, Khv and 
Hkvkv, K Vkn K V and Hdusahfd, Dahsudhu. Numerous donors had a 
single letter given for their last name. Others were listed as 
Anonymous. Most of these are errors that can be checked by a computer 
routine, up receipt. If the candidate is unwilling to proof their own 
submissions, then the FEC should have procedures for such checks upon 
submission and reject reporting with errors over specified tolerance levels. 
And late reporting penalties should be applied.  
 
And then there is the issue of “foreign donors”. There are over 4,000 
donors listed in the Obama donor records that have foreign address 
information, totaling more than $6 MILLION DOLLARS.  Most of these 
donations are not obviously with the military or government serviced 
there.. The form apparently has no entry for foreign country specification. 
There are no notes about affirming the donor’s American Citizenship. 
These donors should have some additional reporting requirements.  
 
The numerous campaign limit exceedances, large expense/receipt 
discrepancy and questionable donor record reporting warrant an audit of 
the Obama Campaign Finances. 
 
The American People need an audit of the Obama for America 
(C00431445) and Obama Victory Fund (C00451393). We are depending 
on the FEC to assure compliance with fair practices. Please audit the 
Obama Presidential Campaign Funds.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Krumrine--PA
 
Puma PAC Member
 





